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Ani-Kitu Hwagi (Cherokee) settlements across the Southeastern United States have been
intensively studied to evaluate how social dynamics, gender roles, and economic disruption came
to impact levels of stability and variability within both domestic and public structures or spaces
during the seventeenth to eighteenth century. Some studies characterize this period by using the
term “Shatter Zone” to describe a historical model for the US Southeast that emphasizes a
landscape of disruption characterized by population displacement, widespread disease, increased
levels of slavery, and economic disruption. I reorient analyses of archaeological evidence of this
timeframe in terms of center places, a conceptual framework of attachment between Ani-Kitu
Hwagi individuals and their communities and ancestral past, and survivance, a critical theory about
cultural resilience. This study identifies trends in architectural features, belonging assemblages,
and settlement spatial patterns from 21 Ani-Kitu Hwagi or similar style archaeological sites in
northern Georgia, western North Carolina and South Carolina, and eastern Tennessee to display
forms of survival and resiliency that exist during the thirteenth through nineteenth centuries. The
trends of structure size, hearth size, structure shape, and spatial patterning demonstrate forms of
vivid survivance as an active process of Indigenous avoidance of subjugation and victimry.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
A fire consistently rekindled, set in the hearth of a townhouse, dwelling or other public or
domestic area fuels the lives of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi, the community as a whole and of individual
families by connecting the past and present. Christopher Rodning (2015:169) phrases this constant
fire that is a point of navigation as a “center place” for the Ani-Kitu Hwagi. Center places properly
hold together household ties, intra-community relationships, and the social dynamics from one
community to another. A significant challenge to communities and households occurred during
the late seventeenth to early eighteenth century, when British colonial entanglement destabilized
and reoriented social and economic networks. Robbie Ethridge (2001) conceptualizes this
destabilization as a broad “Shatter Zone” that disrupted Native American communities across the
Southeast and resulted in ethnogenesis or “coalescence” of groups that we recognize today, such
as Catawbas, Creeks, and Seminoles. Marcoux (2010) extends the Shatter Zone concept to 16701740’s Ani-Kitu Hwagi homeland, arguing that the clashes between global European trading
systems and local, traditional societies created a level of change, disrupting continuity and stability
within Ani-Kitu Hwagi communities. Marcoux (2010) argues that the Townsend site was a
coalescent community, shown by changing settlement spatial organization as well as domestic and
public architectural patterns. The question of the resilience of Ani-Kitu Hwagi center places merits
further consideration through a wider geographic and temporal comparison.
This study compares changes in architecture form and size, settlement spatial patterning,
architectural orientations, artifact assemblage data of the thirteenth to eighteenth century at several
Ani-Kitu Hwagi communities and households situated throughout northern Georgia, western
North Carolina and South Carolina, and eastern Tennessee. Twenty-one different archaeological
sites ranging from large village settlements to individual households provide the data for
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comparison and correlation. This research demonstrates the critical need for narratives of
survivance to create well-grounded understanding of the impacts colonial developments may have
had for the Ani-Kitu Hwagi. Archaeological evidence in fact offers a corrective framework that
shows Ani-Kitu Hwagi endurance in the continuity of their cultural practices and resistance to
colonial pressures in the form of survivance. Survivance exists as an active process in which
Indigenous peoples use tactics to persist while avoiding subjugation and victimry (Pezzarossi and
Sheptak 2019:10), an idea that fits well within the focus on the continued importance of center
places throughout several settlement occupational dates before, during, and after the English
Contact period. This research thus centers its focus on community priorities and perspectives rather
than prioritizing those of colonizers.
My research on architectural and spatial patterns, center places, and survivance addresses
key questions regarding ways to detect and account for survivance narratives within Indigenous
histories before, during, and after European contact events. Although the focus of this research is
on the Ani-Kitu Hwagi or Cherokee of the American Southeast, similar research could and should
be done with Indigenous groups across North and South America. Two main research (thesis)
questions exist here, (1) How and why survivance narrative should be included in Ani-Kitu Hwagi
inclusive research (especially when destructive or disruptive themes and landscapes dominate
constructive research on the seventeenth to eighteenth centuries) and (2) How survivance can be
seen in the center places of Ani-Kitu Hwagi domestic and public domains.
Beyond the simple question of “should survivance narratives be foregrounded for histories
involving Indigenous groups and European invaders?”, I introduce and respond to other questions
regarding indigenous sovereignty and social justice in this work. Some of these questions include:
how architectural and settlement spatial patterns showcase survival tactics and varying levels of
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resiliency over time; why characterizing a time period as “turbulent” and “destructive” does not
give enough credit to Ani-Kitu Hwagi peoples who lived in and persisted through these times; and
how comparing aspects of Ani-Kitu Hwagi architecture such as the structure’s area, hearth area,
shape, and date of occupation across multiple archaeological sites can bring attention to
meaningful correlations between the factors and the impacts of European contact on the lives of
individuals, households, villages, and entire regions of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi.
To provide a background to this research, a brief description of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi regions
and history is in order. In the areas of eastern Tennessee, western North Carolina, northwestern
South Carolina, and Northern Georgia five total town regions were constructed, presented
alphabetically: the Ayeli (Middle) Towns, Eladige (Lower) Towns, Gadushi (Out) Towns,
Gawohilvdodi (Overhill) Towns, and Ugedaligv (Valley). The Ayeli (Middle) Town region was
situated along the Little Tennessee River and its tributaries in western North Carolina. Cowee was
the mother town of this region, and today the city of Franklin, North Carolina sits near the center
of the Ayeli region. The Eladige (Lower) Towns were situated along the upper Savannah River on
the Tugaloo, Chattooga, Keowee, and Toxaway rivers in northwestern South Carolina and
northeastern Georgia.
Gadushi (Out Town) settlements are most often situated along the Tuckasegee and
Ocunaluftee River valleys, however some examples like the Garden Creek and Warren Wilson
sites can reach out to the Asheville Basin. Cherokee and Bryson City, North Carolina are closest
to several of the utilized Gadushi settlements, including Kituhwa, Ela, and Nvnvnyi. Gawohilvdodi
(Overhill) settlements are west of the Appalachian summit in eastern Tennessee and were situated
in the north along the Little Tennessee River valley and south along the Hiwassee River valley.
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The Ugedaligv (Valley) Towns were found along the upper Hiwassee, Valley, and Cheoah rivers
in parts of northern Georgia and southwestern North Carolina.
The Ani-Kitu Hwagi people are one of many groups in southeastern North America.
Kituhwa is the original Mother Town of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi people, meaning embers from
Kituhwa’s sacred fire were used to light fires in the mother towns of each Town region. From there
embers would be distributed from Mother town hearths to townhouse hearths at settlements
throughout each region and in turn to domestic structures located within these settlements. This
movement of embers created connection between each hearth on the Ani-Kitu Hwagi cultural
landscape to a settlement’s townhouse, to a regions Mother Town, and each region to the original
Mother Town of Kituhwa.
Ani-Kitu Hwagi Practices and Values
Meaningful correlation involves re-centering values to those of the community rather than
recapitulating frameworks that may be contrary or otherwise inappropriate. Presenting Ani-Kitu
Hwagi practices and values regarding their importance to this analysis is thus an attempt
decolonizing how archaeological research is conducted regarding architectural features like
domestic structures, public structures, and hearths. These practices and values (gadugi, gadahu,
tohi, and osi) are presented by Townsend, Griffin, and Sampeck (2020:241) involving discussion
on counteracting erasure and misrepresentation of Ani-Kitu Hwagi heritage and history, the
settlement of Nvnvnyi, and the effects of settler colonialism.
Gadahu, discussed alongside how the Ani-Kitu Hwagi understand relationships, refers to
the “physical place, buildings, and other elements of a settlement, is the observable, tangible
qualities of communities,” (Townsend et al. 2020:250). Gadahu ties people, plants, animals, etc.
together alongside physical places on the cultural landscape, something which can feel, has felt,
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and still feels the effects of settler colonialism. This idea of gadahu is important for this systematic
study of architectural features, center places, and survivance as the center place and the
architectural features identified by archaeologists during excavations and investigations are
physical embodiments of people’s connections to the physical world around them.
Gadugi is the social aspect of the physical places most important to gadahu, “whereas
gadahu identifies material remains and relationships, gadugi is social action. Gadahu is created
and sustained by gadugi, and gadahu is the necessary place in which to carry out the duties of
gadugi,” (Townsend et al. 2020:255). It is mentioned in Townsend et al. (2020) that archaeological
practices, like excavation, in fact work against gadugi as excavations beginning with surface
collection and shovel testing lead to full scale soil stripping. Destructive practices which may
uncover answers to research questions but leave the physical place disrupted and at times
completely destroyed. A few studies used in this thesis including Carroll and Sampeck 2015 and
Moore 2009 have made strides against the continuation of destructive archaeological practices in
these cases instead opting to use ground penetrating radar and other like technologies alongside
mild excavations as to not further destroy the settlements in question. This systematic study finds
the social aspect of place (gadugi) useful regarding the focus on the hearths located within
domestic and public structures. The fires in these hearths were not just for cooking and keeping
the house warm, these fires are living pieces of Ani-Kitu Hwagi cultural identity as even when
they are buried the fire still burns. These fires work as center places for the Ani-Kitu Hwagi as
their continuous burning ties people to the domestic structures they live in, to the townhouse
located near their dwelling, and to the fires of the mother town with their Town region.
Tohi is a principle of balance for the Ani-Kitu Hwagi, “an even steady fluidness in life,
health, and movement. To deviate from tohi: means to hurry, to stop regularly occurring action, to
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take action that causes the fluidity to disperse, or to encounter obstacles,” (Altman and Belt
2009:15). Tohi is described as an “antithesis” of rupture and void, meaning like gadugi it too can
be benefited in archaeology by furthering the use of remote sensing technology in investigations
over simply disturbing and disrupting features buried underground. However, when excavation is
necessary it to can be understood within tohi as the act of conducting the excavation is a daily
activity to archaeologists at work and like at Nvnvnyi involving the community when applicable
can be a way to decolonize how archaeological work is done. Tohi stands out within this study to
advocate for further survivance narrative in how archaeological excavations or investigations are
undertaken, as if archaeologists can truly understand how excavation can still be conducted in a
less disruptive fashion than real change can be made to destructive archaeological practices.
Discussed regarding redistribution in Townsend et al. (2020), osi is (like gadugi to gadahu)
the complement to tohi. Where tohi is the natural flow, osi is the neutral state of an individual. A
way osi is useful to both this systematic study but also in archaeology overall comes from its
understanding as, “the flow of information and the maintenance and enhancement of social
connections is crucial for living a balanced life,” (Townsend et al. 2020:261). This flow of
information and social connections are not to be simply built between archaeologists and those
employing them only, archaeologists must try to include Indigenous communities within their
work, not just by hearing about work at a later date but by being asked to be involved in some
manner (done so of course through Tribal Historic Preservation Offices and other community or
governmental facilities).
Choice of Archaeological Variables
I selected the archaeologically observable attributes to analyze based on their relevance to
publicly known Ani Kitu Hwagi practices and values. The knowledge of Swimmer and John Ax,
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as recorded by Mooney (1900:502-503), specifically their narratives describing the New Fire
Ceremony, provides an example of crucial Ani Kitu Hwagi practices and values regarding hearths,
architecture, and settlement orientation and patterning:
“The altar in the center of the national heptagon [i.e., townhouse] was repaired. It was
constructed of a conical shape, of fresh earth. A circle was drawn around the top to receive
the fire of sacrifice. Upon this was laid, ready for use, the inner bark of seven different
kinds of trees. This bark was carefully chosen from the east side of the trees and was clear
and free from blemish. After some days of preliminary purification, sacrifice, and other
ceremonial performances, the day appointed for the kindling of the new fire arrived. Early
in the morning the seven persons who were commissioned to kindle the fire commenced
their operations. One was the official fire-maker; the remaining six his assistants. A hearth
was carefully cleared and prepared. A round hole being made in a block of wood, a small
quantity of dry golden-rod weed was placed in it. A stick, the end of which just fitted the
opening, was whirled rapidly until the weed took fire. The flame was then kindled on the
hearth and thence taken to every house by the women, who collectively waited for that
purpose. The old fires having been everywhere extinguished, and the hearths cleansed, new
fires were lighted throughout the country.”
A step-by-step discussion of this story is warranted to illustrate the ways it indicates a survivance
narrative and its emphasis of elements that can be recovered archaeologically.
The altar in the center of the national heptagon [i.e., townhouse] was repaired
The statement “the altar was repaired” shows the survivance of the structure and the hearth;
that it is in the center of the structure is metaphorical and physical at the same time: the hearth is
both physically in the center of the domestic or public structures while it also served as an origin
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place for the people. The constantly burning fire of a hearth is therefore eternal and holds a special
spiritual and community meaning because it creates crucial conditions for human life: balance
(tohi) and the emotional, social, and political relationships of individuals and communities
(gadugi) to these center places, including those considered in this analysis.
It was constructed of a conical shape, of fresh earth.
Shows that specific shapes were important as was the condition and construction material.
A circle was drawn around the top to receive the fire of sacrifice
Shape is really important. Well defined. It is a ritual act.
Upon this was laid, ready for use, the inner bark of seven different kinds of trees. This bark was
carefully chosen from the east side of the trees and was clear and free from blemish
Inclusion of botanical materials. The number, kind, and quantity, all potentially detectable,
are important for the correct formation of the fire.
After some days of preliminary purification, sacrifice, and other ceremonial performances, the day
appointed for the kindling of the new fire arrived. Early in the morning the seven persons who
were commissioned to kindle the fire commenced their operations. One was the official fire-maker;
the remaining six his assistants.
Importance of time—not everything happens all at once, but rather in steps over time.
Importance of particular community actors. They shape and guide the formation of the feature (the
hearth and fire), the place (the town house and larger community--gadahu), and the social
connections (gadugi). Ritual objects and substances would also have been part of the ceremonies.
. A hearth was carefully cleared and prepared. A round hole being made in a block of wood, a
small quantity of dry golden-rod weed was placed in it. A stick, the end of which just fitted the
opening, was whirled rapidly until the weed took fire.
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Specific botanical substances for the next stage, particular sequence of actions, careful
attention to the feature of the hearth and the fire being built within.
The flame was then kindled on the hearth and thence taken to every house by the women, who
collectively waited for that purpose. The old fires having been everywhere extinguished, and the
hearths cleansed, new fires were lighted throughout the country.
Archaeological evidence shows that the rebuilding of domestic and public structures was
a common practice from the thirteenth to seventeenth centuries. The last two sentences of this
ceremony line up with how the act of rebuilding is understood; and adds the crucial insight of the
pivotal acts of women within the construction and maintenance of the community. Rebuilding as
a practice also fits into generational timelines, as the act of rebuilding was conducted by families
restoring their connection to a household area and to their matrilineal clan ties. It can be assumed
as well that this rebuilding over time of domestic structures was conducted mostly by women, as
women held a large amount of responsibility and influence in Ani-Kitu Hwagi culture. Daily
practices like cooking and farming were conducted by women, along with keeping the household
as Ani-Kitu Hwagi culture is matrilineal and matrilocal. This means that all family ties and clan
ties are identified through one’s mother and where people lived was based on the women in one’s
life. The standard Ani-Kitu Hwagi household would consist of, “extended family linked by the
women, typically elderly woman, her daughters and their children, the women’s husbands, and
any unmarried sons,” (Perdue 1998:24). Once a son would marry, he would move to his new wife’s
household and when this couple would have children those children would continue the lineage of
the woman’s family, (with the father still maintaining his clan and family lineage gained from his
mother). Further discussion of site demography, women, and rebuilding is presented in Chapter 6.
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Qualities of a community can be discussed via documentary sources, but to truly
investigate the physical place archaeology is needed. A hearth fits as a physical embodiment of
gadahu, as it is a physical element of a community that holds within it observable and tangible
qualities of its community. For each kind of archaeological data I present, including structure
shape, structure size, and space between structures, and their natures over time indicate that this
example of the connections of the New Fire ceremony to specific acts, substances, and kinds of
spaces to create community relationships and infrastructure go beyond this one ceremony. The
creation of the New Fire for the Ani-Kitu Hwagi emphasizes the importance of places within their
cultural landscape in terms of continuity in rebuilding and adaptation through refusal and
resistance. The factors of the physical and social condition of structures must be kept in mind when
evaluating evidence from all the archaeological contexts in this study. Sites like Coweeta Creek,
King, Ledford Island, and Warren Wilson stand out as vivid examples of rebuilding. I discuss the
importance of the cleansing of hearths and lighting of new fires in following chapters.
The temporality of the ceremony also has other implications for spans of time. Generational
timelines of community members shape archaeological evidence, as the ages of those living in the
houses of course change during their life course.
Archaeological Variables and Trends
Changes in architecture form and size, settlement spatial patterning, architectural
orientations, belonging assemblage data of the thirteenth to eighteenth century at several Ani-Kitu
Hwagi communities and households are manifested in archaeologically observable trends. In order
to detect this change over time and present possible trends, archaeological data (including
architectural features) are provided in the form of individualized settlement summary tables,
Appendix A’s complete data table, and through three correlation scatter plots (Figures 5.32-5.34)
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shown in Chapter 5: Results. Variation is documented at the cultural, local, and regional levels,
and in order to properly present this variation discussion is conducted focusing on each individual
settlement, each of the five Ani-Kitu Hwagi town regions these settlements were built within, and
by comparing all the data to show the cultural level.
In an attempt to not deploy colonizing frameworks within this study as I am not myself
part of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi people, research by Ani-Kitu Hwagi scholars is utilized alongside the
Ani-Kitu Hwagi names for the town regions, architectural features, and cultural narratives to
further show respect to members of this group and to provide decolonial organization of the data
at hand. Previous archaeological research (discussed further in Chapter 2) has often focused more
on individual settlements or on how European invaders (especially the English) impacted the AniKitu Hwagi landscape, and often not on how the Ani-Kitu Hwagi people have resisted and refused
the changes European invaders wished to colonize into them. Focusing on the destructive or
disruptive, several pieces have created architectural guidelines which are prescribed to the overall
culture, detailing negative change in the size of households and disruption of cultural ideals during
the late seventeenth to early eighteenth centuries. This systematic study alters the claims of these
previous studies, finding noticeable patterns of survival, resistance, and refusal within Ani-Kitu
Hwagi settlements before, during, and after the late seventeenth to early eighteenth-century
English Contact period (Shatter Zone). If archaeological research on a culture like that of the AniKitu Hwagi is presented in a way that wishes to fixate on disruptive landscapes and cultural
adaptation, then how this group either accepted, adapted, or resisted change must be studied.
Alongside change, when I discuss continuity here in terms of architectural practices and
settlement patterns, I try to be clear that no two sites are the same and when changes occurred one
overall reason was not responsible for that change. Stylistic changes in the architecture and
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settlement patterns of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi are entangled within the community and region-built
relationships that led to new, innovative ideas for structure shapes and settlement patterns, while
continuities in size and the use of center places flourished. At times, I compare sites including
Kituhwa and Coweeta Creek or Chota-Tanasee and Toqua are to show how they were increasingly
similar in their orientation, but they were not the same. At the regional and community levels, I
observed a great flexibility in how people lived their lives before, during, and following European
social, economic, and political invasion.
Ani-Kitu Hwagi and Colonialism
The Ani-Kitu Hwagi lived “instead” of colonialism, “despite” colonial efforts, however the
influence colonialism had on the overall region of the American Southeast must be discussed to
provide a background for the area Ani-Kitu Hwagi people called home during the late seventeenth
to early eighteenth centuries. To understand how a “shatter zone” landscape would have formed
and its shockwaves of population displacement, epidemic disease, and disruption to Indigenous
deerskin and slave trades; both Spanish and English colonial efforts must be presented to truly
identify survivance within Ani-Kitu Hwagi households, settlements, and regions.
Spanish Colonial Efforts
Though Spanish colonial efforts were far briefer than those of the later English, these
encounters still may have altered the dynamics of Southeastern political consolidation, hierarchy,
and heterarchy (Beck 2013). Sampeck, Thayn, and Earnest Jr. (2015:49) make apparent that when
the Spanish arrived in the sixteenth century, “a period of widespread, profound demographic shifts
was actively occurring, with regions such as the Asheville Basin and the Savannah and Etowah
River valleys largely abandoned during the 1400’s to 1500’s,”. At the same time large ritual and
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administrative centers grew up in places, an example being the increase in size of Ani-Kitu Hwagi
townhouses.
Nolichucky Valley is the area in which Spanish colonial efforts are discussed by Sampeck
et al. (2015) mostly involving roads these groups traveled and the roads traveled by Spanish
entrada. Towns in this area grew and were aligned heavily to these roads and trade routes, while
also being Ani-Kitu Hwagi in style. Some of these Ani-Kitu Hwagi affiliations to the area include
linguistic stylization and material belongings, with “the material culture of the Nolichucky
settlements having strong stylistic ties to the known Cherokee towns on the east side of the Blue
Ridge, yet also Burke and Dan River wares as well as possible precursors of later Overhill
Cherokee ceramics,” (Sampeck et al. 2015:63). These Nolichucky settlements existed during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and did not last much longer that that, while also seemingly
being evacuated prior to European trade influx. Research by Sampeck et al. (2015) suggests that
Ani-Kitu Hwagi political landscape shifting to include westward movement began before
European arrival, as movement into the Nolichucky area had occurred prior to Spanish or English
influence.
This does not discount the impacts Spanish entrance into the Southeast had, as even
established settlements shifted in location during the 20 years between De Soto’s and Pardo’s
expeditions. Although even with a shift in location Ani-Kitu Hwagi towns maintained their
identity. The shift in location for some settlements may have been influenced by Spanish entrance
into the southeast and by the earlier established movement into the Nolichucky Valley area,
meaning that Spanish colonial efforts can not be discussed as the sole cause of settlement
movement on the Ani-Kitu Hwagi cultural landscape.
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It is also worth mentioning that during Spanish colonialism in Southeastern North America
two main colonial expeditions into this area were quite different. The first was undertaken by De
Soto, the new governor of La Florida by 1540 and De Soto was heavily focused on accruing wealth
for himself and gaining political advantage and a keyway he would do this was through Indigenous
slavery. However, during the mid-1540s a debate occurred involving the humanity and civil rights
of Indigenous peoples which abolished Indigenous slavery in 1542 meaning that the second
expedition, this time by Juan Pardo, focused more on securing alliances that fostering disruptive
colonial efforts (Sampeck et al. 2015:49). During these expeditions, several Ani-Kit Hwagi towns
encountered De Soto or Pardo including Canosahaqui (Canasoga), Cauchi, Guasili, and Tocae’e.
English Colonial Efforts
Marcoux (2008:89) argued that during the late seventeenth century, the Ani-Kitu Hwagi
were far more isolated than other Indigenous groups within the American Southeast. I do not think
this is true for say, groups including the Choctaws or Chicasaws are just as “isolated” as Cherokees,
and this is really only for the blip in time when English colonization moves towards the interior.
During the sixteenth to seventeenth century, there is lots of interaction of Cherokees with the
Spanish, etc. It is not until at least 1716 CE, with the entrance into the Yamasee and CreekCherokee wars that Ani Kitu Hwagi change to an engaged strategy. The conflicts of this period
were driving forces in building social, economic, and political relations among Ani-Kitu Hwagi
groups with the settler colonists of South Carolina and were riddled by factionalism and competing
agendas in Ani-Kitu Hwagi society (Marcoux 2008:64).
The conflicts with the Creeks made settler colonists in South Carolina want to form an
alliance with all Ani-Kitu Hwagi; however, they misunderstood Ani-Kitu Hwagi political culture.
The Ani Kitu Hwagi had no King, no one person who ruled over all the Ani-Kitu Hwagi. Each
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community had its own wants and needs, and larger Town regions (Lower, Middle, Out, Overhill,
and Valley) operated largely independently from each another, it seems, though this would be an
excellent line of further research. Each region had its own social, political, and economic ideology
at times similar but often different from the others, dynamics in play prior to the conflicts of the
English Contact period. Marcoux (2008) presented information regarding this factionalism and
differing regional ideas about the Ani-Kitu Hwagi participation in the conflict. The Ani-Kitu
Hwagi political leaders functioned as a voice for people from their communities, but those leaders
relied heavily on their words and ideas to sway people within their community and during council
house meetings those from outside their community. A leader of Tugaloo known as Charitey
Hagey, “the conjuror”, was adamant that his people did not hold anti-English sentiments, but this
did not mean that they wanted to enter into conflict with all the groups that those in South Carolina
wished to (Marcoux 2008:67). At the same time, another leader, Caesar of Echota, who was
adamantly pro-war gave a speech at a town in the Lower Town region to other leaders from the
Middle, Upper, and Lower settlements, he began to persuade some that war was the only answer.
European entanglement exacerbated preexisting fragmentation and thus created the ideal
conditions for conflict-based decisions to prosper. Even when the English forged peace with the
Lower Creek the Creek-Cherokee War did not end. Warfare and raiding continued from 1717 to
1727 CE until tenuous peace was found, the peace would last the rest of the English Contact period
but did not last forever (Marcoux 2008:72). Looking beyond conflict-based politics, this time also
brought great economic and diplomatic change. When “isolationism” was the Ani-Kitu Hwagi
main strategy they did not need to trade much with English traders, however once conflict arouses
into the Creek-Cherokee War, “the material requirements (i.e., firearms and ammunition) were
considerably greater than could be satisfied with trade at its low existing levels,” (Marcoux
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2008:76). So, when the English needed a new trade partner that could replace the Creek and
Yamasee following the wars with them, they quickly went to the Ani-Kitu Hwagi to fill this role
and even had a government-operated trade factory established in the Ani-Kitu Hwagi Eladige
village of Tugaloo, “the factory was built in the Lower Settlements for three reasons: the Lower
settlements were located closest to Charleston near establish trading paths to the Creek and
Chickasaw; Tugaloo’s situation formed a natural gateway for trade to be funneled up to the Middle
and Upper Settlements; and the Lower Settlements were the earliest recipients of English trade
and already had more stable trading relationships,” (Marcoux 2008:77).
European involvement heightened tensions with the Ani-Kitu Hwagi which aided in prowar ideals and created a certain level of economic dependency in the form of the deerskin and later
slave trades. Near the end of the English Contact the last impact would tragically hit, widespread
disease. A smallpox epidemic entered, leading to a great deal of population loss and with-it further
population displacement which had already been occurring in part due to the wars and slave trade.
Introductory Summary
This introduction offers a brief foray into the crucial concerns and approaches of this
research. Following chapters delve into critical elements in greater detail. Chapter 2 outlines the
origin of the data and ideas for this research. This chapter I offer more detailed definitions for the
previously noted key terms as well as a detailed discussion of the importance of several different
ideas about previously research of the effects of European contact and architectural and settlement
topics for Ani-Kitu Hwagi sites over time. Alongside the quantitative-based analyses, I explore
qualitative research in this chapter to foreground the perspectives of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi people
in this research. As important as the scientific, countable data is, any work conducted on and with
Indigenous groups must take their perspectives and ideals into account. Consequently, I
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recontextualize several aspects of previous research to accommodate concepts and/or practices
directly created by or involving Ani-Kitu Hwagi perspectives. A few examples of such evidence
include James Mooney’s 1900 ethnographic fieldwork with the Ani-Kitu Hwagi oral traditions
from Swimmer and John Ax, peer-reviewed publications by Ani Kitu Hwagi scholars Russell
Townsend, Johi D. Griffin, and Thomas N. Belt as well as substantial literature by Native
American scholars about critical studies and methods of sovereignty.
Chapter 3 describes my theoretical orientation, which includes three approaches: localism,
materiality, and survivance. Each approach is accompanied with a detailed definition, discussion
of its origins and use of the approach in archaeology, as well as a description of how each
theoretical approach fits into this study.
Chapter 4 explains my methodologies. Specifically, I recount how I gathered and chose the
data from Appendix A as well as the historical background and methodology for each of the 21
archaeological sites in my sample of case studies. Chapter 5 fully presents the quantitative data of
each site and the results of several correlation tests comparing different criteria. In this chapter,
summary tables of key data target crucial observation to aid characterization of each site,
settlement, Ani-Kitu Hwagi Town region, and occupational period. Scatterplot correlation figures
are presented within this chapter to adequately notice and present architectural patterns. These
figures aid in visualizing continuity, resistance, and survival are the architectural level, while map
figures aid in visualizing continuity, resistance, and survival at the settlement or region level.
Chapter 6 offers a discussion of the research results, meaning that this chapter takes the
data and results of Chapter 5 and applies a further analysis and broader interpretation of settlement
spatial patterning, architectural orientation patterns, and household groupings within village sites.
This deeper analysis is a foundation for interpreting evidence of survivance within and between
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Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements as well as individual household groups. Because this section presents
a deeper discussion, I build upon my observations to propose further study of how survivance
narratives have been and should be used regarding Ani-Kitu Hwagi architectural features.
Chapter 7 concludes my thesis by tying together all of the ideas presented throughout,
leading back to the research questions presented in the introduction. Following Chapter 7 are
Appendices, including the data tables and figures for this research. Some figures are additional
scatter plots and graphs, while others include previously published maps for several villages and
settlements discussed in detail throughout this research (or thesis).
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
My investigation of Ani-Kitu Hwagi Center Places, Survivance, and the English Contact
Period (1670-1740) depends upon a foundation of substantial archaeological and historical
research in the US Southeast. I acknowledge that the scope of my inquiry is relatively narrow
compared to the extensive literature available; in other words, I do not try to summarize all relevant
research and theory for Ani Kitu Hwagi archaeology and history, but instead focus upon a few
crucial elements. Crucial concepts of this research are (1) center places, a thematic focus; (2)the
Shatter Zone, an historical model for the US Southeast during the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth century; and (3) survivance, a critical theory about cultural resilience. These are crucial
concepts to this study separately and when thought of together as a whole. Separately each concept
creates a new lens or focus for how archaeological research can be decolonizing and how important
having respect for the landscape over destroyed cultural landscapes is. When discussed all
together, these concepts aid in the identification of non-linear trends and patterns in Ani-Kitu
Hwagi architectural features used in this study. Each concept is presented in more detail below,
discussing their origin, use in archaeology, and particular relevance for this research.
Center Places
A center place refers to physical places on the Ani-Kitu Hwagi cultural landscape that
served as social anchors to the Ani-Kitu Hwagi people who utilized them or were associated with
them. Examples of a center place could include mounds, townhouses, hearths, domestic dwellings,
and burials; and in the case of townhouses and hearths these places could come in varying levels.
An Ani-Kitu Hwagi matrilineal/matrilocal household would find their domestic dwelling and their
hearth to be a center place within a town for their immediate family. The hearth they have created
would have been lit with sacred fire from the townhouse hearth they are attached to (another center
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place). An entire settlement could also have been connected to an Ani-Kitu Hwagi mother town
(like Cowee) meaning that all those who lived and were living in the area were attached to an
overall regions center place (Rodning 2015:176). The principle of center places is attested by
James Mooney (1900) and Tom Belt (2009) in their discussions of the importance of hearths as
the center of life and the community. Rodning (2004, 2015) examines architecture and other
elements of the built environment of the Coweeta Creek site and extrapolates the practice and
concept of center places. Center places are presented at a range of differing scales, each serving as
points of attachment between Ani-Kitu Hwagi individuals and their communities, as well as
between the individuals present and ancestral past (Rodning 2015). Rodning’s formulation of
center places is helpful for evaluating architectural, belonging assemblage, and geolocational data
not just for the Coweeta Creek site but also other sites from a range of time periods.
Rodning’s concept of center places is often lacking in other archaeological studies of
archaeological communities. Boudreaux (2005:260) primarily focuses on the domestic
architecture, public spaces, and some features, including hearths, at Town Creek. He recognizes
some degree of continuity in practices but does not interpret this evidence in terms of center places
or survivance: “throughout the history of Town Creek, there is an overall continuity in the use of
space that implies that the residents of the community were not only aware of preceding activities
and constructions, but that they also acknowledged these earlier events.” Although archaeological
evidence does not indicate practices of in situ housing like those at Coweeta Creek, the structure
orientation and burials located within them appear to indicate some degree of continuity with their
ancestral past. Although Boudreaux does acknowledge continuity of cultural practices over time
through the architectural features present at Town Creek, this site is described as a Pee Dee cultural
site, separating it from the Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements presented in the rest of this study. Along
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with this cultural difference, discussion on domestic and public structures, and the hearths
identified within them does not present these architectural features as social anchors to those living
there, only that the presence of platform mounds could be seen to indicate that communities were
social or political centers. More focus is put on social differentiation and political power than what
is seen in Ani-Kitu Hwagi culture (Boudreaux 2005: 267-270).
Unlike Boudreaux (2005) which although never directly discussed center places does
mention continuity and respect for space over, several other main archaeological reports used in
this study do not focus on Ani-Kitu Hwagi survival, resistance, or continuity; often instead opting
to focus on the creation of architectural typologies or fixate on the physical places or belongings
over what these places meant socially to the Ani-Kitu Hwagi. Polhemus (1985) stands out here as
the source focuses on the temporal, technological, and spatial patterning at the Toqua site, which
does contain discussion on functional variability and continuity but also creates an architectural
typology for structures identified in East Tennessee. This can be problematic as it assumes the
existence of a widespread level of cultural continuity, taking individualism and regional variation
out of the picture. The typology Polhemus (1985:135-137) presents is developed entirely on the
technological, substructure, ground plan, and mode of roof support characteristics, meaning
physical parts of a structure like the central hearth were not presented along with a lack of
specifically Ani-Kitu Hwagi social aspects (as social aspects are discussed, but at the overall
Mississippian architectural level).
Steere (2011:1) created an architectural database of 65 different sites in an attempted to
“understand how houses and households changed in the Southeastern United States from the
Woodland to the Historic Indian Period (ca. 200 B.C. to A.D. 1800),”. In this research, Steere
discussed architectural variability at the occupational period, regional, settlement, and individual
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household levels for the entire area of Southeastern America. Houses are discussed as symbols and
as physical manifestations of status, and the act of rebuilding is discussed alongside the importance
of social organization in how a structure is constructed and presented (Steere 2011:310-320). In
this continuity is acknowledged, however as the database contains a wide range of cultural
materials from different Indigenous groups, particular discussion on Ani-Kitu Hwagi survivance
and center places is not described in detail. This is not a point against the work that Steere has
conducted here, it is instead meant to vocalize that if the databases in Steere 2011 are to be utilized
in studies like this one, the individual reports for each site in the database should also be utilized
to possibly gain further understanding on more individual cultural features from specific
Indigenous groups, like this study and the Ani-Kitu Hwagi.
Studies like Allen (2019) and Baden (1983) bring attention to specific settlements within
the Gawohilvdodi Town region of eastern Tennessee: Mialoquo and Tomotley. Although most of
these works are based on interpreting the physical belongings and architectural features identified
during earlier excavation at the settlements, interpretation is also provided for the social aspects of
these sites. Allen (2019) discusses the Mialoquo settlement as existing as a coalescent community,
similar to the Townsend site discussed below from Marcoux (2008). Although a center place is
never explicitly mentioned, Allen (2019:166-175) ties together the physical and social identifiable
landscape, recognizing the existence of regional variation in Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements, the
effects of European interactions, and the existence of western biases in earlier hypothesis.
Although exact survivance tactics are not explicitly mentioned, the basic ideas of survivance are
present.
Moore (2009) stands out as a study conducted at Kituhwa in which non-destructive
archaeological investigation was conducted at three large areas of the settlement (including along
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the top of the Kituhwa mound), which identified several clusters of domestic structures in Area’s
3 and 4 to the east and southeast of the Kituhwa mound. The remains of the Kituhwa townhouse
on top of the mound located there were also identified along with an anomaly in the townhouse
center representing the townhouse central hearth, a center place for Ani-Kitu Hwagi living in the
area. Although survivance is never thoroughly discussed or mention in the work, it is clear through
the use of remote sensing technology to not disturb the mound or village areas that the survival of
Kituhwa is still important. Conducting archaeological investigation like what is seen in Moore
(2009) allows archaeologists to answer research questions regarding the settlement patterning and
architectural feature patterns at Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements without disturbing the sacred fires
lying in the center of domestic and townhouse structures. It also allows for respect of gadugi and
gadahu, the physical and social aspects of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi cultural landscape.
The “Shatter Zone”
The Shatter Zone model accounts for how cultures in the American Southeast adapted to
the ever-changing world following European contact—specifically British colonization--and what
negative impacts these changes would often lead to, including population displacement, economic
disruption, wide-spread disease, and at times slavery. The phrase “Shatter Zone” refers to large
regions of instability following increases in European colonialism and Indigenous slave trade, from
which shock waves radiate out and take shape in communities sometimes hundreds of miles apart
(Ethridge 2006). These shock waves create a wide series of regional, social, cultural, and political
upheavals due in part to wide-spread disease and economic market systems like the fur and slave
trade. Coalescence is discussed in relation to the Shatter Zone model as a tactic which Indigenous
people employed to “ameliorate population loss resulting from European contact,” (Marcoux
2008: iii). The concept of shatter zones was derived from the work of Eric Wolf (1982) and was
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later employed by Robbie Ethridge (2006) as a concept to frame ethnohistorical reconstruction of
the southeastern colonial landscape of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Later
utilized by Jon Bernard Marcoux (2008), Marcoux (2008: iii) applies this model to assess the
context of the Townsend site, to conclude that it is an Ani-Kitu Hwagi “coalescent community”
and describes the landscape of the Southeast United States as “a turbulent time for southeastern
Indian groups” and finds that “daily life in Ani-Kitu Hwagi households changes drastically as they
coped with shifting social, political, and economic currents of the English Contact period.” A
coalescent community is “an amalgam of households from different Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements
who group together as a strategy to negotiate the population loss and violence associated with the
Shatter Zone between A.D. 1650-1715 (Kowalewski 2006)” (Marcoux 2008:259). Marcoux
(2008) serves as both an avenue for definition and understanding of the Shatter Zone landscape
narrative within the contexts of the Townsend site and other archaeological sites and provides data
necessary for my own archaeological comparisons.
Because the model presents how groups adapt, persistence patterns come into focus mostly
through the idea of what a coalescent community is, both a survival tactic and a way for Ani-Kitu
Hwagi cultural practices to persist. However, the term persistence does not in itself portray the
survival, endurance, and resilience which survivance advocates for within the study of Indigenous
peoples. The Shatter Zone model thus seems incomplete because it lacks survivance narratives and
instead foregrounds disruption.
Survivance
Survivance is defined Gerald Vizenor (1999, 2008) and presented by Heather Law
Pezzarossi and Russel N. Sheptak (2019:10) as “an active process in which Indigenous peoples
use tactics to persist while avoiding subjugation and victimry.” The active work of people against
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those attempting to suppress their ideas or subordinate them, Vizenor frames survivance as
something beyond just the resistance of subordination. Survivance unfolds, “in ways that work
through and with the new opportunities provided by the colonial and nationalist situations in which
Indigenous peoples of the Americas have participated for more than five hundred years,” (Joyce
2019: 188). The degree to which this approach has been used in archaeology can be highlighted
through the different chapters of Pezzarossi and Sheptak (2019), as in the introduction tactics of
survivance are presented including movement and territorialization, refusal and refuge, the
creation of Indigenous archives and historicities, and emergence and entanglement. From there
each subsequent chapter from different authors are provide their archaeological research in light
of what survivance tactics are identifiable.
An example of this for instance could be Chapter 5 of this books focused on Indigenous
persistence in New England and Brewed Time. The concept of brewed time is presented as a
challenge to linear temporality. Heather Law Pezzarossi (2019: 14) asserts that, “by considering
varying temporal schemes of assemblage’s pressure can be relieved to deemphasize modernity.
Temporal fluidity should instead be used because understanding one point in time requires an
understanding of everything that came before it, happening with it, and, in turn, was changed and
modified by what came after it,”. This idea of understanding what is occurring at a particular
settlement, in regard to what architectural features are present, by looking at what has occurred
before, during, and after its occupation lends itself well to this systematic study as well. Each of
the 21 settlements utilized are not understood just as independent variables, each settlement holds
key characteristics of architectural features which are adapting to changing Ani-Kitu Hwagi
cultural landscapes allowing correlation testing to be conducted involving each settlement.
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Survivance provides an ideal corrective framework for revisiting the time periods
addressed by previous scholarship of the Shatter Zone model by making the effort to detect
narratives of Ani-Kitu Hwagi survival and resilience as well as evidence of stability of their center
places. As a corrective measure, a theoretical orientation of survivance pushes against the use of
damaging narratives of decline and destruction. A move away from the decline and disruption
narrative when discussing the Ani-Kitu Hwagi of the historic era makes for more Indigenous
informed approach.
Ani-Kitu Hwagi Perspectives
Ethnographic and archaeological publications informed by critical Indigenous perspectives
offer key ideas and approaches for my research. Kirk (2013) utilizes the 1887 ethnographic
fieldwork of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi collective memory of Swimmer and John Ax by James Mooney
to discuss and interpret the stories of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi homelands. I look to this source to better
my own understanding of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi way of life through Kirk’s discussion of Mooney’s
work and the Ani-Kitu Hwagi theoretical framework of Duyuktv. Duyuktv, also referred to as
duyuktai, “focuses on balance; the rights of the individual are balanced with the good of the whole
and personal freedom is balanced within societal responsibilities. Duyuktai methodology mandates
that research be performed with an attitude of respect toward the community, integrity towards the
community and its members regarding their lives and history, an understanding that the acquisition
of traditional knowledge is not considered a right but a privilege, an understanding that the research
project must benefit the Cherokee people as a whole, and an understanding that research is
relationship building (Holland 2012a)” (Kirk 2013:21).
In addition to the key Ani Kitu Hwagi concepts and practices outlined in Chapter 1, Tom
Belt (2009) also provides specific details important for this research. He discusses the importance
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of hearths and continuous fire to Ani-Kitu Hwagi individuals and communities as intrinsic the AniKitu Hwagi concept of well-being, tohi (balance) and osi (steady flow), but also the sense of osi
as “warmth” and “winter house”. Belt (2009) notes additional definitions of osi and osi adasdadi’i
as being “stove”. Thomas Belt remembered that both, “were expression that older people in
Oklahoma had used for stove. The original osi structures, as Tom recalls hearing his father and
other elder discuss, were individual isolation huts built of wattle and daub near the home, with a
permanent fire burning inside” (Belt and Altman 2009: 17-18). Complementary to and supportive
of Rodning’s emphasis of center places and the importance of hearths to Ani-Kitu Hwagi
individuals and communities, Belt and Altman (2009) provide further evidence of the importance
of hearths in that the many definitions of osi often have continuous fires located within structures
utilized by both men and women within Ani-Kitu Hwagi communities of North Carolina. The
word osi is an apparent semantic extension used to refer to, “outdoor kitchens, outdoor ovens
resembling osi structures, then to indoor stoves or ranges. The relationship between osi as a neutral
state of being and osi as a place to go to regain a neutral state of being requires some interpretation
but given the relatedness of the concepts it is not hard to imagine that to regain a sense of osi, one
should spend some time in an osi,” (Belt and Altman 2009: page). These Ani-Kitu Hwagi ways of
understanding inform my interpretation of material evidence dating from the thirteenth to
nineteenth centuries.
Spatial Modeling
My interpretations of spatial patterning are inspired by several sources, each with a
different outlook on how space is understood within archaeological sites. Deanna Lynn Byrd
(2014) studied spatial patterning not just at the household but at the full settlement level in work
on domestic and labor environments for enslaved African peoples at St. Eustatius. Like my own
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work, Byrd focused on levels of cultural continuity for enslaved African people under Dutch
colonial rule. In this case, Byrd (2014:2) investigated cultural continuity in terms of varying levels
of ideological freedom some groups had under Dutch rule, unlike Spanish or English rule during
the same period. Byrd (2014: 235) observed that “domestic villages in the lowland region in the
SSV compared nicely with ethnographic examples from West Africa with uniform structures
clustered around a central yard space”, a patterning that suggested maintenance of cultural spatial
practices. Key differences between Byrd’s analysis of spatial patterning and my research includes
the type of data-- the distance between structures of different sizes, shapes, and public or domestic
utilization just one factor in my research. My interpretations emphasize the respect for previously
used spaces, the contexts in which people reused spaces or preserved throughout a settlement’s
lifetime.
My evaluation of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi cultural context of spatial patterning is also informed
by David J. Hally’s (2008) insights. Hally (2008: 171-179) found that at the King site “house size
and the spatial arrangement of houses changed as households moved through the domestic cycle.
Houses with more rebuilding episodes and interior burials were larger than houses with single
building stages and some single-stage houses seemed to be squeezed into small spaces between
existing houses and the palisade walls (Hally 2008: 278). In the maps of Figures 5.25 and 5.26
show groupings of households and striking differences in house size. One might think that those
living in the larger households must have had some special, high-ranking status, but Hally (2008)
effectively argues that those differences have less to do with social ranking than memory. The
larger households at the King site were therefore the original constructions built, then burned, and
rebuilt over time, throughout keeping their size, or getting larger. As the population grew and the
need for palisades for protection emerged, people built smaller houses in a way that maximized
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the use of space yet did not violate the spaces of previous construction in the settlement. My
research results indicate a similar patterning, which I am convinced show that Ani-Kitu Hwagi
villages often demonstrate constant respect for previously utilized spaces of both domestic and
public architecture.
I implement Hally and Byrd’s approaches to evaluate trends over time for 21
archaeological sites in building size and shape, and hearth size.
The publications that provide the data for this research include site reports as well as peerreviewed monographs, including works regarding the following sites: King (Hally 2008), Coweeta
Creek (Rodning 2004, 2008, 2011, 2015), Town Creek (Boudreaux 2005), Tomotley (Baden
1983), Warren Wilson (Dickens 1976; Keel 1976; Simpkins 1984), Mialoquo (Allen 2019, Steere
2011), Chota-Tanasee (Steere 2011), Toqua (Polhemus 1985), and Kituhwa (Moore 2009). Other
sources provide further historical, ecological, and archaeological background information for AniKitu Hwagi architecture and the quantitative data for the 21 sites I studied: Steere (2011 and 2015);
Rodning (2011); Sullivan (1986); Polhemus (1998); Greene (1995, 1996 and 2009); Baden (1983);
Bartram (1928); and Sampeck and Seibert (2016). Many of these sources are theses or dissertations
focusing on one or two archaeological sites. The quantitative data presented in Appendix A comes
from these sources. Steere (2011) and Rodning (2011) provide larger compilations of information.
Steere (2011) focused on architectural patterns of a massive number of sites around the eastern
United States, and Rodning (2011) evaluated primarily Ani-Kitu Hwagi public structures. Much
of my understanding of winter and summer dwellings (osi and adenelv) comes from Baden
(1983:127), who stated “traditional Cherokee village patterns, as described by Timberlake (1927),
DeBrahm (1971), and Bartram (1791, 1853), consisted of paired winter and summer structures, on
townhouse, and one summer pavilion. Winter dwellings were circular structures with four central
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roof supports that tended to be approximately 30ft in diameter and constructed in such a manner
to efficiently retain heat,”. These types of dwellings occur in several sites in Rodning (2011) and
Steere (2011).
These literary works have demonstrated the incredible amount of archaeologically
recorded data which exists for Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements and how this data can be understood
with the ideas of survivance, center places, and the late seventeenth to early eighteenth century
“Shatter Zone”. To further explore how this data can be understood alongside Ani-Kitu Hwagi
active resistance, refusal, and survival a discussion on theoretical orientations is presented in
Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER III: THEORETICAL ORIENTATION
The main goal of this research is to identify trends in structure size and shape, hearth size,
and spatial patterning from the thirteenth to nineteenth centuries, and discussing these trends as
forms of vivid survivance as active processes of Ani-Kitu Hwagi avoidance of subjugation and
victimry, focused primarily on the late seventeenth to early eighteenth centuries. To understand
how these trends relate to survivance, theoretical concerns must be presented at the heart of this
question. Theory allows for analytical understanding and explanations to be formulate, which
creates an avenue for Ani-Kitu Hwagi architectural trends to be investigated at the physical and
social levels.
Three theoretical approaches are integral to my topic: localism, materiality, and survivance.
These approaches combine to implement discussion on the importance of both the physical spaces
architectural features are built in alongside the social anchors or center places which tie families,
clans, and entire communities together. Materiality and localism each provide a basis for
archaeologists to understand how material features and belongings identified in the physical world
during archaeological investigation also contain cultural, community, and family social
characteristics. Survivance on the other hand allows for recognizable architectural trends in AniKitu Hwagi society to be examined with how architectural features are at times built to adapt to
the changing cultural landscape and at other times are built to actively resist or refuse exterior
influences.
Localism
Nadel-Klein (1991) defined localism as “the representation of group identity as defined
primarily by a sense of commitment to a particular place and to a set of cultural practices that are
self-consciously articulated and to some degree separated and directed away from the surrounding
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social world”. Although not expressed in such terms, Rodning’s (2004, 2015) concept of “center
places” draws upon concepts and relationships complementary to localism. The concept of a
“center place” can be seen as a physical or material representation of localism, as a center place
can refer to a feature such as a domestic or public structure, a hearth, or an entire community (an
example of this could be an Ani-Kitu Hwagi Mother Town like Kituhwa or Cowee). These
architectural features hold in them Ani-Kitu Hwagi understood importance as they follow sets of
cultural practices that strengthen the cultural identity of an individual, a household, a community,
or even an entire region. A center places latches onto this idea of localism as it is both a physical
embodiment of cultural identity and continuity while also existing as a social anchor. Greene
(2009:27) relies upon this idea of localism involving the Ani-Kitu Hwagi community of Welch’s
Town in North Carolina inhabited during the post-removal period. Those living at Welch Town
were committed to localism as “the Cherokees in North Carolina at the time of removal still largely
adhered to a traditional form of community government based on the village or town. Each town
was conceptualized as a separate, self-governed entity,” (Greene 2009: 27). Living in Welch Town,
these post-removal Ani-Kitu Hwagi people were able to sustain “traditional practices” in an area
Greene (2009) discusses as filled with social and codified racism, which was able to be done due
to localism ideals.
For the particular situation of Ani-Kitu Hwagi identity, multiple lines of evidence indicate
that hearths serve to connect specific people to specific places on the landscape and in time. What
is local does not always mean what is physically close to someone, in this localism can be
articulated to contain any physical place for which people hold ties to and in the case of Ani-Kitu
Hwagi these physical places can exist at varying levels from individual households to entire
cultural landscape Town regions, a kind of extended localism. My analysis of archaeological
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evidence supports the interpretation that the domestic or public architecture surrounding these
center places of different scales were altered and adapted to a changing social world in such a way
that the locations and spirituality of the hearths maintain their importance. My research reveals
how localism does not mean small-scale, but instead can operate at multiple scales (household,
community, and region) at the same time.
Materiality
Because my research focuses on detecting survivance in center places and the architecture
and settlements surrounding them, materiality is also an appropriate theoretical framework.
Materiality studies involve the “exploration of the situated experiences of material life, the
constitution of the object world and concomitantly its shaping of human experience (Stanford
2021). It is also appropriate from Ani-Kitu Hwagi perspectives because of the ways that an
emphasis of materiality complements key Ani Kitu Hwagi ideas of gadugi and gadahu. As
discussed in Chapter 1 “gadugi is well addressed by understanding the spatial network of
relationships among towns and regional resources; artifact and ecofact traces of activities; and
large-scale “non-site” features, such as roads and agricultural fields” (Sampeck and Griffin Jr.
2018: page), while gadahu “refers to the physical place, buildings, and other elements of a
settlement as the observable, tangible qualities of communities. It is not an abstract description,
but instead an engaged network of human and material connections” (Townsend et al. 2020:250).
The center places have both physical and spiritual form in hearths, which can be detected by
archaeologists during site remote sensing and excavations. Materiality ties together Ani-Kitu
Hwagi perspectives on the balance between individuals and community (gadugi and tohi) and
experiences Ani-Kitu Hwagi people had (and still have) with center place hearths.
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Emergent materiality can be understood as the belief that changing from one practice to
another does not break some idea of Indigenous authenticity (Joyce 2019:197). I contend this idea
of emergent materiality is important for my work because it “allows for both the use of the new
and the continued use of the old as equally part of contemporary innovation,” (Joyce 2019:197).
During the late seventeenth to early eighteenth centuries, a period characterized by extended
European engagement, some cultural patterns follow trends and may change over time while others
do not. Continuity is noticeable both in areas with little change and in areas of greater adaptation,
engagement, and innovation. The concept of emergent materiality helps me appreciate that just
because change occurs does not mean cultural ideals go by the wayside.
Like how gadugi and gadahu creates an understanding for material connections between
the human and non-human world, theory of materiality also emphasizes this connection. Watts’
(2018:94) study “Theorizing Materiality” emphasizes that “while not denying that differences exist
between humans and nonhumans, its supporters have railed against the idea that material culture
and other phenomena should be thought of as epiphenomenal to social and/or cultural designs. The
things in our midst are not passive or meaningless entities awaiting an infusion of socially
constituted meanings, they might say, but rather unique beings with intrinsic powers capable of
influencing the world.” Materials of a settlement can include objects or areas such as hearths,
ceramic belongings, and structural remains that have social and cultural meaning but are also
unique in their creation. Domestic and public architectural features may follow general patterns at
the community, regional, and cultural levels, yet each individual hearth, post hole pattern, or
ceramic assemblage are uniquely, individually created and understood. These materials commonly
identified in archaeological investigation of Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements hold in them meaning to
those who manufactured them but also to Ani-Kitu Hwagi people today. An example of this can
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be hearths, the fires lit within them are sacred and continue to burn even if the hearth is physically
covered over and if this hearth is not disturbed at a later date the fire will eternally burn. A hearth
may be nonhuman, a feature on the cultural landscape of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi, but it is not
meaningless or passive; a hearth is prescribed active resiliency.
Survivance
Conceived originally by Gerald Vizenor, survivance is defined by Heather Law Pezzarossi
and Russell N. Sheptak (2019:10) as “an active process in which Indigenous people use tactics to
persist while avoiding subjugation and victimry”. The perspective of survivance helps to push the
research away from negative connotations of disruption and towards ideas of indigenous resilience,
endurance, and survival. This study of data regarding the stability of center places and changes in
architecture surrounding them offers a view into the complexities of survivance. Besides the source
materials for survivance including work by Gerald Vizenor (1999, 2008), Heather Law Pezzarossi
and Russell N. Sheptak (2019), and Rosemary A. Joyce (2019), the actual term is not presented in
any other sources utilized in this thesis. Some authors come close to using survivance, most often
through the use of narratives like continuity and respect or through discussion which comes
strikingly close to the tactics of refusal and refuge. A few examples of this could include sources
by Bennie Keel, Christopher Rodning, Jon Marcoux, and Roy S. Dickens Jr. Dickens (1976) and
Keel (1976) each work with the Garden Creek and Warren Wilson settlements, however they each
note that several structures at Warren Wilson are rebuilt over time and it would seem that as the
Warren Wilson settlement expanded over time with new palisades built further and further from
the settlement center new households were not constructed in previously utilized spaces, possibly
out of respect for those places. This can be thought of as a form of survivance via the idea of
continuity and respect for previously utilized spaces. If a new household would have been
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constructed on top of a previously utilized space, then there would be a chance the internal central
hearth would be disturbed, effectively destroying the sacred flame the hearth contained. Rodning
(2004:414) also discusses rebuilding which lends to survivance narratives as through the act of
rebuilding, “the Coweeta Creek community acknowledged the spatial arrangements and
alignments that were set in place early in the history of the settlement,”. Rebuilding would reaffirm
clan ties and a families or communities tie to the region they lived in, as when a public structure
was rebuilt (shown in the cases of Chattooga and Coweeta Creek among others) they would often
either remain the same size or be enlarged while still maintaining the same structure shape,
orientation, and often locality within a community. Just as all the hearths within a community were
lit from the townhouse located closest to them, each townhouse was then connected to the larger
Ani-Kitu Hwagi Mother towns (Cowee, Kituhwa) meaning that the act of rebuilding of a public
structure was not just an undertaking to strengthen a community, but also reaffirmed a
community’s connection to its regional Mother town.
Marcoux (2008) documents archaeological investigation of the Townsend sites, an area
categorized as a coalescence community, or a community from different areas brought together to
survive through the changing landscape of the late seventeenth to early eighteenth centuries. AniKitu Hwagi people moving to a community like the Townsend sites as a way to resist the changing
cultural landscape or “Shatter Zone” would work as an active form of refusal and refuge as those
moving to this area are refusing to be impacted by political change, European invasion, and
widespread disease and find refuge from these elements by moving to an area in the Gawohilvdodi
region far within the Ani-Kitu Hwagi cultural landscape.
A survivance perspective carries with it particular methodologies. Vizenor (1999, 2008)
emphasizes “narrative as a key tactic of survivance, identifying an innovative set of pragmatic
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tactics used by Indigenous people, adding to our vocabulary of survivance tactics the concepts of
movement and territorialization, refusal and refuge, the construction of Indigenous archives and
historicities, and practices of emergence and entanglement” (Pezzarossi and Sheptak 2019:10).
Survivance works in the ways of tactics and strategies, “survivance is an active resistance and
repudiation of dominance, … survivance is enacted as much through Indigenous strategies or
territorialization as through their tactical refusal of settler territorialization, as much through the
strategic creation of Indigenous archives and historicities. Above all, from the perspective of
Archaeology, survivance is enabled through materiality’s that become so entangled that any
project designed to determine where authentic identity ends must fail,” (Joyce 2019:193). Using
the lens of survivance acknowledges the need to decolonize methodologies of Indigenous
Archaeology (Atalay 2006a), truly begin the push to never allow archaeology to be used against
Indigenous communities ever again. Of the survivance tactics provided above, territorialization
along with refusal and refuge are of most relevance to this study.
Movement and Territorialization
The word territorialization has a definite negative connotation, especially due to its use
alongside colonialist vocabulary. Territorialization as it is understood alongside survivance can be
defined as, “a strategy through which settler societies try to impose control over those elements
considered to be within settler society and to establish defined relations with elements viewed as
outside that society,” (Joyce 2019:193). The act of movement is thus a way for the Ani-Kitu Hwagi
to actively resist territorialization as through movement those from one settlement may move to
another place (like a coalescent community for example) possibly closer to their regions mother
town to actively refuse to take part in the territorialization while continuing to inhabit their cultural
landscape outside of European active influence.
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Refusal and Refuge
Refusal and refuge can be understood within patterns identified within the architectural
features presented in Appendix A and Figures 5.32-34. During times of great change in the AniKitu Hwagi cultural landscape including 1500-1600 and 1700-1838 domestic structures continued
to be constructed similar in size with hearths between 1 and 3 m2 in size even as their shapes or
placement within a community may have varied, an example of Ani-Kitu Hwagi actively choosing
to refuse the influence of their changing cultural landscape brought forth from European invasion,
political change, and population movement. While the domestic structures are being constructed
to continue cultural patterns, public structures during these times grow astronomically in size at
the community level while the Ani-Kitu Hwagi mother towns are not affected. This drastic increase
could be seen as an active refusal to exterior influence as these communities even with European
(settler) territorialization attempting to be imposed upon them they make a choice to both continue
trends in their domestic dwellings while also increasing the size of their public structures
reaffirming their tie to their regional mother town.
Refuge can be seen at sites like Tomotley or Townsend, each of which are noted to have
contained Ani-Kitu Hwagi people from different regions. Each settlement, and those like them,
were created as a physical place for Ani-Kitu Hwagi to live “instead of” colonial geographies,
inhabiting spaces according to their own histories and intentions (Joyce 2019:193).
Survivance Methodology
Although other theoretical approaches and previous archaeological studies of Ani Kitu
Hwagi archaeological contexts include narratives, the theoretical position of survivance places
narratives at the center of understanding. Narrative works within my own research to connect
center places to survivance expressed in Ani-Kitu Hwagi homeland stories presented in Kirk
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(2019). The center place idea of Rodning (2004, 2015) correlates with some of the homeland
narratives Kirk (2019) discusses. For example, “when retelling stories of the homeland, the
Western Cherokee frequently begin or end their narrative with the words, ’a long time ago’ or “in
the old country”. But, for Cherokee to feel at home in their new country, required new stories
associated with a new place. These stories are what allowed the Cherokee to become familiar with
their new land. Stories are created as individuals traversed the landscape: events happened along
the path; these events were relegated to memory, then told and retold in keeping with an oral
society” (Kirk 2019:128). Within these stories of homeland, the center places or hearths are
continuously rekindled to form connection between individuals and their community attest both
physical and spiritual survivance of Ani-Kitu Hwagi life.
Crucial sources for narratives include James Mooney’s ethnographic fieldwork with the
Ani-Kitu Hwagi oral traditions from Swimmer and John Ax, Rodning (2015) points to one story
as exemplifying the importance of the townhouse/mound and hearths: “The Mounds and the
Constant Fire: The Old Sacred Things”. The story presents the steps for building a mound, and
how the fire at the center of it would be cared for: “The mound was built up with earth, which the
women brought in baskets, and as they piled it above the stones, the bodies of their great men, and
the sacred things, they left an open place at the fire in the center and let down a hollow cedar trunk.
The trunk was fitted around the fire and protected it from the earth. The cedar log was cut long
enough to reach nearly to the surface inside the townhouse when everything was done” (Mooney
1900:396). The fire would be cared for by a man called a fire keeper, and whenever the fire in a
house went out or a new house was built, the woman of the household would come to the fire
keeper, who would make a new fire for the house from the townhouse fire. These published
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narratives are fundamental for interpretating archaeological evidence and at the same time follow
the tenets of survivance theoretical orientation.
Ani-Kitu Hwagi, Colonialism, and Survivance
The English, among other European peoples, imposed forms of settler colonialism by both
invading not just the land, but also the social, economic, and political lives of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi
to appropriate the territory and push their own political ideals into effect. The English in South
Carolina consistently attempted to gain control over Ani-Kitu Hwagi politics (Marcoux 2008).
During the late seventeenth century, Ani-Kitu Hwagi strategies protected communities and regions
and at the same time were opportunities for political leaders who gained status by talking about
their ideals with those in their communities and regions. Their status was not permanent or highly
centralized like a king, they were instead trusted people; as long an idea they promoted was
reasonable, people continued to trust them. Following the Yamasee and Creek-Cherokee wars
however, “the new leading men were sanctioned by South Carolina officials through an official
system of commissions. In theory, the Cherokee were supposed to have been “a single people”
governed by a hierarchically organized regional monarchy with elected regional “kings”
representing the settlement regions, and an elected national King,” (Marcoux 2008:86). Through
territorialization, the English had created one overall King or leading entity in which they could
put their trust and begin the process of unfair treaties and other agreements. Another survivance
tactic, refusal and refuge comes into play here though, as the English did not anticipate these new
leaders having little to no power.
Indigenous refusal is “insistence on continuing the understanding of landscapes in
Indigenous terms, Native people live instead of a colonial world rather than within or outside of a
colonial world, a direct counter to colonial control,” (Pezzarossi and Sheptak 2019:12-13;
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Simpson (2007, 2014)). In some ways, refusal is a more powerful version of resistance, as
Indigenous people actively deny all claims made by colonial powers and work against most
anything colonially enforced. I see refusal in the ways the Ani-Kitu Hwagi reacted to the new
South Carolina endorsed “Kings”. For the first of these leaders, King Crow, the Ani-Kitu Hwagi
did not listen to him as he was not a man they could trust (need citation). This new process created
by the English did not allow the leaders to truly gain any respect or trust from those they
represented and thus what they said or wanted was of little concern to their people. At an official
council meeting in 1725, Chicken (1916[1725]:125) recorded that “the lower people have not any
regard for their King” and in later discussion with King Crow it was noted from Crow that the AniKitu Hwagi “would work when they pleased and go to war when they pleased, notwithstanding
his saying all he could to them,” (Marcoux 2008:87). They were not just resisting this new political
creation; they were actively refusing to comply by it and did not recognize its existence. By 1727
CE, further diplomatic missions from the English found that the monarchy like political system
they had enforced was no more, power once again had returned to fluctuating strategies from
differing factions locating throughout the settlement regions.
With all this discussion on Ani-Kitu Hwagi politics, I must be noted that both men and
women could hold political influence and leadership. Both men and women participated in council
meetings, to the point that the lack of women at a meeting was something that needed explanation.
Perdue (1998) presents this from an account involving Attakullakulla, a distinguished Cherokee
leader, “when Attakullakulla appeared before the South Carolina Governor’s Council, he
demanded to know why no women were in attendance. After all, he pointed out to the governor,
‘White Men as well as the Red were born of Women’,”. Ani-Kitu Hwagi women could hold both
peace and war based political roles an example of such being influence through motherhood and
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the idea of war women. The motherhood point comes from Perdue (1998), as motherhood is a
source of power and status which allowed Ani-Kitu Hwagi women hold public influence. This
public influence could roll over to military affairs as well, an idea presented by a historical account
from 1768 involving Ani-Kitu Hwagi warriors negotiating with Iroquoian peoples in New York.
It is said that during negotiations the Ani-Kitu Hwagi warriors, “presented the Iroquoian women
with a wampum belt from the Cherokee women used to symbolize and record agreements.
Oconostota, a Cherokee war chief who was urging peace, relayed the women’s messaged: ‘We
know that they will hear us for it is they who undergo the pains of Childbirth and produce Men.
Surely therefore they must feel Mothers pains for those killed in War, and be desirous to prevent
it',”. The War Woman title Ani-Kitu Hwagi women could hold was given to women who
distinguished themselves in battled which would then give these women exalted places in political
and ceremonial life. War women would take place in different military-based ceremonies and
dances and could also decide the fate of captives taken during battle. Women’s role in political life
can also be a way to see vivid acts of survivance as even when colonial efforts are made to change
Ani-Kitu Hwagi political and household structure, women continue to hold considerable
household and political influence.
Audra Simpson (2014) discussed refusal in regard to the Kahnawa’kehró:non rejection of
state authority and even after a political authority was imposed into their society, this group
actively refused to acknowledge it and eventually reinstated a different political authority,
(Simpson 2014:106). The idea of refusal moves beyond this as well, as Simpson (2014:105) stated,
“my notion of refusal articulates a mode of sovereign authority over the presentation of
ethnographic data, and so does not present “everything”. This if for the express purpose of
protecting the concerns of the community. It acknowledges the asymmetrical power relations that
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inform research and writing about native lives and politics, and it does not presume that they are
on equal footing with anyone,”. Refusal thus works as an active tactic of survivance for Indigenous
peoples, especially the Ani-Kitu Hwagi within this study as shown in Marcoux’s discussion of the
late seventeenth to early eighteenth centuries, the Ani-Kitu Hwagi from several different Town
regions actively push against English interference with their lives. When the South Carolina colony
assists in the creation of a “Cherokee King” this process almost does not even occur, and even
after a meeting is held to conduct this change in power relations by a year or two later only minor
remnants of this political authority is left.
The other part of refusal, refuge, manifested in Ani-Kitu Hwagi acts of protectionism and
in the location of sites like Townsend or Tomotley, as they were strategic occupations that enabled
residents to continue their cultural practices (shown in the architectural and settlement patterns)
beyond the reach of European invasion. The sites’ occupants came together for the purpose of
protection or survival, each family originated from disparate communities with differing ceramic
practices and preferences. Archaeological evidence I present demonstrates that these patterns
continued at Tomotley and Townsend, meaning that even though residents may have been forced
into the area to seek refuge, from population displacement, the spread of disease from Europeans,
or the need to find an area with resources, they maintained their original town’s cultural norms.
This creation of coalescent communities or “an amalgam of households from different Cherokee
settlements who group together as a strategy to negotiate the population loss and violence
associated with the Shatter Zone between A.D. 1650-1715 (Kowalewski 2006)” (Marcoux
2008:259), also highlights the degree of Ani-Kitu Hwagi isolation in the late seventeenth century
from European pressures. Marcoux (2008:89) makes a case that “Cherokee isolationism was an
intentionally enacted strategy used to avoid the turmoil and chaos that wracked other Indigenous
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communities – turmoil that was invariably associated with the interaction with Europeans,”. As a
strategy enacted particularly to avoid what the Europeans were doing in surrounding areas,
isolationism can be added to the list of tactics and strategies survivance can include.
Lastly, the survivance tactic of entanglement makes my discussion of continuity easier to
understand. Pezzarossi (2019:16) argued “that the archaeological assumption of continuity as an
index for an unchanging bundle of practices, material entanglements, motivations, and meanings
provide the illusion of continuity, when in fact the practices’ of entanglement with people and
specific histories gives them new emergent meanings specific to their contexts and trajectories,”.
It is not enough to simply write off continuity as Indigenous peoples following preconceived
practices and patterns over time with little to no change, and when change occurs, one must not
give a reason for this change without looking at the communities who underwent this perceived
change.
Following this discussion on the theoretical orientations of localism, materiality, and
survivance and how they are relevant to this study is Chapter 4: Methodology. This section presents
background information for the Ani-Kitu Hwagi terminology and several archaeological field
methodologies which have been gathered from a range of archaeological resources. Alongside this
informative discourse, the act of synchronizing the architectural data presented throughout is
explained to provide why the act of synchronizing this data is important and to show how exactly
this is accomplished.
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CHAPTER IV: METHODOLOGY
All methodologies in this research are presented to orderly present all aspects of the
architectural data while also identifying where efforts of decolonization must be taken. An
example of this decolonization identification is seen involving the use of Ani-Kitu Hwagi
terminology, practices, and ethics within this archaeological study replacing the use of European
language. Studies that use European languages to name or refer to aspects of Ani-Kitu Hwagi life
simply continue colonizing the cultural landscape, instead of inhibiting colonial harm.
Archaeologists investigated each of the 21 settlements or sites with varying field and recording
methodologies. I did not conduct fieldwork in any of the areas. I discuss each place’s history of
archaeological research, including who conducted fieldwork, and the importance of each
settlement for this study.
Synchronizing Data
The data from the 21 sites resulted from projects conducted by numerous investigators over
decades. Researchers recorded some measurements in the metric system while others used the
Imperial/US system. I converted all quantitative data to metric measurements; I converted any data
published using the Imperial system to the metric system.
Applying a consistent standard to dates provided challenges. For example, how do
archaeologists go about dating architectural features to identify either when a single structure was
utilized and overall or a date range for settlements made up of several domestic dwellings and
households? Each site had unique dates of occupation, often estimated using ceramic cross dating,
faunal and floral radiocarbon dating, and historical documents. Ceramic cross dating involves
correlating the ceramic sherd and vessel assemblages of a feature, structure, or settlement by
comparing the tempers, surface treatments, and rim styles with well-dated ceramics from other
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settlements. Because ceramic styles often differed from region to region and over time, the
occurrence of similar surface treatments, tempers, and rim styles indicated that the ceramics were
contemporaneous. Radiocarbon dating to provide chronometric date ranges for structures most
often involved faunal remains either from structure floors, within interior hearths, or from the burnt
wood structure posts. When possible, archaeologists compared the age estimates for radiocarbon
dating data, ceramic cross dating, and historical documentation to determine a date range for a
feature, structure, or settlement.
Another way of evaluating the life span of a structure relates to their central interior hearths.
These hearths heat the structures and for domestic structures, a way to cook meals. As previously
discussed, these hearths also are physical embodiments of Ani-Kitu Hwagi center places, social
anchors for the people to a specific place in the Ani-Kitu Hwagi landscape. Other architectural
features can also function as center places, such as domestic structures, townhouses, or entire
settlements; however, the hearth truly embodies the anchoring of people to a place. Part of this
anchoring to a place comes into play with rebuilding practices of these hearths. It is believed that
the rebuilding of hearths corresponds also to the rebuilding of its structural home. Sullivan (1986)
noted that understanding how many times a structure was rebuilt is hard to do. Usually, post molds
and entranceways can track how often a structure was rebuilt, however hearths may best indicate
structure rebuilding: “if the number of hearths is taken as an indicator of the number of times a
structure was rebuilt, another 20 to 40 years can be added to the occupation span since many
structures had three or four episodes of hearth rebuilding” (Sullivan 1986:296). It is also possible
that multiple hearths were contemporaneous if more than one hearth was advantageous. However,
structures at Coweeta Creek and Ledford Island were often rebuilt in place, with the central hearth
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either staying in the same place, or if a structure shifted in orientation or position, the central hearth
also shifted to maintain the same location and orientation in the new structure center.
Because the rebuilding a structure involved resurfacing the floor, a new hearth had to be
built when a structure was rebuilt. Rodning (2015:106) noted this pattern at Coweeta Creek: the
“domestic structure at Coweeta Creek from the fifteenth century, including structures 7 and 9, were
rebuilt in the same general locations just shifted from one stage to another, and new hearths were
built. In the seventeenth-century structures some shifting did occur, however hearths built in these
structures overlapped on previous hearths. An entirely new hearth was built when the house was
rebuilt.” These two rebuilding phases show that the reconstitution of the hearth was integral to the
rebuilding of the structures. This observation inferring how often a structure was rebuilt: if a
structure contained two, three, even five hearths, then the structure must have undergone
rebuilding the same number of times as the number of hearths.
Terminology
Studies that use European languages to name aspects of Ani-Kitu Hwagi life simply
continue colonizing their culture instead of inhibiting colonial harm. To confront this problem, I
instead prioritize Ani-Kitu Hwagi terms throughout this work as an attempt to further decolonize
how standard archaeological theses should be written when work is done regarding Indigenous
groups. Although I am not literate in Ani Kitu Hwagi language, I made use of official language
sources (Dixon 2020; Language Department of the Cherokee Nation 2022) to render these words
in the writing system developed by the Ani Kitu Hwagi community. The Ani Kitu Hwagi language
has several dialects with Townsend et al. (2020:263) noting that Cherokee people refer to
themselves in several different important ways, a few ways including Ani-Kitu Hwagi, AniTsalagi, and Ani-Yunwiya. My use of Ani-Kitu Hwagi follows the Townsend et al. (2020) study
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as the term Ani-Kitu Hwagi is from the Ayeli (Middle) Town dialect which emphasizes ancient
uniqueness as a people from the original Mother Town of Kituhwa. Presented in Table 4.1 are AniKitu Hwagi terms first presented in the Ani-Kitu Hwagi syllabary, followed by the same terms
using the English alphabet, and lastly the English translation of these terms.

Table 4.1: Ani-Kitu Hwagi Terminology
Syllabary

Ani-Kitu Hwagi Term

English

ᎠᏂᎦᏚᏩᎩ

Ani-Kitu Hwagi

Cherokee

ᎠᏰᎵ

Ayeli

Middle Town

ᎦᏬᎯᎸᏙᏗ

Gawohilvdodi

Overhill Town

ᎤᎨᏓᎵᏴ

Ugedaligv

Valley Town

ᎡᎳᏗᎨ

Eladige

Lower Town

ᎦᏚᏏ

Gadushi

Out Town

ᎦᏚᎯ

Gadahu

Community

ᏙᎯ

Tohi

Balance

ᎣᏏ

Osi

Neutral State/Winter House

ᎠᏕᏁᎸ

Adenelv

Summer House

On this same point of the decolonization of archaeological terminology, the names for
occupational periods I use differ greatly from other archaeological studies. As commonly seen in
archaeological works (Dickens 1976; Keel 1976; Marcoux 2008; Polhemus 1985 and 1998; and
Sullivan 1986 for example) archaeologists name phases of occupation that according to settler
colonial names for locations (often racist or derogatory) and land appropriators rather than the
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Indigenous names. For example, archaeologists discuss the “Garden Creek” and “Warren Wilson”
sites as existing within the Pisgah Phase (from the mid-thirteenth to mid-fifteenth centuries), sites
of the thirteenth to seventeenth century are commonly referred to as “Middle Mississippian” or
“Late Mississippian,” indicating cultural practices that include reliance on maize agriculture.
Critical Indigenous scholars object to envisioning their past in terms of archaeological cultures
that tend to remove their history for contemporary peoples and at the same time make continuing
traditional practices as relics of a failed and doomed peoples who did not modernize.
This rhetorical stance of archaeological cultures is further reified by the abrupt change in
phraseology once settler colonials invade. In the case of the historic or contact periods, using the
term “historic” creates an idea that anything that occurred prior to this period was not historically
important, thus implying Indigenous groups’ actions prior to the mid-seventeenth century were not
history. Using the term “contact period” also creates a colonizing outlook, as it frames this period
to be only important due to European contact with Indigenous groups like the Ani-Kitu Hwagi.
Stephen Silliman (2005:56-59) presents this colonizing of time as “an uncritical use of cultural
contact terminology for clearly colonial contexts which does the following: (1) emphasizes shortterm encounters over long-term entanglements; (2) downplays the severity of interaction between
groups and the radically different levels of political power that structured those relationships; and
(3) privileges predefined and almost essentialized cultural traits over creative, creolized, or novel
cultural products,”. To Silliman (2005:59), the colonial period is a definable moment in history for
some groups in certain regions, but this periodization of history based on the structure of the settler
nation (settler colonialism) cannot be allowed to box in colonialism as a process.
To combat the spread of colonizing terminology, periods in this study are referred to as
numerical centuries (fourteenth to early seventeenth century, for example). Using numerical
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century terms for dating makes the chronological phrasing consistent for the full span of time under
consideration as well as allows for much easier correlation of timing of when different events are
occurring and settlements are being occupied, an effort that I believe contributes to further
decolonizing how archaeologists discuss communities and occupation sequences.
This approach to terminology is on full display in Figure 5.33, a correlation plot of
relationships between structure area and date of occupation. For this correlation plot, each number
on the Y axis indicates occupational periods. Each of the 21 settlements I examine had dates of
occupation that varied from each other, so trying to assign each unique date span into a scatter plot
would have been messy at best. To create a consistent and clear comparison, I converted named
phases into chronological dates for the main occupation of a given feature, structure, or settlement,
then grouped those date spans into several chunks (date spans) that incorporated similar date
ranges together (the concordance is listed in Table 4.1). . In sum, I prefer using the century names
as it provides an easy-to-understand time span for readers and is a less colonizing, nondiscriminatory terminology.
Archaeological Field Methodologies
To further understand how archaeological fieldwork has been conducted in the Ani-Kitu
Hwagi Town regions, I summarize the research methodologies for each of the case studies. It is
important to define how methodologies were consistent or not from one project to another. It
should also be noted that the sequence of discussion relies upon Ani Kitu Hwagi spatial categories,
another methodology I use throughout this thesis (rather than state or other geopolitical systems)
in the interests of decolonizing archaeological practice.
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Gadushi (Out) Towns
Alarka Farmstead (31SW173)
Appalachian State University Laboratories of Archaeological Science excavated an AniKitu Hwagi household in the upper Little Tennessee Valley in 1997, research that involved
uncovering the entirety of the settlement. Excavations identified three possible structures including
a circular/octagonal osi, a rectangular adenelv, and a rectangular outbuilding most likely a storage
structure. A hearth and several pit features were also identified within structures and the
surrounding area (Rodning 2010:48).
Data for this site comes from two different resources: Steere (2011) and Rodning (2010).
Steere (2011) presents architectural features of the farmstead, including structure sizes, shapes,
post mold patterns, and spatial orientation in comparison with architectural features from many
other settlements in the central and southeastern United States. Rodning (2010) focuses on the
belongings recovered from the site during excavation, including peach pits, which yielded
radiocarbon dates of the seventeenth century (Rodning 2010:51). I compare the Alarka farmstead
architectural data to other sites from the same Town region and time.
Ela (31SW5)
Excavations of the Ela site “were performed in relation to the construction of East
Elementary School in Bryson City, North Carolina by archaeologists from Western Carolina
University under the direction of Anne Rogers and Ruth Wetmore,” (Greene 1996:112). In total
1.6 acres of land was excavated, fieldwork that removed the plow zone with heavy equipment. All
features were mapped and 104 of the 235 identified features were fully excavated. Flotation
samples were taken from the site and feature fill was water screened. These archaeological field
methods show some level of respect for the place being excavated, in that less than half of the
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features identified were disturbed leaving the other 131 features intact for possible future work.
However, the act removing a 5,850 m2 block of the plow zone with heavy equipment directly
contradicts the Ani-Kitu Hwagi ethic of tohi. By removing all the plow zone, which would make
the process of identifying features easier, this archaeological work would bring forth the
disturbance and rupture of this area on the cultural landscape. One positive practice this
archaeological investigation does show comes from the use of different mesh screens, as it is stated
that fill was water screened in ½ in, ¼ in, and 1/16 in meaning the fill would undergo several
screening processes to ensure the maximum amount of evidence was collected: another form of
the steady flow of life from tohi this time in terms of the flow of information.
Architectural data for the Ela site was published by Greene (1996) and Steere (2011). Lance
Greene’s 1996 study focused on the history of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi Gadushi Town settlements, the
archaeological work conducted at several of them, and Qualla ceramics data gathered during site
excavations. My research compares the architectural features found at the Ela site to others within
the Gadushi Town region and settlements with similar occupational dates; this site is an outlier in
terms of domestic structure shape.
Garden Creek (31HW1, 31HW7)
A substantial archaeological project investigated three mounds and two village areas at the
Garden Creek site. From this research I utilized findings about Mound 1 and its associated village
HW7. I made this choice due to how and when excavations took place. Mound 1 was excavated
entirely during the 1965, 1966, and 1967 field seasons by the Research Laboratories of
Anthropology at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill as part of the Cherokee
Archaeological Project. Mounds 2 and 3 were investigated much earlier by A.J. Osborne in 1880
for the Valentine Museum in Richmond, Virginia (Dickens 1976:72), however during the later
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excavations of Mound 1 and HW7, only a small trench in the center of the mound was identified,
which Dickens Jr. (1976) identifies as possible work by one of the Valentine brothers for the
Valentine Museum. By the end of the 1967 field season, the mound had been excavated to below
the current ground surface, exposing even earlier earth lodges that Mound 1 had been built over.
Along with the full excavation of Mound 1, the mounds associated village HW7 were
partially excavated: “a 100 x 100 ft section of plow zone was stripped, and features were recorded
and excavated. An additional area of 30 x 35 ft was opened a short distance to the east of the above
excavations” (Dickens Jr. 1976:88). The Garden Creek settlement is useful for this study because
it is contemporaneous with the Warren Wilson settlement, thus providing more data about common
architectural features during the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries.
Kituhwa (31SW1, 31SW2)
Moore (2009) presented field work done in 2006 and 2007 as follow up to the earlier work
by Riggs and Shumate (2003). This fieldwork was conducted using nondestructive and
noninvasive methods of ground-based remote sensing in which three different remote sensing
instruments (FM36 Fluxgate Gradiometer, RM15 Soil Resistivity Meter, and Ground Penetrating
Radar) were used to cover more of the site and to compare the data each different instrument type
gathered. This way, even if one instrument was unable to detect an anomaly, at least one of the
other two would be likely to detect it. Structures within Areas 1, 3, and 4 of the sites were
recognizable from images these instruments helped create, although I had to use the imagery to
calculate the size of the hearth within the Kituhwa townhouse structure because those
measurements were not included in the published reports.
Comments by Moore (2009), indicated that the hearth anomaly is more than a meter in
diameter; I estimate the size not to exceed two meters in diameter or higher because I assume that
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larger size would have been stated. These parameters narrow the likely diameter down to greater
than one meter and smaller than two meters. From there, I relied upon Moore’s (2009) comparisons
of Kituhwa and the Coweeta Creek townhouse. In Figure 18 of Moore (2009: 77) for example, the
Coweeta Creek sixteenth- to seventeenth-century townhouse is superimposed on the GPR imagery
of the Kituhwa mound, which reveals a striking resemblance between the two. The Kituhwa
townhouse is a much larger than the Coweeta Creek structure but the proportions are almost
identical—it is as though the blueprint of Coweeta Creek was scaled up. Based on this comparison
of the structures and the estimated hearth diameter of between 1 and 2 meters, I estimated hearth
area based on an 1.5 m diameter . Because the Kituhwa townhouse went through several stages of
rebuilding, the hearth probably was enlarged with each rebuilding phase.
Nvnvnyi (31SW3)
Work has been conducted at Nvnvnyi for over 140 years, beginning with early excavations
by Edward Valentine: “three trenches were excavated in the mound in 1882, exposing the burned
floor of a structure” (Greene 1996:86). Following this early work, major disturbance of the
settlement occurred in the 1960s due to construction of the Cherokee Wonderland amusement park
and later, construction of Cherokee High School. During these construction periods, large portions
of the village east of the mound were disturbed: “large sections of the area were landscaped, and
a canal was dug for a water ride. These activities disturbed the soil well belong the level of sterile
subsoil,” (Greene 1996: 86).
In 1994, archaeological survey

on the Qualla Boundary investigated Nvnvnyi and

Birdtown along with other Ani-Kitu Hwagi sites (Greene 1976:7). During this archaeological
survey, surface collection of the site was undertaken followed by probing of the site and shovel
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testing. In total six units were excavated at the site with a total of five subsurface features being
identified, two of which were fully excavated.
In 2014 and 2015, further work at Nvnvnyi was conducted by Ben Steere and Dan Bigman,
using Ground Penetrating Radar to investigate the mound and the area surrounding the mound.
These surveys by GPR detected five possible structures. After the GPR survey, the EBCI THPO
in partnership with Kathryn Sampeck and students enrolled in an archaeological field school
sponsored by Illinois State University followed up the GPR survey with ground truthing., Three
excavation test units encountered multiple postmolds, part of a hearth, and other features that were
the remains of at least one structure (R53N4).
Tuckasegee (31JK12)
Work at the Tuckasegee site began after the son of a landowner encountered the remains
of a burnt structure in the winter of 1964. The property owners granted permission to the Research
Laboratories of Anthropology at the University of North Carolina to conduct archaeological
excavation at the site. The archaeologists established a grid and “a total of 1,076 ft2 was exposed
in this manner, excavated in a combination of 10 x 10 feet squares, 5 x 5 feet squares, and a 5 x 20
feet step trench down the face of the bank toward the Tuckasegee River” (Greene 1996:115).
Keel (1976), Greene (1996), and Steere (2011) present architectural data gathered during
excavation of the site, while Rodning (2010) presents information about European materials. For
my research, the Tuckasegee site is an example of Ani-Kitu Hwagi architecture comparable to
domestic structures in Gadushi and Gawohilvdodi Town settlements.
Warren Wilson (31BN29)
Excavation of the Warren Wilson site was conducted by the Research Laboratories of
Anthropology at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill from 1965 to 1969. Twelve
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domestic structures were identified, three of which had at least two rebuilding phases. Work at the
site began with archaeological surface collection of materials, followed by removal of the plow
zone being from several gridded areas. Dickens Jr. (1976: 32) noted results of these excavations,
particularly that “in 1969, south and west of the major concentration of house patterns a lower
density of postmolds and features were identified. This area may represent a plaza,” He mentioned
that further excavation in future archaeological research would be needed to identify whether a
plaza and maybe a public structure were built at the settlement.
The Warren Wilson site stands out as the earliest occupied site in this study that had
evidence of rebuilt structures, which I both compare to other settlements within the Gadushi Town
region and correlate with other Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements, some of which also had rebuilding
stages of domestic structures and at times public structures.
Gawohilvdodi (Overhill) Towns
Chota-Tanasee (40MR2, 40MR62)
Newman (1977) discussed the multiple excavations conducted at Chota-Tanasee even
though their work focused primarily on materials gathered during these excavations. The first
archaeological excavation at the site occurred in 1889 by Cyrus Thomas, however only a few test
pits were ever excavated. Another excavation occurred in 1939 led by Thomas Lewis and Madeline
Kneberg., The materials gathered during this research were analyzed but never published.
The Tellico Dam Project undertaken by the Tennessee Valley Authority conducted work
in the Little Tennessee Valley in 1967, with excavations occurring at Chota-Tanasee from 1969 to
1974. During the later 1974 field season, “the plow zone was machine stripped from four acres
and the exposed features, burials and structures were excavated and recorded. In six field seasons,
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1086 features, 114 burials, and 27 structures were excavated and recorded in a combined total area
of six acres,” (Newman 1977:17).
Because my research focuses primarily on architectural features, only the structures
excavated and some of the materials gathered from these excavations are discussed. As an example
of a Gawohilvdodi Town, Chota-Tanasee provides important architectural features

for the

Gawohilvdodi region.
Ledford Island (16BY13)
Excavation of the Ledford Island site, among other settlements of the Mouse Creeks phase
noted by Sullivan (1986), was conducted as part of the Chickamauga Basin Project by the
University of Tennessee between 1936 and 1939. These excavations were necessitated “by the
construction of the Chickamauga Dam and reservoir by the Tennessee Valley Authority, and labor
for the excavations was provided by the Works Progress Administration” (Sullivan 1986:128).
William Webb as well as Lewis and Kneberg conducted research in this area, with excavation
techniques standardized from one settlement to another. A 10-foot grid system was followed, and
excavation units, features, and structure floors were troweled. Soil was not screened however,
which could have led to poor recovery of smaller materials.
Sullivan (1986) revised interpretations of previous excavations of Ledford Island. Unlike
work done prior, Sullivan focused on associations with each house rather than stratigraphic layer
or the presence of an intact midden. Sullivan (1986) created revised maps of early, middle, and
late Mouse Creek phase (fourteenth to early seventeenth century) occupations at Ledford Island. I
analyze the data presented in Sullivan’s maps for this research.
Although researchers note the existence of hearths in most structures at Ledford Island,
they do not provide measurements for any of them, so only the number but not the size of hearths
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can be included in my comparisons. The Ledford Island site stands out as an example of a
Gawohilvdodi town that contained both domestic and public structures rebuilt over time,
something not often discussed in seventeenth and eighteenth century Gawohilvdodi towns. This
oddity as well as its usefulness for comparison with other Gawohilvdodi architecture is the main
reason behind the use of this settlement for my research.
Loy (40JE10)
The Loy site is presented in Polhemus (1998), an archaeological investigation that lasted
over 100 years, from 1870 to the early 1980s. The McBee Mound there was investigated several
times, beginning with work in 1870 by E. O. Dunning (the landowner at the time). Luckily, even
though the landowner excavated the mound, the materials were curated at the Yale University
Peabody Museum of Natural History and the Harvard University Peabody Museum of
Archaeology and Ethnology. Ten years later, the mound was again excavated, this time by a Dr.
McCormick. He collected artifacts that were curated at the Smithsonian Institution; unfortunately,
however Dr. McCormick was killed during investigation of the mound when a part of the
excavation unit walls collapsed on him.
More professional archaeological investigation at the site began in 1948, undertaken by
James H. Polhemus and Hugh Orton. After the site was plowed by tractor, “surface collection and
a small test pit was conducted southeast of the mound area, which would lead to the site being
formally reported and assigned a site number” (Polhemus 1998:30). From the 1950s to 1965
archaeological research involved several archaeologists, including Roy Porter, James Cobb, and
Richard Polhemus. These investigations included test pits on the mound surface as well as trenches
in the nearby village area. Several structure floors containing burnt architectural remains were
identified, including palisade post holes, structure floors, and burials within the mound. Due to the
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condition of these floors and deposits, work was discontinued in 1965 by this group to preserve
these structural remains.
This preservation lasted all of one year, as in 1966 a group from Knoxville leased the
mound and north section of the site, digging through it without keeping any records: “once gain
the mound took the brunt of the antiquarian interests to the virtual exclusion of the rest of the site,”
(Polhemus 1998:31).
Polhemus’s (1998) publication is based on a project that began in 1981. Research began
with small diameter core testing and proton magnetometry survey to identify possible cultural
features and not disrupt and destroy the entire village area of the site (as had occurred to the mound
in 1966). In 1986, the magnetometry survey was concluded and a sample of the structures
identified from it were chosen to be excavated, including Structure 2 and 3, which I use in my
research as well.
Even though only two domestic structures have the needed architectural elements for this
study, the Loy site fits into this study as an example of Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements existing from
the fifteenth to sixteenth century.
Mialoquo (40MR3)
Allen (2019) presents the excavation history of Mialoquo, with the largest, most extensive
investigations occurring from 1976 to 1977 as part of the Tellico Archaeological Project, which
was to mitigate the effects of the inundation of the Little Tennessee River in the surrounding area.
A team from the University of Tennessee’s Department of Anthropology under the direction of
Dr. Gerald Schroedl excavated in the area guided by eighteenth-century documents and maps
recorded by Lt. Henry Timberlake. Upon locating the area believed to contain the settlement, “a
smooth-blade backhoe removed the plow zone and located structural evidence and features in the
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initial Areas 1 and 2, exposing roughly 4,600 sq. ft. The completion of the dam was delayed
allowing for the excavation of Mialoquo to continue in 1977, in which another 26,000 sq. ft. in
Areas 3, 4, and 5 were exposed” (Allen 2019:63). These excavations identified eight structures in
Areas 3, 4, and 5, including a townhouse, Structure 7 in Area 5., Roughly three percent of the
Gawohilvdodi Ani-Kitu Hwagi occupation was excavated (Allen 2019:63). Following the
completion of the dam, the site sits at least 25 to 30 feet underwater.
For my research, this site is an example of a seventeenth to eighteenth century Ani-Kitu
Hwagi Gawohilvdodi settlement good for comparison with other settlements in the region, such as
the Tomotley, Chota-Tanasee, and Toqua. Along with this site-level comparison, the Mialoquo
site had osi and adenelv paired structures within household areas comparable to the household
practices of the Tomotley and the King sites.
Tomotley (40MR5)
Archaeologists conducted four projects at the Tomotley site, beginning in 1885. This first
archaeological investigation was undertaken by the Bureau of Ethnology of the Smithsonian
Institution under Cyrus Thomas and John W. Emmert (Baden 1983:21). Baden noted that these
investigations mapped three mounds within the area of Tomotley. These mounds were assessed;
however, “Emmert’s primary interest within the region was testing the Toqua mound so little
excavation work was conducted in this area at the time” (Baden 1983:21).
Further excavations in 1967 investigated

areas just south of the main settlement.

Investigations in 1973 and 1974 eventually led to excavations in 1976 that finally located the core
of the site. In total, “six areas were opened which, combined, covered 98,595 square feet. Maps
showing features, pits, burials, and post molds were created following excavation of these areas”
(Baden 1983:28). Both square and rectangular domestic structures were identified during these
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excavations, along with an octagonal and rectangular townhouse and summer pavilion.
Architectural features were identified within each of the six excavation areas.
Toqua (40MR6)
The Toqua site was investigated in the late 1800s, however little information regarding
these excavations was accessible (Baden 1983). I rely most on evidence from excavations of the
site from 1975 to 1977 conducted by Richard Polhemus. The work was funded by the Tennessee
Valley Authority and the National Park Service. Five excavation phases were undertaken
including, “preliminary survey to determine the extent of the site, test excavations to determine
the condition and stratigraphy of mounds and village areas, wide area excavation in village areas
and Mound B to obtain data concerning settlement patterning and architecture, excavation of
Mound A for architectural and temporal sequencing, and lastly a comparative analysis of data
recovered from other Dallas phase sites to determine intersite relationships,” (Polhemus 1985:10).
Over 175,000 ft2 of the Toqua site was excavated at least to the base of the plow zone, and even
deeper in cases the complete excavation of a feature. Overall, 16,000 post holes, 1,500 features,
and traces of 130 structures were identified. As these structures identified came from several
centuries of the settlement’s use, I considered only those from the fourteenth to eighteenth century.
These time span included 40 structures from the fourteenth to early seventeenth centuries and 14
structures from the early seventeenth to late eighteenth centuries.
Like other Gawohilvdodi settlements, the Toqua site is important in my research for
comparing architectural features and finding correlations between structure area, hearth area,
structure shape, and date of occupation to identify practices of survivance in archaeological
research, writing, and excavation. Toqua provides an in-depth look into two different occupational
phases over several centuries at the settlement, making this site a particularly important case.
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Townsend Sites (40BT89, 40BT90, 40BT91)
Three sites make up the Townsend archaeological zone, however Marcoux (2008)
identifies these as a single archaeological site or one overall settlement that had different
household areas. A project from 1999 to 2001 involved “heavy machinery to strip plow-disturbed
soil to expose subsurface cultural features including pits, hearths, post holes, burials, etc. In total
over 100,000 m2 of the site had this level of excavation done to it,” Marcoux 2008:183). Six AniKitu Hwagi households were identified during the excavations, most of which had generally
contemporaneous paired osi and adenelv structures dating from the mid seventeenth to early
eighteenth century.
Marcoux (2008) was a starting point for my research into the Ani-Kitu Hwagi during the
late seventeenth and early eighteenth century, a period that Marcoux and others called the English
Contact Period. . This period is often characterized as a “landscape of disruption” that brought
population displacement, economic disruption, slave trade, and widespread disease to the region.
Although many of these events and processes occurred during this period, research focused on
Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements in this period should consider survivance to further identify how the
Ani-Kitu Hwagi were actively resisting, refusing, and surviving, and how architectural features of
the time compare and correlate to those from before and afterwards.
Ayeli (Middle) Towns
Coweeta Creek (31MA34)
Archaeologists from the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Research Laboratories
of Archaeology conducted archaeological work during the 1960s and 1970s at the Coweeta Creek
settlement, in a study known as the Cherokee Project. From 1965 to 1971, excavations of the site
uncovered “a burned structure, the last of several stages of a townhouse which the other five stages
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of the townhouse was later excavated along with the remnants of several dwellings and an outdoor
plaza between the townhouse and the main concentration of domestic structures,” (Rodning
2004:72). Prior to the excavation of Coweeta Creek, two years of surface collection (from 1963 to
1965), identified favorable areas to locate test pits, which then encouraged continuing by
completely excavating the settlement.
Like excavations of other Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements, a grid of 10 x 10 ft squares
facilitated accurate mapping and designation of excavations. Each square was shovel skimmed (a
process by which an archaeologist will use a shovel to not dig a hole straight down but instead
skim the shovel along the ground of an excavation unit to slowly remove dirt and allow for features
or belongings to be identified inside an excavation unit) and dry-screened, with excavations using
shovels and trowels of the townhouse mound dismantling the entirety of the mound . Maps of the
site included drawings of post holes, hearths, and burials, especially emphasizing each stage of
construction of the public townhouse structure.
Cowee (31MA5)
Cowee has long been recognized to be the Ayeli region Ani-Kitu Hwagi Mother Town.
Unlike many other Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements with mounds, Cowee had not been subject to prior
looting or archaeological projects until 2014 to 2016, when the EBCI THPO and Illinois State
University partnered to conduct archaeological investigations in multiple locations in the historic
settlement. Specialists in remote sensing from both the NRCS and National Park Service Southeast
Archaeological Center (SEAC) provided remote sensing equipment and training. . The research
goal was to minimize any disturbance to the site, especially the mound area. The two sets of remote
sensing crews used multiple methods, including ground penetrating radar, resistivity, and
magnetometer to locate evidence about architectural features. Seibert and Sampeck (2016:1)
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discussed the rationale for the use of multiple instruments as an approach that “allows for us to
look at anomalies from one instrument to another, allowing us a greater ability to delineate
features. This research approach has provided us the opportunity to locate potential structures and
other features on top of the platform and mound that resemble structures recorded by Bartram as
well as some features to the east of the platform mound that may be related to metallurgy, residents’
homes, and historic trade routes”. Clearly identified architectural features occurred on the top of
the platform mound, evidence that I consider evaluating Ayeli Town settlements compared to other
regions.
Ugedaligv (Valley) Towns
Brasstown Valley (9TO45, 9TO48, and 9TO49)
Like Townsend, the Brasstown Valley settlement includes three different archaeological
sites and data are presented for this site by John S. Cable and Lisa Diane O’Steen (1997) and Steere
(2011). Nearly 24,000 m2 of the site area was exposed using machine plow zone stripping. This
large-scale excavation was “the largest area ever opened archaeologically in the Blue Ridge region.
This exposure resulted in the recording of 11,676 features primarily representing the Woodland,
Mississippian, and Cherokee periods,” (Cable and O’Steen 1997: A). This settlement stands out
as an early example of paired osi and adenelv structures in an Ani-Kitu Hwagi town; architectural
features I consider in my study date from the mid-fifteenth to early seventeenth-century
occupation. Other settlements with paired osi and adenelv like Chota-Tanasee, Toqua, and
Townsend were occupied after this, from the mid-seventeenth to late seventeenth centuries, so
comparing the shape, size, and orientation of these paired structures to those found at Brasstown
Valley is helpful in evaluating survivance in archaeological research.
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Eladige (Lower) Towns
Chattooga (38OC18)
Archaeological studies were conducted in the Chattooga settlement from 1989 to 1994.
Gerald Schroedl (2001:287) noted the main objectives of the excavations at Chattooga, “were to
improve the overall description and understanding of the Lower Town Cherokee archaeological
record, and to better define the characteristics of the Contact period Cherokee archaeological
record”. These excavations identified a townhouse, a village plaza, and 10 to 15 domestic
households. Although Schroedl (2001) refers to this plaza and the households , no one gives exact
measurements for these structures or plaza area, so I could not include this portion of the site in
my study.
So, like a few other sites I considered for this research, I examine data only from the public
townhouse of Chattooga. I do this to provide an adequate sample of domestic architecture and
public architecture because domestic and non-domestic storage structures are more abundantly
documented than public structures like townhouses.
Settlements Outside the Ani Kitu Hwagi Regions
King Site (9FL5)
Hally 2008 presents a detailed history of the King site investigations, beginning with
archaeological work conducted in the 1920s. The first reference to the King site comes from
Battey’s A History of Rome and Floyd County, which documented that “several human skulls and
a variety of artifacts including whole pots, shell beads, and shell gorgets were collected and were
placed in Wesley O. Connor’s collection of relics at Cave Spring,” (Hally 2008:44). Further
investigation of the site was undertaken in 1928 by Margaret C. Ashley, then a graduate student at
Columbia University under the direction of Franz Boas. Hally (2008:44) noted that, “it is clear
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from her description that Ashley encountered a domestic structure which had been destroyed by
fire,”, an indication that a larger village existed at the site.
More detailed investigation of the site occurred from 1971 to 1975, first by Patrick Garrow
and then adding David Hally in 1973, when an immediate need for large-scale excavation of the
site was needed because the landowner wished to deep plow much of the land, a process that would
have drastically disturbed or destroyed much of the features that extended into the subsoil.
Through this work, five acres were found to contain portions of the village, however, due to
unforeseen rainfall and the landowner’s unwillingness to allow excavation of the west two-thirds
only the east third of the site was able to be fully excavated.
Hally (2008:46) was eventually able to conduct work in the western half of the village in
1992 and 1993, but these excavations were not as productive, “as erosion and plowing had
destroyed most features west of grid line E510,”. Like methods seen in other villages I include in
my research, archaeologists established a grid system of 10 x 10 ft but eventually changed the
grid to 40 x 50 ft in 1974 due to increased funding and a need for further progress. Archaeologists
systematically and carefully excavated structure floors to identify all features and to allow detailed
mapping of each structure. In the end, “the size of the excavated site area was 3.9 acres, and the
number of mapped postholes and features was over 14,000” (Hally 2008:49). Due to this size and
sheer number of features, Hally (2008) decided to use geographic information systems (GIS) to
digitize drawn maps.
The King site was the first settlement in which multi-structure household areas were
actively identified and highlighted within this research, a practice that seems to be paralleled in
sites like Mialoquo, Tomotley, and Townsend. Comparing the King site to other settlements helps
me better identify how household areas were constructed by the Ani-Kitu Hwagi.
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New Echota/Ustanali
The capital of the Cherokee Republic during the early nineteenth century, New Echota
(Ustanali) has the largest public structure identified in this study. Rodning (2011) presents
measurements from previous works including de Baillou (1955) and Mooney (1900) regarding the
area of the townhouse . Archaeological excavations at the site occurred during the mid-twentiethcentury, in which “the remnants of a large public structure were unearthed that may be associated
with either the late eighteenth century town of Ustanali or the early nineteenth century town of
New Echota” (Rodning 2011:133). Only measurements for this public structure are accessible, so
it is the only structure I incorporate in my study.
Town Creek (31MG2)
Research at the Town Creek began in 1937 and ran till 1942, when it was stopped due to
World War II. Work resumed in 1949 and continued all the way to 1983. Boudreaux (2005: 1314) that, “excavations were supervised by Joffre Coe from 1937 to 1940, and then following
excavations from then to 1983 were directed by on-site supervisors while Coe served as overall
director from the Research Laboratories of Anthropology (RLA) at the University of North
Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill,” (). Some of these supervisors included Roy Dickens, Leland
Ferguson, Bennie Keel, Stanley South, and David Phelps, many of whom had long careers, with
Dickens (year) and Keel (year) being important resources for my study as well. The mound at
Town Creek was initially provided a different site number from the rest of the site (the mound was
known as MG2 and the site surrounding it was named MG3).The mound and rest of the site had
two different excavation grids. Early field seasons focused on the mound primarily, with the
village area investigated following the 1941 field seasons.
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Much of this knowledge regarding the Town Creek site comes from Edmond A. Boudreaux
(2005:29), as he researched the earlier excavations of the site and its associated mound to
investigate four new objectives: “first the refinement of the ceramic chronology within the Town
Creek region, second the systematical dating of contexts at Town Creek using pottery, third the
site’s occupation is divided into smaller spatial and temporal units, and once these units were
established, the fourth objective was to use mortuary and ceramic vessel data to explore the nature
of leadership at Town Creek and how changes in leadership might have corresponded to the
appearance of the platform mound,”. I evaluate the Town Creek site as an example of a Pee Dee
village of the mid thirteenth to mid fifteenth century. This time span relate directly to the Garden
Creek and Warren Wilson sites located far west of Town Creek, which allows for intersite
comparisons of ceramic assemblages and architectural features as well as investigation into how a
Pee Dee site compares or contrasts to sites known to contain Ani-Kitu Hwagi occupation.
The methods and interpretation of archaeological investigations has changed drastically
over time, with non-destructive methods more common today. Non-destructive methods further
efforts for the decolonization of archaeological practice and is exemplary of survivance priorities
in archaeological study. The use of new technologies like ground penetrating radar, magnetometry,
and resistivity testing allow archaeologists to peer into the ground before making any shovel test
pits or test units with the purpose of locating where in a physical place material may exist and
where materials will not be identified. Using these new technologies and respecting the physical
places undergoing archaeological investigation allows for decolonizing approaches to further ideas
of non-disruptive, non-rupture creating research.
The next chapter, Chapter 5: Data and Results, presents information gathered from each
settlement using the methods described in this chapter. An important form of presenting data is
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visual aids, including figures such as maps and charts as well as tables. These data include
information about architectural features published in previous archaeological investigations, which
I assemble into a single database (Appendix A) that I used to answer research questions I outlined
in Chapter 1.
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CHAPTER V: DATA AND RESULTS
Chapter Scope and Content
To evaluate evidence of survivance from the thirteenth through the nineteenth century, I
considered archaeological data, including geomorphic, architectural, and artifactual information
from 21 sites described in Chapter 4. This research data emphasizes qualities that Ani-Kitu Hwagi
people recognize and regard as crucial in their settlements and therefore are a reasonable basis for
evaluating the dynamics of survivance. They range in dates of occupation from the thirteenth to
nineteenth centuries, a broad time span that permits adequate assessment of the continuity or
modification in characteristics of hearths, architecture, and settlement orientation and patterning.
This chapter, like Chapter 4 (Methodology), presents each site individually, providing
detailed quantitative data presented both in tables and in narrative discussion. The individual site
discussion highlights pathways of continuity and resignification within each case and how people
utilized and respected its available spaces, much like the concept of gadahu, “which refers to the
physical place, buildings, and other elements of a settlement, is observable, tangible qualities of
communities,” (Townsend, Griffin and Sampeck 2020:250). How often the hearth was rebuilt like
its associated structure, what size the hearth was constructed, and the specific space in which the
hearth was placed are highly likely ways to observe the connections among gadahu, survivance,
and Ani-Kitu Hwagi respect for space.
Archaeologists have a language of their own, including phase names and terminologies for
procedures, concepts, items, etc. While this is a convenient disciplinary shorthand, it obscures or
eliminates Indigenous ideas and practices about the very same topic. Throughout my thesis I
foreground Ani Kitu Hwagi language phrasing and organizational principles as gleaned from
publicly available sources as well as advice from EBCI THPO staff. For example, I refer to osi
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and adenelv rather than “winter house” and “summer house”. Each of the Town regions is
presented using the Ani-Kitu Hwagi word for it provided in Table 4.1 in Chapter 4. Veering away
from the European names used for these regions and instead towards the Ani-Kitu Hwagi
landscape is done to further decolonize this research., I do not use these terms with the intent to
further colonize them, but rather these Town names are presented out of respect for the Ani-Kitu
Hwagi culture and people.
Based on chronologic use of the settlements presented within them, the Town regions are
discussed starting with the Gadushi Town, following in order by the Gawohilvdodi, Ayeli,
Ugedaligv, and Eladige Towns. It is of note that the regions themselves do not have a chronological
order besides the idea that Kituhwa was the original, ancestral Mother Town of all Ani-Kitu Hwagi
people, which is why these regions are presented instead chronologically by the earliest occupation
of the settlements from each region which are utilized in this study.
Gadushi (Out) Towns
In general, the main area of the Gadushi region falls along the Tuckasegee and Ocunaluftee
river valleys. The Gadushi region includes the major settlements of Kituhwa, the origin place of
the Ani-Kitu Hwagi and Nvnvnyi, located within the municipal boundaries of today’s Cherokee,
North Carolina. Several other sites included in this study also fall within the Gadushi Town region,
including Alarka, Ela, Garden Creek, Tuckasegee, and Warren Wilson households and villages
(cite map). Those living here typically speak the middle or Kituhwa dialect (Schroedl 2000:204).
Garden Creek (31HW1, 31HW7)
Location
The Garden Creek Site area has three mound areas, each of which have a corresponding
village area. For this study I chose to analyze the data for Mound 1 (31HW1) and its associated
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village (31HW7) because this area seemed to contain the most 1250-1450 CE (Pisgah phase)
materials and therefore corresponds with the same occupational period as the Warren Wilson site
(discussed below). The entire residential complex (including all three mounds/village areas) is
situated along the eastern bank of the Pigeon River about 2 mi upstream from Canton, North
Carolina (Keel 1976:65). To be more precise, Mound 1 and its associated village (31HW7) had
their eastern edge formed by the waterway of Garden Creek. Situated closest to the Warren Wilson
site, Garden Creek is in the far east portion of the Gadushi Town region.
Chronology
Mound 1 at the Garden Creek site underwent several stages of building and rebuilding. The
first constructions in the area were two contemporaneous earth lodges that were connected by a
passageway, (Dickens 1976:83). These earth lodges date primarily from the eleventh to thirteenth
century, however Dickens does not describe the basis of these radiocarbon dates. Dickens (1976)
hypothesizes that people used these earth lodges until their construction materials were no longer
structurally sound. Archaeological excavations indicated that the lodges were covered over by
boulders, midden fill, and eventually capped over with clay to create a new public floor atop the
mound.
This new floor, Floor 1, was then used to construct new public architecture. After being
completed, the construction of a new public building began on the floor, but before the new
building could be finished, the floor caved in to where the earth lodges sat underneath. To fix this
problem, people installed Floor 1-A, and eventually Floor 2, upon which people erected two
thirteenth to fifteenth century public structures. Dickens (1976:87) described continuing problems
and solutions people implemented: “Although Floor 2 continued to sag on the east side (from the
earlier floor cave in), it was stable enough to serve as the base for the first completed ceremonial
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constructions which were built on the western end of the mound with the eastern end containing
seven burials and portions of a palisade,”. Dates of the thirteenth to fifteenth century are given for
the Garden Creek Mound 1 public structures and its associated village from an unknown
radiocarbon dated source as well as based on styles of ceramic assemblages at both this location
and the Warren Wilson site.
Structures
The two public structures are listed in Appendix A as Garden Creek M (Mound): STA and
STB (or Structure A and Structure B). Because posts from Structure B seem to intrude Structure
A, I infer that A was the original thirteenth to fifteenth century public structure, and that B was
built as a smaller, later stage after A had been leveled and burnt as a stage in renewal. Structure A
was square with rounded corners was much smaller in size than other public structures within the
Gadushi Town region. Structure B was also square with rounded corners; however, it was smaller
than the earlier Structure A. The placement of structure B atop Mound 1 makes it a public structure
however the exact use of this structure is not reported in Dickens Jr. 1976 or Keel 1976. It is noted
that seven burials were identified within or below floor 2 of Mound 1 which structure A and B
were identified so structure B may have been built in correspondence to any of these burials or
was another townhouse built after structure A. The much larger structure A could be an example
of an early townhouse or similar public building that could accommodate large gatherings of
people for political and ceremonial purposes. Townhouses seen in Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements
from the fourteenth to nineteenth century seem to have grown over time both at the individual
community and regional level. Seeing a public structure decrease in size from one stage to the next
can be an indication of a political or social shift. Further investigation into this question is
presented in Chapter 6.
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The village (31HW7) at Garden Creek associated with Mound 1 covered an area of roughly
five acres directly southeast of Mound 1, making it larger in overall area than the thirteenth to
fifteenth century occupation at the nearby Warren Wilson site, which was roughly three acres at
its largest, late palisade stages. Three structures were excavated in the village area tested (labeled
in Appendix A as Garden Creek V (Village): ST1, ST2, and ST3). These structures were square
with rounded corners and had a size like the Warren Wilson and later Alarka, Kituhwa, and
Tuckasegee Gadushi Town villages and farmsteads (Appendix A).
Hearths
Although a hearth may have existed beneath the base of excavations, excavations from
1965-1967 did not identify a hearth in any part of Mound 1 at Garden Creek, could mean that
either a hearth was not present at public structure A, or it may have been misidentified or not
noticed during excavation.
Only Structure 3 contained an identifiable hearth., Destructive farming practices likely
destroyed evidence of hearths in Structures 1 and 2. This Structure 3 hearth was much larger than
any other domestic hearth identified in Appendix A, comparing to hearths within the Kituhwa
townhouse and Town Creek public structures. The importance of Structure 3 goes beyond the
presence of a central hearth; Dickens (1970:158) noted that “Structure 3 contained abundant Pisgah
phase remains including charred cane matting, pottery, and food refuse. In the center of the house,
a raised clay fire basin was present, and on the floor several refuse pits and three burials were
situated. Structure was virtually identical in all details to at least six Pisgah phase houses excavated
at the Warren Wilson site,”. These two sites were close both geographically and temporally, factors
that may have facilitated their shared forms of site organization and style.
Belongings
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No exact numbers for the quantity of ceramic artifacts at the Garden Creek site were
accessible but Dickens (1976) offers a general guide for the typical types of ceramics that
distinguish the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries in this area. A style of rectilinear complicated
stamped ceramics was manufactured by coiling around a base plate. These vessels had a lightly
smoothed or burnished interior surface finish. The rims of these vessels varied between collared,
thickened, and unmodified (Keel 1976:178). Keel (1976:217) emphasized that the assemblage
contained “stamped vessels with a rectilinear complicated stamp, the rim of which was collared,
and the vessel was shouldered. Rims received a special treatment of linear rather than circular
punctate; loop handles, lugs, and castellations were present frequently; and bases were slightly
pointed or rounded.”
This location also had curvilinear complicated stamped, check stamped, and plain styles
that all shared similar interior surface finishes and rim forms. No exact table is presented from
Dickens Jr. (1976) or Keel (1976), and it should be noted that these exterior surface treatment
styles are discussed within Chapter 5, which presents an overall thirteenth to fifteenth century
(Pisgah Phase) ceramic assemblage typology. The exact amount of ceramic belongings identified
in the Mound 1 and HW7 village area cannot be presented.
Warren Wilson (31BN29)
Location
An example of another thirteenth to fifteenth century settlement like Garden Creek, the
Warren Wilson site is in the southeastern corner of the Warren Wilson college grounds outside of
Asheville, North Carolina. The Swannanoa River sits to its south and east border in Buncombe
County, North Carolina. This site covered an area of roughly 3 acres of low alluvial terrace and
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was excavated during field seasons from 1965 to 1968. Within the Gadushi Town region, the
Warren Wilson site is in the far eastern portion, closest to Garden Creek.
Chronology
No radiocarbon dates were published for the Warren Wilson site; however, the site
assemblage has the same ceramic styles as the Garden Creek site (discussed above), which were
dated to the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries (Pisgah phase) (Dickens 1976; Keel 1976).
Structures
Archaeological excavations identified 15 structures, three of which were rebuilding stages
of a structure in a single locale (Figure 5.1). Dickens’s (1976) well-documented excavations did
not find evidence of public or non-domestic structures, which may indicate that evidence of such
structures has been destroyed by farming or they were in an unexcavated area. Palisades
surrounded the village during several stages and consistently were built, destroyed, and then built
again farther out to make room for new houses.
While this settlement expansion occurred, the domestic structures seem to have been
occupied during different occupational phases within the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries (Pisgah
phase). The domestic dwellings fall roughly into four different periods of use, the oldest being D
and E; next oldest being A, F, and G; middle phase occupation includes B, C, H, I, L, M, and N;
and the newest houses were K, O, and P (Dickens 1976:32-51). These differing periods of use
come from Dickens Jr. 1976’s Chapter 2 section on the Warren Wilson in which the above listed
houses are described as either overlaying or being overlain by palisades. The only date range
available for the Warren Wilson site was between the thirteenth to fifteenth century, so no exact
dates are presentable for specific houses. Measurements were not accessible for houses K, O, and
P, so they are not included further analysis.
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Discussion of the data for these domestic structures is presented in order of the age of
households. Starting with the oldest structures (Figure 5.1), House D was rectangular in shape with
a structure area like the later Alarka adenelv. House E had two building stages (labeled E1 and E2;
Appendix A, Table 5.1) with E1 prior to E2. E1 was rectangular in shape with a structure size like
most other rectangular structures identified at Warren Wilson and Alarka. E2 was square with
rounded corners in shape and was the same size as the later Warren Wilson structure B2, making
both structures the smallest found at Warren Wilson and on the small end of structure sizes for Out
Town settlements.
The next oldest group of domestic structures contains houses A, F, and G, with A having
two building phases (labeled A1 and A2). Measurements for these structures are presented in
Appendix A and Tables 5.1. Structures A1 and A2 were square with rounded corners, with
structure A2 similar in size to other square with rounded corner houses at other Out Town
settlements. House F was rectangular in shape and was built within 5 m2 of the standard Out Town
rectangular structure size (Appendix A). House G was square in shape and had the same size as
houses I and L at Warren Wilson and several of the square domestic structures excavated at Out
Town sites like Garden Creek and Kituhwa.
The middle occupational phase includes houses B, C, H, I, L, M, and N, with B containing
two occupational stages (labeled B1 and B2 in Appendix A and Table 5.1). Houses H, I, and L are
similar in size to other thirteenth to fifteenth century square or square with rounded corners
structures—between 32 to 38 m2in area. Structures M and N (M being square and N being
rectangular) are each comparable to the earlier D and E houses, with areas in the range of the mid40 m2. Houses B1 and C were the two largest domestic structures in the Warren Wilson site and
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are comparable in size to domestic houses at the sixteenth to seventeenth century occupations of
the Ela Gadushi Town site (Figure 5.1).
Belongings
Ceramics were an abundant kind of belonging found in many contexts at Warren Wilson.
Like the Garden Creek site and possibly at other sites within this time span, many of the ceramic
assemblages contained primarily rectilinear complicated stamping and much smaller amounts of
curvilinear complicated stamped, check stamped, and plain exterior surface treatments. Of the
twelve structures within the Warren Wilson site, five have structure-specific ceramic data (Dickens
1976: 193). Only these structures have ceramic data, appearing in a discussion of the percentage
distribution of Pisgah ceramic types at the site. It may be that ceramics were also found at the other
seven structures, though they were not chosen for the evaluation of ceramic frequencies.
House G and F contained the most ceramic sherds (2,638 for G and 1,618 for F) with
approximately 85 % of these ceramics with a rectilinear complicated stamped exterior surface
finish common in this area from the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries. House H contained 951
ceramic sherds with 90 % rectilinear complicated stamped. A and B respectively had 120 and 251
sherds, however these houses had rebuilding phases, so it is unclear how which sherds came from
specific structure floors. No matter how many sherds were identified, the pattern is clear of
between 85 and 90 % of rectilinear complicated stamped exterior surfaces. Curvilinear
complicated, checked, and plain exterior surface types occurred in much smaller quantities, usually
between 1 and 10 % each.
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Figure 5.1: Thirteenth to Fifteenth Century Features, Burials, and Architecture at Warren
Wilson (Simpkins 1984: Map II,)
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Table 5.1: Warren Wilson Summary Data

Kituhwa (31SW1 and 31SW2)
Location
Known as the Mother Town of the Cherokees, Kituhwa is a Gadushi Town, in the northern
center of the region, near Ela and Nvnvnyi. The Kituhwa Archaeological District is in Swain
County, North Carolina, between Bryson City and Cherokee on US Highway 19 (Moore 2009).
The three loci of research examined in this study include two areas of 31SW1, one being an
eighteenth century Qualla village to the south of the mound area and another a fourteenth to
eighteenth century Qualla village directly east-southeast of the mound area, and 31SW2 or the
Kituhwa mound. Today, this district is protected by the Eastern Band of the Cherokee Indian
(EBCI). The mound has been damaged by plowing: “according to early accounts the mound once
stood twelve feet tall (4 meters) but plowing in the early twentieth century reduce it to
approximately half its original height” (Moore 2009:1). I utilize Moore’s (2009) archaeological
site designations to present and analyze data from each area, with Area 1 listed as the 31SW2
Kituhwa mound, Area 3 was the eighteenth century Qualla village to the south, and Area 4 was
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the fourteenth to eighteenth century Qualla village directly east southeast of the Kituhwa mound
(Appendix A, Figures 5.2-5.8).
Chronology
The area of Kituhwa has several occupational phases. The three loci considered in this
analysis have distinct occupational periods (Moore 2009:1). Because the work at Kituhwa was
non-destructive, Moore (2009) did not discuss ceramic styles to provide a general date range.
Kituhwa town shows up on eighteenth century maps and Greene (1996) offers a date range of
1450-1650 for some areas of the site. The fifteenth to eighteenth century date range is based on
evidence of historic maps and the presence of Early Qualla ceramics recovered during early
excavations in the area.
Structures
In Area 1 several anomalies of a townhouse structure that once existed on the Kituhwa
mound (Figure 5.2 and 5.3). Anomaly D may be the doorway to the townhouse and anomaly E
may be the townhouse’s hearth (Moore 2009) The hearth is more than a meter in diameter and thus
comparable in size to hearths at Coweeta Creek. Anomalies B, C, J, and L make up the top of the
mound townhouse area, with anomaly C the outer wall of the townhouse and anomaly B the inner
wall. The measurements presented by Moore (2009:74) concur with those of Riggs and Shumate
(2003:67-68), who stated that “the outermost band, a strongly negative [light gray to white] reading
measures nearly 24 m in diameter. The next band, a strongly positive [dark gray to black] reading
which presumably represents the actual burned materials of the townhouse wall, measures 20m in
diameter, a size comparable to the 18th century townhouse at Chota-Tanasee, but nearly six meters
larger than the 17th century townhouses at Chattooga and Coweeta Creek,”. This data of Riggs and
Shumate (2003) along with the observations that anomaly C is the outer wall and anomaly B is the
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inner wall, the estimate for the size of the townhouse at Kituhwa is roughly 24 x 20 m, with an
area of 480 m2 (Appendix A). Along with its size, the Kituhwa mound shares some key
characteristics with the townhouse at the Ayeli Town Coweeta Creek village. Moore (2009:75)
noted that “excavations at Coweeta Creek (31MA34) revealed a series of six townhouse stages
stacked one on top of the other. While individual townhouse stages have not yet been identified in
GPR results for Kituhwa, the top-to-bottom depth of the GPR signal there is approximately equal
to the 1-meter band within which the first three Coweeta Creek townhouse stages were found.
Therefore, it is likely that more than one townhouse stage lies beneath the Kituhwa mound,”. The
idea of the Kituhwa mound having multiple stages of development and therefore occupational
stages is an important example of the life course of an Ani-Kitu Hwagi town, as comparing what
is known about the Kituhwa townhouse to other townhouses such as Coweeta Creek supports the
idea of continuity, resiliency, and survivance of the individual structure, overall settlement, and
cultural practices.

Figure 5.2: FM36 gradiometer results for Area 1, the Kituhwa Mound (Moore 2009: Figure 10,
page 66)
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Figure 5.3: The Coweeta Creek Middle Qualla townhouse (green) superimposed on the GPR
image of the Kituhwa Mound (Moore 2009: Figure 18, page 77)
Area 3 contains the eighteenth century Qualla phase village midden (31SW1) southsouthwest of the Kituhwa mound (Figure 5.4). Five structure-sized anomalies located in this area
are used for this research. Starting with the domestic structures, anomalies E, F, G, and H were
identified in the GPR results and were, like the townhouse in Area 1, compared to a structure in
the Coweeta Creek site, Structure 6. Anomalies E, F, G, and H fit well within superimposed
outlines of Coweeta Creek Structure 6, so I assigned the same size for Structure 6 at Coweeta
Creek (Appendix A) to each of these anomalies (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.4: Spatial Context and Location of Area 3 within 31Sw1 (Moore 2009: Figure 29, Page
87)

Figure 5.5: Coweeta Creek residence outlines superimposed on Anomalies E, F, G, and H in the
GPR results for Area 3 (Moore 2009: Figure 36, Page 92)
Also in Area 3, anomaly A stands out as a possible townhouse-scale structure and is
presented with both a minimum and maximum size as the exact measurements of this structure is
not clear (Figure 5.6). Labeled as Kituhwa A3: A Max. or A Min. in Appendix A, this townhouse
scale anomaly from the FM36 imagery is at its minimum like fifteenth to sixteenth century
townhouses at Ayeli and Eladige towns, and at its maximum, this structure is as large as several
Ayeli and Eladige Town seventeenth to eighteenth century townhouses. The testing done with
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GPRFM36 and RM15 neither contradicts nor supports an eighteenth century Qualla affiliation for
the area, meaning this village area could have been active slightly earlier, possibly during the use
period for Coweeta Creek Structure 6 (1500-1700 CE) (Moore 2009).

Figure 5.6: 2006 RM15 Soil Resistivity results for Area 3 (Moore 2009: Figure 33, page 90)
Area 4 contains what is the believed to be a fourteenth to eighteenth century Qualla phase
village midden, part of 31SW1, and has four anomalies that can be directly compared to structures
from Coweeta Creek (Figure 5.7). Although Area 4 is directly east-southeast of the Kituhwa
mound, Moore (2009:98) emphasized that “the Kituhwa townhouse discussed earlier is not
necessarily contemporaneous with the Area 4 anomalies discussed below,”. Once again, Moore
(2009) utilizes the Coweeta Creek sixteenth to eighteenth century village layout as a baseline for
architectural comparison. Appendix A lists four structures for Area 4: B, D, E, and F. These
anomalies were recorded by the FM36 instrument, and D and E are also identified as anomalies K
and L in the GPR testing of the area (Figure 5.8). Like Area 3, Coweeta Creek Structure 6 is a
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similar size as these anomalies. Furthermore, the domestic dwelling cluster that Structure 6 is
associated with are approximately the same distance away from the Coweeta Creek mound as
anomalies D and E (K and L) are from the Area 1 Kituhwa mound. Due to these similarities, I
estimate the size of Area 4’s anomalies B, D, E, and F (Appendix A) based on Structure 6.

Figure 5.7: Spatial context and location of Area 4 within 31Sw1 (Moore 2009: Figure 38, Page
94)
Hearths
Because the work done on the Kituhwa mound was conducted in a non-disruptive fashion
rather than destructive excavation, I estimate the townhouse hearth size from a high intensity
anomaly located in the center of the townhouse floor, which is similar in size (between 1 and 2 m
in diameter) to the hearths at the Ayeli Town Coweeta Creek and Eladige Town Chattooga sites.
Belongings
Because the work done regarding Kituhwa comes from non-disruptive survey and a 1960s
surface collection, no belongings can be exactly associated with specific structures whether public
or domestic. Over 1,000 ceramic sherds collected during the 1960s systematic surface collection
of the mound and village areas included fifteenth to eighteenth century Qualla ceramics.
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Figure 5.8: Coweeta Creek Middle Qualla village and residential structures superimposed
(Moore 2009: Figure 43, Page 99)
Most of these decorated ceramics had curvilinear complicated or rectilinear complicated stamped
exterior surfaces, like the typical styles found in the earlier Garden Creek and Warren Wilson Sites.
Unlike these sites, these collections had more curvilinear complicated than rectilinear complicated
stamped, which indicates a different preference in styles that may be due to chronological change
or social preferences or exchange/production practices and/or networks.
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Nvnvnyi (31SW3)
Location
Nvnvnyi is located on the Qualla Boundary, near today’s downtown Cherokee, North
Carolina and along the southern bank of the Oconaluftee River near its confluence with Raven
Fork (Greene 1996). People built the settlement on the floodplain, with easy access to the river.
The area has only recently been re-acquired by the (EBCI). Nvnvnyi sits in the northern center of
the Gadushi Town region, near Kituhwa and Ela.
Chronology
Archaeological evidence of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi town of Nvnvnyi indicates that it was most
densely occupied during the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries. The settlement was the seat of a
British trade factory in the early eighteenth century and appears in several historical records, one
of the latest being Kitchin’s 1760 map (Greene 1996:98). Archeological testing detected five
subsurface features, with two excavated and the other three recorded in plan view (Greene 1996).
Feature 1 was “a large basin-shaped pit, measuring 137cm x 122cm in plan view and 23 cm in
depth. The fill contained abundant Qualla series ceramics, chert debitage, charcoal, and faunal
material,” (Greene 1996:93). Feature 2 was a much shallower flat feature that also contained
Qualla series ceramics and a deer vertebra. The Qualla ceramics found during this testing indicated
that the densest occupation of the site was during the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries, however
subsequent excavations recovered an abundance of Early Qualla (fourteenth to sixteenth century)
ceramics near the mound and “well-preserved plant remains, ceramics, lithics, animal bones, and
artifacts, including colonial glass beads that indicated a substantial 17th to early 18th century
occupation,” (Townsend, Griffin, and Sampeck 2020:244). The report by Varnond (1721) stated
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that Nvnvnyi, “had a population of 61 men, 56 women, and 60 children (Wood 1989),” (Greene
1996:84), which gives demographic perspectives on mid-eighteenth-century population size.
Structures
Archaeological work reported by Sampeck and Carroll (2015) relied upon the low impact
Ground Penetrating Radar survey of Dan Bigman and Ben Steere that detected five possible
structures (Figure 5.9). Carroll and Sampeck strategically placed excavations to ground truth these
anomalies, with a sixth discovered in an excavation unit to the northeast of the Nvnvnyi mound.
One of the five GPR located structures that was not excavated is located on the Nvnvnyi mound
and appears to be the remains of the four central roof support posts for the Nvnvnyi townhouse
structure atop the mound. These posts show a square outline measuring 5 x 5 m or 25 m2. As just
these roof supports are visible, I estimate the structure area to be 9 x 9 m or 81 m2.
Structures 1 and 4, both square with rounded corners in shape and measuring over 70 m2
are the largest houses in this research sample of the Gadushi Town region. Houses 3 and 6 are
highly similar in size to the domestic houses at Kituhwa and Garden Creek. The remaining
structure, House 2, was the smallest identified at Nvnvnyi and was circular in shape, similar in
shape to the domestic structure identified at Tuckasegee (another Gadushi Town settlement used
during just after Nvnvnyi in the eighteenth century).
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Figure 5.9: Nvnvnyi Ground Penetrating Radar of Possible Structures by Dan Bigman and Ben
Steere (Sampeck and Carroll 2015)
Hearth
A hearth was identified at Nvnvnyi during the 2014 archaeological field season by Beau
Carroll and Kathryn Sampeck, however this hearth was only partially exposed in excavation, as
the feature extended into the excavation unit wall. The hearth belonged to a structure distinct from
the six structures identified by prior GPR survey and test unit excavation. Because of the partial
exposure of the feature, hearth size is difficult to estimate. Also, typically, hearths would have
been situated within each the domestic structures, but because the area has undergone several
periods of destruction and disruptive archaeological work, the remains of these features were no
longer visible in remote sensing or limited excavation.
Belongings
Greene (1996) recovered 614 Qualla series ceramics from Nvnvnyi during excavations.
Like Garden Creek, Warren Wilson, and Kituhwa, 74 % of the Qualla ceramics had a complicated
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stamped exterior surface treatment as, including both rectilinear and curvilinear designs. Most of
these complicated stamped sherds were curvilinear, which is much more like the ceramic
assemblage of Kituhwa within the Out Towns region (Greene 1996:95-96). Smoothed, plain, check
and simple stamped sherds also occurred; smoothed surfaces comprised 20 % of the assemblage.
Many ceramic belongings were identified during the 2014 and 2015 field work from Sampeck and
Carrol, however as these belongings are still being analyzed, specific frequencies are not currently
known.
Ela (31SW5)
Location
Located between Bryson City and Cherokee, North Carolina, just north of Kituhwa on
Highway 19 in the northern center of the Out Town region, the Ela site “is situated on a second
terrace 180 meters north of the Tuckasegee River and excavations were performed in relation to
the construction of East Elementary School” (Greene 1996:112). The site covers roughly 1.6 acres
and is thus one of the smallest Gadushi Town sites of this study.
Chronology
Ela is a slightly mysterious site because the place is not mentioned in any historical
documents. Its absence from maps and its lack of any materials from eighteenth to nineteenth
century indicates that this site may have been occupied earlier, during the sixteenth and maybe
seventeenth century but not after 1700. Qualla series ceramics and a Citico style rattlesnake gorget
were taken from a burial in the settlement, both of which are indicators of a “protohistoric”
(sixteenth century) date (Drooker 1991:89, Greene 1996:114).
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Structures
Extensive fieldwork included the full removal of the plow zone from an area of 5,850 m2
that was the locale of five structures, however only four have sufficient measurements for this
study: Structures 2, 3, 4, and 5 (Greene 1996). These were domestic structures, which could
indicate that the people living here may have been associated with a nearby settlement that had
public architecture, such as Kituhwa. Each structure is a relatively large rectangular dwelling,
while Structure 3 is much larger still (Appendix A). The size and shape of these dwellings are
distinct enough that Ela could represent a major shift in architectural practices. Other sixteenthand seventeenth-century occupations at several non- Gadushi Town sites, including the Brasstown
Valley (Ugedaligv Town) and Chota-Tanasee and Toqua (Gawohilvdodi Town) settlements,
demonstrate a shift from the practice of building square or square with rounded cornered domestic
structures to domestic compounds of paired osi and adenelv (winter and summer houses), with the
osi typically circular or octagonal in shape and adenelv often rectangular. The main difference
between Ela and these other non- Gadushi Town sites is the sheer size of the rectangular structures
at Ela. The average size of adenelv rectangular houses in non- Gadushi Town settlements, often
between 30 and 50 m2, is much smaller than those of Ela, which average to 65 m2.
Hearths
Hearths existed in each of the domestic structures excavated at Ela, but exact sizes for these
hearths were not provided (Greene 1996:113). The description of the New Fire Ceremony by
Swimmer and John Ax, recorded by Mooney (1900:502-503) stated that the fires of hearths located
in the center of each house came directly from the fire of the central hearth of a settlement’s
townhouse (or equivalent public structure). As each of the structures identified at Ela are classified
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as domestic structures in Steere 2011, what central fire these hearths were rekindled by is currently
unknown.
Belongings
The sources of data for the Ela site regarding the amount of Qualla ceramics is as a site
wide assemblage and not per individual structure. Archaeological work recovered 1,768 Qualla
Series ceramics at Ela. These ceramics had several different exterior surface treatments including
complicated stamped (both rectilinear and curvilinear stamped), smoothed, plain, check stamped,
simple stamped, cord marked, brushed, corncob impressed, burnished, and incised (Greene
1996:96). Unlike other Gadushi Town sites, Ela ceramics had more plain (46.5%) than
complicated stamped (42%) exterior surfaces. (Greene 1996:114). Although close in percentage
frequency, the presence of more plain than complicated stamped is unusual for settlements within
the Gadushi Town region.
Alarka Farmstead (31SW173)
Location
Located in the upper Little Tennessee Valley, the Alarka Farmstead stands out as an
example of an isolated household remote from other settlements. Alarka sits within the Blue Ridge
physiographic province of the Appalachian Mountains near the current Nantahala and Great
Smokey Mountain National Forests in the southwestern part of the Gadushi Town region. Rodning
(2010: page) described how Alarka was “situated in a small cove in a rugged mountain range in
southwestern North Carolina. This farmstead’s closest named water source would be the Nantahala
River just south of the Little Tennessee River and Tuckasegee River.”
Chronology
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The ceramic style and frequency data were complemented by radiocarbon testing to help
determine the mid-seventeenth century date of occupation. In terms of the radiocarbon testing, a
date range of the mid to late seventeenth century was found after testing was undertaken on one of
the “more than 100 peach pits associated with the winter house and summer house at Alarka
(Schumate et al. 2005:6.33-6.47). As peaches were brought to North America by the Spanish, a
sixteenth century of later date is understandable. Along with the peach pits, Rodning (2010) noted
that an iron celt and six drawn and tumbled glass beads were recovered from excavations of the
floor of the osi.
Structures
The site has three possible structures: a square with rounded corners osi, a rectangular
adenelv, and a possible outbuilding which could have been used for storage (Rodning 2010:48).
The osi structure measures roughly 7 x 7 m, with an area of 40 m2; while the adenelv is 10 x 4.5
m, with an area of 45 m2 (Appendix A). The osi has four central posts for roof support, a pattern
recognized at another Gadushi Town, the Warren Wilson Site. This pattern is also observed at sites
outside of the Gadushi Town region, including the Brasstown Valley, Coweeta Creek, King, Loy,
and Toqua villages and communities.
Hearths
As is standard with paired osi and adenelv, no hearth was present in the adenelv. A central
hearth half the size of those found at the Garden Creek and Warren Wilson sites, and a third the
size of the hearth identified at Tuckasegee was excavated and identified in the osi.
Belongings
Rodning (2010) noted the existence of Qualla ceramics at the farmstead, however no exact
information is presented except that the ceramics were primarily recovered from the osi.
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Rodning (2010) focused on two classes of imported items found at the farmstead: glass
beads and metal objects. Although few, the beads were of different colors and shapes: “Six drawn
and tumbled glass beads have been found at the site, all associated with the floor of the winter
house (Schumate et al. 2005:6.15-6.16). Three turquoise donut-shaped seed beads, one black
donut-shaped seed bead, one spherical turquoise bead (6.3 mm in diameter), and one black
spherical seed bead (3.3 mm in diameter) with one thin white stripe” (Rodning 2010:49-50). An
iron wedge or celt was located just south of the adenelv. These objects were probably Spanish or
English in origin and are often found in mid-sixteenth and seventeenth century sites. Alarka’s
distance from other settlements did not prevent the presence of metal items and glass beads, but
rather supports the idea that European trade goods were more widely accessible than originally
thought (Rodning 2010).
Tuckasegee (31JK12)
Location
Just north of the Tuckasegee River, the Tuckasegee site sits west of NC Route 107 within
Jackson County, North Carolina. In terms of the Gadushi Town region, this site is one of the
furthest south, as it is directly east of the Ayeli Town settlements. Archaeological excavations
commenced after a single burnt structure was discovered in 1964 by the landowner’s son.
Chronology
The structure floor and its overburden contained a large assemblage of Qualla ceramics,
numerous glass beads, and a single piece of iron. The materials with the clearest chronology are
the glass beads. Rodning (2010:53) stated that “the identification and the presence of glass beads
place this structure in the late 17th to early 18th century, although there are earlier components at
the site as well,”. To be more specific, one bead in particular; a red with green Cornaline d’Aleppo
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bead, is a type often seen in North Carolina during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries (Rodning 2010). It is believed that this town was burned down by Captain Sevier in 1781
with cavalry from Tennessee (Greene 1996:120).
Structures
The single structure at Tuckasegee was identified via posthole patterns, charred logs, and
the presence of a central hearth/raised fire basin. The outer walls of the building were “composed
of at least 15 posts, varying from 0.5 to 0.9 foot in diameter, set in holes which had an average
depth of about 1 foot and were spaced, on average, 4 feet apart. The interior roof supports consisted
of four sets of paired posts placed about 5 feet out from the center of the house,” (Keel 1976:32).
Similar in shape only to one structure found at Nvnvnyi, this house of Tuckasegee appears to be a
remnant of an osi (winter house) which typically would have included a paired adenelv nearby.
This single structure was much larger than the circular structure at Nvnvnyi but has dimensions
like the osi of the Gawohilvdodi Town sites of Chota-Tanasee and Toqua.
What makes Tuckasegee such an interesting site is the prospect that it was connected to a
much larger village that has not been excavated. Rodning (2010 :53) pointed out that “several
dwellings and a public structure have been excavated at the Coweeta Creek site, and the paired
winter house and summer house at Alarka apparently represents the entire Qualla settlement in its
isolated cove, but the one excavated structure at Tuckasegee probably represents just a single house
within a settlement of some unknown number of dwellings”. Rodning makes this assertion due to
the similarities between glass bead assemblages he studied from Coweeta Creek, Alarka, and
Tuckasegee. James Mooney (1900) also noted a town within the area of Tuckasegee named
Tsiksitsi but did not provide a translation for the name or any further information.
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Hearths
During site excavation seven possible pit hearths and three basin-shaped hearths were
identified, with Feature 4 being the hearth located in the center of the domestic structure at
Tuckasegee. This hearth was quite large, at times at least 1 m2 larger than those found at Coweeta
Creek and the Warren Wilson site and nearly double to triple the size of those found at
contemporaneous settlements like Alarka and Townsend.
Belongings
As previously stated, 26 glass beads were recovered from the structure floor along with a
single piece of scrap iron, a single piece of dark green wine bottle glass, and a large assemblage of
Qualla (n=2,348) and two Pisgah series sherds (Rodning 2010:52). The Qualla ceramics had
roughly 50% complicated stamping. Roughly 20% had a smoothed exterior surface, while the rest
of the assemblage had small amounts of other exterior surface treatments, such as check stamped,
cord marked, plain, burnished, and incised, (Keel 1976:41). The large quantity of complicated
stamped decoration ties the Tuckasegee site with the earlier Garden Creek, Kituhwa, Nvnvnyi, and
Warren Wilson sites. The listing of a piece of scrap iron is of most interest, as although the piece
may look like leftovers from an iron tool or container of some kind, it was still the belonging of
someone living in the structure which means it must be viewed as holding in it some form of
physical and social importance. Therefore, the piece is still presented as “scrap” iron as the source
notes it, however this iron belonging most definitely had a use or was going to be used in some
way.
Gawohilvdodi (Overhill) Towns
The Gawohilvdodi region has many settlements along the Hiwassee and Little Tennessee
river valleys in eastern Tennessee. Schroedl (2000:204) argued that people living in this region
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spoke the western or Otali dialect. Seven sites from this region are included in this research: ChotaTanasee, Ledford Island, Mialoquo, Tomotley, and Toqua. I also include the Loy and Townsend
settlements in this regional discussion because they are geographically closest to the Gawohilvdodi
compared to other Town regions and are also similar in architectural style.
Loy (40JE10)
Location
Although the Loy site is never identified as an Gawohilvdodi settlement (Polhemus 1998),
it lies west of the Appalachian Summit region. The site sits on the eastern bank of the Holston
River in Jefferson County, Tennessee (Polhemus 1998). The closest major city to the site is
Knoxville, Tennessee, roughly 30 miles to the south of the site. In terms of setting, “Loy is situated
on a well-drained portion of the first terrace on the west side of Sweet Gum Bend, the riverine
environment, with alternating pools, shoots, and shoals, provided opportunity for exploitation of
fish and shellfish. Surrounding low ridges, presenting limestone bluffs where intersected by the
river, provided opportunity for both a wide array of terrestrial game and access to mineral
resources,” (Polhemus 1998: page). These details show that people placed the Loy site in the
middle of a perfect human habitat, with ready access to mineral, plant, and water resources.
Chronology
Radiocarbon samples collected from burnt materials within the final construction stages of
Structures 2 and 3 indicate a late fifteenth- to early sixteenth-century end date for the use of these
structures. Of course, other structures at the site may have existed after these two were burned.
Based on available data, dates of occupation for the Loy site range from 1300-1500 CE. As an
early example of Gawohilvdodi settlement, it bears comparison to the Warren Wilson, Garden
Creek, and early Coweeta Creek contexts from a similar chronological period. Furthermore, the
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Warren Wilson and Garden Creek are also early sites near the edges of regions indicated on AniKitu Hwagi Town maps.
Structures
The two structures most intensively investigated at the site each went through several
rebuilding phases. Structure 2 underwent at least three episodes of rebuilding. In fact, four phases
of building are likely (Polhemus 1998). The four phases of this structure life are labeled A, B, C,
and D, with A the oldest and D the newest (Appendix A). Each structure stage is square with
rounded corners and contained a vast array of ceramics (discussed further in Belongings). This
house grew from stage A to B, but shrank from C to D. The increases were 2 to 5 m2 at most and
each stage fit within the average size of square with rounded corner structures at contemporaneous
structures at Garden Creek and Warren Wilson.
Located only 3.5 m south-southwest of Structure 2, Structure 3 underwent three episodes
of rebuilding in cycles of being built, burnt, and rebuilt (Polhemus 1998:54). In Appendix A,
Structure 3’s three occupational stages are presented as Loy:3A, 3B, and 3C, with A the oldest and
C the newest. Once again, the structure in each stage had a shape of square with rounded corners
and followed the trend of expansion and contraction seen in House 2. Stage A was the smallest,
then grew during stage B, subsequently decreasing in size with stage C. Despite having three
different sizes, each stage of Household 3 still fits into the average size of square with rounded
corner structures found at Garden Creek and Warren Wilson.
Each of these structures share a similar use-life and were likely constructed and rebuilt at
the same time before eventually being burnt down and destroyed by fire (Polhemus 1998:328).
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Hearths
Within Structure 2, stages A, B, and C had hearths 179, 178 and 180 (respectively) in its
center. No measurements were provided for these hearth features (Polhemus 1998:49). Stage D
had a hearth labeled Feature 80 and lacked measurements (Steere 2011:411).
A circular prepared clay hearth (Feature 141) was in the center of structure 3A occupation
stage; no measurements are provided for the feature. Structure 3B is centered on a circular prepared
clay hearth (Feature 142), again with no measurements. Structure 3C is centered upon a third
circular prepared clay hearth (Feature 140) that also does not have measurements. I could not
determine hearth sizes from illustrations of the structures, either.
Belongings
Ceramic artifacts in each structure are discussed in aggregate, so I cannot determine the
assemblages for each stage of occupation. Nearly 90% of excavated features in Structure 2 came
from floor 2D, so it is reasonable to assume that most of the ceramics pertain to this stage of this
household. Structure 2 had 1,544 ceramics, with both Pisgah and Qualla series identified. The
Pisgah ceramic series at the site included four total belongings (less than 1 percent of the total
assemblage): 1 Pisgah phase complicated stamped, 2 Pisgah eroded surface, and 1 sand/limestone
tempered ceramics. The Qualla ceramic series (n=919) contained 79 % cordmarked shell
tempered, 17 % plain shell tempered, 3 % applique fragments, and <1 % oxidized exterior, stamped
shell tempered, salt pan fabric impressed, and cordmarked fine shell/mica tempered belongings
(Polhemus 1998:71-72). The rest of the ceramic assemblage, approximately 40 % of what was
identified were eroded surfaces. From structure 2 many shell tempered ceramics have been
retrieved, most of which were cordmarked followed by plain tempered. Other Gawohilvdodi
settlements including Ledford Island, Mialoquo, and Tomotley all also contain a majority shell
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tempered ceramic belongings, however in each of these settlements the main exterior surface
treatment was plain not cordmarked. From this a continuation in the temper of most ceramic
belongings being shell can be identified, while a change in exterior surface treatment looks to
occur directly following the Loy site occupation and lasting through to the eighteenth century.
Similarly, to Structure 2, Structure 3’s rebuilding stages have a massive number of
associated ceramics. Although these ceramic belongings distribution are not presented in terms of
rebuilding stages level but for the overall structure, so I cannot determine ceramics frequencies for
each rebuilding stage. The number of ceramics for Structure 3 (n=3,778) is nearly double that
found at Structure 2 (n=1,544). Both Pisgah and Qualla ceramic styles were identified in structure
3, again with far fewer Pisgah ceramics than Qualla like in structure 2. The Pisgah ceramic
assemblage included less than 1 percent of the total ceramic assemblage with 55 percent eroded
surface treatments, 36 percent complicated stamped, and 9 percent plain. The Qualla series
assemblage contained 36 percent cordmarked shell tempered, 10 percent plain shell tempered, 2
percent applique fragments, along with less than 1 percent saltpan fabric impressed, oxidized
exterior shell tempered, stamped shell, fine shell/mica tempered, rotten chert tempered, and
sand/limestone tempered ceramics of the total assemblage (Polhemus 1998:71-72). Fifty percent
of the assemblage had eroded surfaces and were shell tempered, so any exterior or interior surface
treatment was not identifiable.
At each structure, the two most common ceramics were cordmarked shell tempered,
followed by plain shell tempered. One might question why Structure 3 had so many more ceramics
than Structure 2. Polhemus (1998:329) argues that “differences in content are more likely to be the
result of cultural factors than problems of contemporaneity, location, or length of occupation.
Structure 2 is well-supplied with apparently functional artifacts within clusters in the central floor
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area. Structure 3, in contrast, is poorly supplied with apparently functional artifacts and is
dominated by the patterned accumulation of smaller items and refuse, suggesting Structure 3 may
have finished its use cycle by the time fire ripped through the site,” The idea that the difference in
an area was a result of cultural factors is of great interest for my research, as it could indicate
survivance practices within individual households. Prescribing cultural factors as the reason
behind changes and adaptations occurring in settlements in the Ani-Kitu Hwagi cultural landscape
demonstrates Ani-Kitu Hwagi individuals, families, and communities having a more active role in
their landscape and lessens the role of exterior forces. Too often archaeologists look to blame
change on outside forces, most often the impacts of European invasion on a society. Thus, by
attributing change in materials (like a ceramic assemblage) to that of interior cultural factors, a
step is taken to reaffirm Ani-Kitu Hwagi narrative like gadugi and gadahu into a physical place.
Ledford Island (16BY13)
Location
The Ledford Island site sits along the Lower Hiwassee River, northwest of Interstate 75.
As the site name indicates, the site is located on an island near the confluence of Rogers Creek and
Candies Creek to the Lower Hiwassee River. In terms of the Gawohilvdodi Town region, the
Ledford Island site is in the southwest. Archaeological work done during the 1970s and 1980s does
not include this area within the Gawohilvdodi region in maps or archaeological figures, however,
Figure 2 of Allen (2019) and Map 18.1 of Schroedl (2001) show this area of the Lower Hiwassee
River within the Gawohilvdodi Town region and within the overall zone of eighteenth-century
Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements.
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Chronology
Sullivan (1986) initially placed the site in the Mouse Creeks phase (1400-1600) based on
radiocarbon dating of charcoal from Structure 38 at the Ledford Island site, however recent work
by Rodning (2011) places the date of occupation given for Ledford from 1300-1540 CE based on
research involving the Ledford Island townhouse’s five life stages. It could be that some domestic
structures may have persisted in the area up until the 1600 CE because people continued to use
public structures even after residents relocated their homes to other places relatively far away. It
should be noted as well that an early, middle, and late occupation of the Ledford Island site is
presented in Sullivan (1986: 461-478), however exact date ranges for these occupations are not
presented. Due to this, the settlements occupation is split into thirds to give the closest
approximation of date ranges.
Structures
One of the main reasons this site holds intersite parallels to other Ani-Kitu Hwagi sites of
the same period is due to the pattern of reuse and rebuilding of both domestic and public structures.
At the Ledford Island townhouse, Structure 36, we have evidence of five life stages (Rodning
2011). All but Structures 10 and 14 of the domestic structures have at least two rebuilding phases,
with some domestic houses having evidence of three, five, or even seven possible rebuilding
phases based mostly on the number of central hearths located within the domestic structures.
Unlike what we have seen at the Loy, Coweeta Creek, and Warren Wilson sites among others, no
measurements were given for the separate phases of each domestic structure.
Early Phase (Fourteenth Century). Starting in the early occupational phase, eight
structures occur, including Houses 2, 14, 20, 25, 28, 29, 31, and 40 (Appendix A and Table 5.2).
Of these structures, Houses 20, 25, 29, and 31 persist through multiple occupational phases of the
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Ledford Island site, so I discuss them in detail here and note them again in the following discussion
of middle and late occupations. House 2 had series of five central hearths, likely evidence of
several episodes of rebuilding during its life. I find this structure’s existence solely during the early
occupation of Ledford Island odd; I think that so many hearths and rebuilding phases could lead
to continued existence into the middle and late Ledford Island phases. Looking at Sullivan’s (1986)
figures 8-9, 8-10, and 8-11, and Sullivan’s (1987) figure 5, structure 2 was never intruded upon
by later structures, an example of respect for structures that came before. The only structure that
came close seems to be Structure 10 in the middle occupation of the site, built within a meter of
the northeast corner of Structure 2. In contrast, House 14 is another square with rounded corner
structure with one hearth, indicating that this house had only one building phase (Sullivan
1986:562).
House 20 was square with rounded corners and had two central hearths, indicating two
building episodes. House 25 was also square with rounded corners and had two identified hearths.
Both House 20 and 25 were utilized during the early, middle, and late occupations of Ledford
Island.
Structure 28 is the second largest structure at Ledford Island and had three hearths, with
one circular and two rectangular in shape. The structure was square with rounded corners. Based
on its size and its proximity to the eventual location of Structure 36 (the townhouse) I surmise that
Structure 28 was an early public building. It was in almost the same spot as the later Structure 36
on the plaza and had an entrance that opened directly into the central plaza (Sullivan 1986:562).
House 29 was square with rounded corners, had a rather large structure area, and had seven
circular central hearths. The structure area provided for House 29 may be inaccurate, as the house
was utilized during the early, middle, and late occupations of Ledford Island--several rebuilding
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stages would have existed for this structure. The locations of the seven hearths within this structure
have locations distinct from one another. Hearths were usually placed in the center of these houses,
suggesting that residents rebuilt this home each time with a new center from the last. Based on the
large number of differently placed central hearths and the abnormally large domestic structure size
I believe this house has been measured incorrectly. With so many rebuilding phases many post
holes are presentable, some of which would intersect the previous walls of the structure. With so
many post holes it is possible that an overall measurement of the area was taken which would
create a massive household where in reality seven shifting rebuilt structures had been constructed
each with a much smaller and more reasonable structure area when compared to other domestic
structures identified at the Ledford Island site.
Sullivan (1986:499) also emphasized that “the position of Feature 25 on the plaza, the
relatively large size of this structure, and the large amount of decorated pottery suggests that this
structure was the residence of particularly socially prominent individuals.”. This idea that those
living in this house somehow were more socially influential or important than others may not be
true. For example, at the King site, large households usually were compounds of a large house and
maybe one or two smaller houses. The larger houses were not for people of higher status, but
instead were the original houses built at the site, and people built the smaller houses around the
large one so that they respected (by preserving) the sacred space those original houses occupied
and to make the best use of remaining space within the area available to them. This same pattern
and process may have been in operation at Ledford Island as well, with Structures 20, 25, 29, and
31 an enduring household complex that was in continued use over multiple occupational stages of
the Mouse Creeks phase at the Ledford Island site.
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House 31 was square with rounded corners, built in three rebuilding phases shown by the
three central hearths for the structure. Because this structure seems to have undergone at least three
occupational stages, the size of the structure may be a bit off, possibly like the above House 29.
House 40 was square with rounded corners in shape and had two central hearths.
Middle Phase (Fifteenth Century). The Middle occupational phase at Ledford Island
witnessed the construction of Structures 10, 36, 38, 45, and 47 along with the continued occupation
of Houses 31, 20, 25, and 29 (Tables 5.1 and 5.6). House 10 was square with rounded corners,
with one circular central hearth. Excavations showed that this structure was missing its house basin
and entrance area. House 45 was square and had the smallest overall area of all the houses at
Ledford Island. This house had just one circular hearth, which suggests that this structure was not
occupied for long and was also superimposed by House 44. No other structures are noted to have
been superimposed on previous architectural features at this site.
Structure 36 was the townhouse of the Ledford Island site, showing up during the middle
and late-stage occupations of the site. Rodning (2011) discussed this townhouse in his work on
Cherokee townhouses, which encouraged me to include this site in this research even though some
scholars to not consider it to be Cherokee. Five central hearths mark five rebuilding episodes for
the structure. The first three of these hearths were circular, while the last two were rectangular.
This change in shape may correspond with the middle and late occupational periods. The first three
stages may have been built and used during the middle Mouse Creeks, while the subsequent two
rectangular hearths were in use during the late Mouse Creek occupation. During each building
phase, Structure 36 consistently had an area of 188.24 m2 (Rodning 2011:142; Sullivan 1986:562).
It may have started smaller and grew larger over time as we have seen at other settlements during
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this period, but exact measurements for each building phase could not be determined, so I had to
estimate structure size based on the final built area (Appendix A and Table 5.2).
Late Phase (Sixteenth Century). The late occupation of Ledford Island included continued
occupation of multiphase structures discussed previously as well as the new construction Houses
5, 9, 15, 19, and 44 (Appendix A and Table 5.2). All these houses except Structure 44 were square
with rounded corners and had two to three central hearths.
Hearths
Several hearths have been identified within each structure containing rebuilding phases.
No size measurements are provided for these hearths; however, the multitude of hearths suggest
that these houses were rebuilt over time. Comparison of Ledford Island site with other settlements
about hearth size is not possible, though the rebuilding practice of both structures and hearths is a
continuation and survival of cultural practices for several generations.
Belongings
Two different ceramic tempers, shell and grit, were utilized at the site during its fourteenth
to sixteenth century occupation. Only 66 (<1 percent) of the ceramic sherds found were grit
tempered and most of these few examples had plain exteriors. The rest assemblage (n=134,838)
was shell tempered, with the vast majority (n=126,080, 94 percent) having plain exterior surfaces.
Table F-1 in Sullivan 1986 (603) presents more exact data on how many ceramic belongings were
identified in each of the Ledford Island structures. It should be noted that this ceramic data is
presented at the overall structure level, so how many of these ceramics come from specific
rebuilding phases within these structures is not known. In each structure, shell tempered plain
exterior surface treatment makes up most of the structure assemblage, ranging between 92-99
percent. The plain exterior surface treatment most identified in Mouse Creeks sites did not contain
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any further exterior decoration, with plain smoothed surfaces. Structure 36, the public townhouse
of the site, did contain at times double or even triple the number of ceramics found in domestic
structures at the site while also having a smaller sherds per m2 that domestic structures 10, 31,38,
and 47.
Table 5.2: Ledford Island Summary Data

Toqua (40MR6)
Location
Most Gawohilvdodi sites were built along the Little Tennessee River; the settlement of
Toqua lies along the south bank of the Little Tennessee River, centrally located between the sites
of Tomotley, Mialoquo, and Chota-Tanasee; (Figure 5.10). Geomorphologically, Toqua sits on a
terrace “within an extensive expanse of bottom land with the occupied area at Toqua extending
over 2,000 ft along the terrace with a maximum width of 600 ft,” (Polhemus 1985).
Chronology
The earliest occupation at Toqua date to at least the thirteenth century based on radiocarbon tests
of materials from the Toqua mound. The major occupational periods I analyze in this study are its
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fourteenth to early seventeenth century and mid-seventeenth to nineteenth century occupations.
These date ranges are indicated by radiocarbon testing done on materials from Structures 2, 3, 11,
14, 39, and 53 presented in Polhemus (1985) as well as date ranges provided in Rodning (2011)
regarding the public structures present at the site.

Figure 5.10: Toqua Site Excavation Areas (Polhemus 1985: Figure 1.2, Page 11)
Structures
The Toqua site had a substructural mound upon which public structures were erected. This
mound would have been an early construction at the site by early Ani-Kitu Hwagi people (Figure
5.10). During later periods, the large Toqua mound was a perfect place to accommodate large
public structures and non-domestic structures meant for mortuary practices, ritual practices, and
politics.
Beginning with fourteenth to early seventeenth century occupation, 79 structures included
41 domestic, 23 non-domestic, 14 storage features, and 1 of unknown function (Polhemus 1985;
Rodning 2011; Steere 2011). Of these structures, only 32 domestic dwellings and 8 non-domestic
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buildings had published measurements. Because this occupational period had so many domestic
structures, I present a summary of the findings along with Appendix A and Table 5.3. During this
occupation period, all domestic structures were square. Twenty-two of the 32 domestic dwellings
have an area between 30 and 60 m2 and a few easily identified outliers. Structures 9, 16, 32, 57,
58, and 119 are unusually small, ranging in size from 18.9 to 28.1 m2 in area (Steere 2011:441444). Structures 44, 48, 92, and 118 were unusually large, ranging in area from 62 to 74 m2
(Appendix A and Table 5.3).
Non-domestic structures of the fourteenth to early seventeenth century occupation of
Toqua were all located on top of the large platform mound, and several had multiple stages of
rebuilding.
Those without rebuilding stages include non-domestic Structures 11, 12, 14, and 41. All of
these were square and were a variety of sizes (exact measurements in Appendix A and Table 5.3).
Structures 12, 14, and 41 are much smaller in size than the average public and non-domestic
structures at Toqua, Chota-Tanasee, Mialoquo, and Tomotley. These four structures were more
closely related to the largest domestic structures of the fourteenth to early seventeenth century
occupations of the site.
Non-domestic structures with rebuilding stages include Structures 3, 20, 51, and 53. Like
other structures of this period at Toqua, they were square. Structure 3 is the largest of the nondomestic structures, with an area of 134.10 m2. It was rebuilt at least five times, always keeping
the same size (Rodning 2011:144). Because its five stages have the same measurement and areas,
it is possible that its early stages were slightly smaller and obscured by the rebuilding process so
that the only size observable are later rebuilding stages. Structures 20, 51, and 53 all were around
100 m2, much larger than the single stage non-domestic structures.
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Even with its five rebuilding stages, the evidence of Structure 3’s larger size than other
non-domestic structures and presence of burials indicates it may have been the town’s townhouse.
Townhouses would most often be rebuilt in relation to generational changes, so it those who had
died and once utilized a townhouse stage could have been buried within that stage’s floor. This
would have then been followed by the structure being burnt, refloored, and rebuilt in place over
its previous stages of life (Rodning 2011:149-151).
The mid-seventeenth to early nineteenth century was a time of a drastic change in the size,
shape, and pairing of domestic and public structures. Like Chota-Tanasee, Townsend, Mialoquo,
and Alarka, this phase at Toqua shifted to household compounds of paired osi and adenelv
structures, with the osi circular in shape and adenelv rectangular. Within a period of roughly 20
years from the early to mid-seventeenth century, the architectural patterns of domestic architecture
completely changed in shape and were similar in size to the smallest structures of Toqua’s earlier
occupation. In comparison to other Gawohilvdodi sites, including Chota-Tanasee, Mialoquo, and
Townsend however, these structures were average in size for the time.
Unlike its fourteenth to early seventeenth century occupations, the public structures in use
at Toqua from the mid-seventeenth to nineteenth centuries were not located on the platform mound
as early non-domestic structures had been (Figure 5.10). Built sometime between 1700 and 1776
(Rodning 2011) Structure 73 and 75 were octagonal. Although they are stages of the same
townhouse, they were built separately from one another, not on top of one another like at earlier
settlements but instead several hundred meters away from one another (Rodning 2011:149). The
first stage of this Toqua townhouse, Structure 75, is similar in size to the Tomotley and Mialoquo
minimum estimate townhouses; actually, it is the same exact size as the single stage Tomotley
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townhouse (Appendix A). The second stage townhouse of Structure 73 however, is much smaller
than other rebuilt stages of townhouses, being at times 20 to 30 m2 smaller.
Hearths
No exact measurements were given for hearths at either stage of the Toqua site. The
existence of hearths at over 75% of the structures at Toqua are noted by Steere (2011) and
Polhemus (1985), but Steere only mentioned the presence of a hearth, not its measurements while
Polhemus (1985) offered a hearth form typology based on prepared clay hearth plan views and
sections but never provides exact measurements for any of these hearths for his typology.
Belongings
Ceramic sherds and other belongings were recovered during excavation of the Toqua site
within early works by Gerald Schroedl, however accessible resources for the site provided no
information regarding the belongings. Sources that were accessible primarily discussed the Toqua
site architecture, including Polhemus (1985) and Steere (2011).
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Table 5.3: Toqua Summary Structure Data

(Table Continues)
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(Table Continued)

Chota-Tanasee (40MR2, 40MR62)
Location
Situated on the southern bank of the Little Tennessee River in Monroe County, Tennessee,
the Chota-Tanasee site sits within the central area of the Gawohilvdodi Town region (Newman
1977). Geographically, the site is within the Little Tennessee River Valley and occupied around
100 acres.
Chronology
At one point the political center in the Gawohilvdodi Town area, this site encompasses had
two closely related settlements. The town of Tanasee was already a well-established town by the
early eighteenth century, however possibly due to political changes involving the English settlers,
Chota grew rapidly in size and importance: “it is suggested that Chota was a satellite hamlet and
eventually eclipsed its mother town in both size and importance, Gearing (1985) speculates that
Chota’s rise to political power was the result of changes in Cherokee political structure caused by
British pressure” (Newman 1977:6-7). European groups, especially the British, sought to deal
with single leaders for a region composed of multiple groups, however this political centralization
was not a common practice of Ani-Kitu Hwagi political systems. Newman (1977:7-8) noted that
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the British appointed Moytoy of Tellico to the singular leader/spokesperson position for all the
Cherokee and when Moytoy died, Old Hop of Chota filled the position. Diplomats were often from
the Gawohilvdodi (Overhill) region, something shown in Boulware’s (2007) research on the AniKitu Hwagi and the Seven Years War. Boulware (2007:408) discussed the Gawohilvdodi leaders
having considerable influence within their own region and outside of it: “in July 1756 messengers
from the Overhill settlements were dispatched to every Town in the Nation to summons the
Headmen to council to decide whether every Town is to furnish some Warriors. The Overhill
leader’s influence proved considerable, as nearly one hundred Lower Cherokees gathered from
Estatoe and Towns Adjacent. Later reports indicated the Lower Towns of Toxaway, Qulatchie,
and Sugar Town, Overhill towns of Chatuga, Tellico, Chillhowee, and Tallassee, and Valley towns
of Hiwassee and Natalee, along with those from the Middle settlements answered this call,”.
Headmen from the Gawohilvdodi region were often the leaders who directly responded to and
talked with British and American representatives (Boulware 2007:410).
Historical documents and archaeological information about the public structures at the site
indicates a date of occupation ranging from the early seventeenth to late eighteenth century.
Structures
The drastic increase in size is indicated by construction of numerous domestic and public
structures. Thirty-three structures included 29 domestic, two public, and two storage structures.
More than likely more than two storage structures were present at the site but were not recognized
or were outside of the excavation area.
Starting with the public architecture, the townhouse had two episodes of rebuilding and
had an associated summer pavilion/summer townhouse. The two stages are listed in Chota as
Townhouse 1 and 2, with 1 older than 2 (Appendix A and Table 5.4). Both townhouses were
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circular, like townhouses of Mialoquo, Tomotley, and Toqua. In terms of dimensions, exact
measurements are provided in Appendix A and Table 5.4; and show that Townhouse 1 was similar
in size to the Tomotely and first stage Toqua townhouses, while Townhouse 2 grew by over 70 m2
to reach the exact same size as the maximum estimate for the Mialoquo townhouse. These
similarities in townhouses place Chota-Tanasee within the average for the Gawohilvdodi Towns.
Just outside the entrance to the townhouses stood the summer townhouse or summer
pavilion area, which was rectangular and much smaller than the winter townhouse (Steere
2011:390). Like other settlements, the summer townhouse did not contain a hearth because it
served as open air facility for the hot summer months. Earlier fifteenth to seventeenth century
settlements most often had square or square with rounded corner public buildings, so the change
in shape to circular buildings with rectangular summer townhouses is of interest. Rodning (2011)
dove into this change in size and shape of public structures and noted multiple avenues of
variability. Looking at the changes in terms of cultural significance, Rodning(2011: 152) pointed
out; “square structures, with four roof support posts placed around central hearths, may have been
analogous to quadrilateral Mississippian platform mounds. These platforms mounds have been
characterized as earth icons, with each of the four corners representing the four corners of the
world (Knight 2006),”. The Ani-Kitu Hwagi world creation story presents the world as an island
of mud, suspended at each of the four cardinal points with cords from the sky above (Mooney
1900: 239-240), a spatial arrangement like townhouses that were square with four corners and four
support posts.
Data for all the domestic structures come from Steere (2011). Both towns within this site
had circular osi and rectangular adenelv, as seen in Gawohilvdodi Town Toqua and Townsend
sites. The domestic structures at Tanasee include 40MR62 Structures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Structure 3 is
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rectangular and is the smallest structure in this portion of the site, and even much smaller than
average Gawohilvdodi Town structures during this time (Steere 2011:389-391). Structure 2
(rectangular) and Structures 5 and 6 (circular) are much more similar in size to the average for
Overhill structures. House 4 is the largest of the structures at Tanasee during this time, is
rectangular in shape, and is much more like larger Chota structures than those built in Tanasee.
A trend noticeable in earlier Ani-Kitu Hwagi sites is that most domestic structures were
square, replicating the shape of townhouses built during the period. In contrast, subsequent
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century domestic structures at Tanasee and Chota were either circular
or rectangular. This difference in domestic structure shape appears to be a widespread stylistic
change throughout many areas of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi towns and could indicate a practice of
corresponding domestic house shape with the shape of public buildings—a parallel and
complement of the public and private. In other words, square or square with rounded corner
townhouses were most common when square domestic structures were most popular; at sites with
circular townhouses complemented by rectangular summer townhouses in eighteenth to nineteenth
century sites, domestic architecture is circular or rectangular, even at sites that lack any public
architecture such as Townsend.
At Chota, domestic structures fall into one of three size categories which I label A, B, and
C (Appendix A and Table 5.4). Category A has the smallest domestic structures at Chota, including
Structures 2, 8, 9, 14, and 20, which ranged from 20 to 30 m2 in area. Category B contains mediumsized domestic structures, including Structures 1, 3, 4, 5, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 21, 25, 27, and 28,
which range from 35 to 45 m2. Category C includes the largest domestic structures at Chota,
including Structures 6, 11, 13, 19, and 26, with sizes ranging from 50 to 60 m2 (Steere 2011:389391). Category A has a relatively even split of osi and adenelv, while categories B and C have a
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preponderance of a particular structure shape. Category B contains mostly osi domestic dwellings
with 10 of the 13 structures circular, while category C contains all adenelv structures.
Both Benjamin Steere’s (2011)-research and Schroedl’s (1986) figure F-21 provide views
of Chota that indicate household groups. Surprisingly, every structure did not form a pair of an osi
and adenelv, but several do. These paired circular osi and rectangular adenelv household groups
include Structures 10 and 11, 12 and 13, 18 and 19, 20 and 21, 25 and 26, and 27 and 28. In most
cases, the adenelv is located directly to the south/southwest of the osi, except for Structures 12 and
13, and 27 and 28, which have their adenelv to the north and northwest of their osi.
Another oddity is the size of some of these paired structures. Although Structures 11, 13,
19, and 26 all fall within Category C and are therefore the largest domestic structures at Chota,
they are rectangular and paired with circular structures often labeled as osi. This could be a stylistic
change that resulted in larger rectangular structures than usually occurred in osi/adenelv pairings.
This shift indicates a creative continuity and enduring cultural practices that remain relevant even
as change occurs.
Hearths
The only structures with measured hearths were in the two phases of the townhouse. The
first townhouse stage included a hearth similar in size to those seen at domestic structures in the
Warren Wilson and Coweeta Creek sites. In contrast, Townhouse 2’s hearth was much larger,
comparable to those of the Tomotley and Coweeta Creek townhouses.
Belongings
Chota-Tanasee excavations recovered abundant glass beads and ceramics and were
presented at the overall settlement level or the specific burials or features they were found in. Data
about goods were not published that identified assemblages specific to single building phases of
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either domestic or public structures. The community had longstanding trade relations with the
English, which shows up archaeologically in a great deal of English materials in numerous contexts
at the site. In total, 67,875 European-manufactured items were identifiable included 91 percent
(n=61,780) glass beads, and 8 percent (n=6,095) ceramic, glass, and metal objects, and less than 1
percent (n=363) reworked European materials (Newman 1977). Ani-Kitu Hwagi manufactured
materials were not presented in the reports I consulted.
Table 5.4: Chota-Tanasee Summary Data

Townsend Sites (40BT89, 40BT90, 40BT91)
Location
The Townsend sites may have three different ID numbers, but they are actually, “a single
archaeological locality located in the western portion of the Tuckaleechee Cove on a terrace south
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of the Little River near present-day Townsend, Tennessee” (Marcoux 2008:180). Archaeological
work was done here as part of a cultural resource survey prior to the widening of U.S. Highway
321. Regarding the Gawohilvdodi Towns, the Townsend sites sit much further north within what
Marcoux calls the Tuckaleechee Towns. Because Ani-Kitu Hwagi Town region maps, such as that
of Rodning (2011) do not show the Tuckaleechee Towns as a separate region, I include the
Townsend sites with the Gawohilvdodi Towns as they are closest to this region (Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.11: Aerial photograph of the Townsend sites taken in 1992 (Marcoux 2008: Figure 5.5,
Page 182)
Chronology
Each of the six household areas within the Townsend site had radiocarbon dates, but the
results were not helpful. Instead, “archaeomagnetic dating was conducted on samples from three
hearths located within three of the households which provided a date range from the early 17th
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century to the mid-18th century,” (Marcoux 2008:183). Further narrowing down of the site’s
occupation time span was done by Marcoux’s glass trade bead and pottery analysis, which yielded
a more precise date range of 1650 to 1720 CE. These date ranges fall into what Marcoux calls the
“English Contact period”, I discuss this period in terms of survivance narrative in Chapter 6.
Structures
For the Townsend sites, Marcoux (2008: 271) recorded “ten definitive Cherokee structures
and associated Cherokee pit features were widely distributed across the Townsend sites in six
discrete clusters, each representing a single household.” Structures 1, 8, 12, 22, and 47 are
categorized as osi and Structures 23, 41, 51, and 999 are categorized as adenelv (Figures 5.115.16); Structure 27’s architectural form could not be confidently determined at the time of research,
so I exclude it from my data. Within this distinction of osi and adenelv, hearths, benches, and small
pit features are only present within the osi except in the case of Structure 41, which has two hearths
and is an adenelv.
The five osi structures (1, 8, 12, 22, 47) are overall much larger than their paired adenelv
and were either circular, octagonal, or octagonal with a vestibule. In Marcoux’s (2008) Table 7.3
data show that these osi structures had a median area of 44.29 m2 and a mean area of 41.74 m2.
The four adenelv were all rectangular and smaller than their paired osi, with a median area of 25.85
m2 and a mean area of 26.28 m2. Compared to Gawohilvdodi Town sites with osi and adenelv,
these structures are larger than the average osi but smaller than the average adenelv (Figures 5.125.16).
Hearths
Hearths occurred within each osi structure and surprisingly, Structure 41, an adenelv. The
average hearth area for the osi structures is roughly 1 m2, comparable to hearth sizes of non-
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Gawohilvdodi sites like Alarka, Coweeta Creek, and King. The hearth of Structure 41 is massive;
however, this may be a relic of the presence of multiple hearths within the structure so that the
large hearth area is a combination of multiple hearths, each in a slightly different location
(Appendix A and Table 5.5).

Figure 5.12: Posthole patterns of Household 1: Structure 1 and Structure 999. Posts are shaded
to indicated posthole depth. (Marcoux 2012: Figure 5.6, Page 41)
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Figure 5.13: Posthole pattern of Household 2: Structure 22 and Structure 23. Posts are shaded
to indicate posthole depth. (Marcoux 2012: Figure 5.7, Page 42)

Figure 5.14: Posthole pattern of Household 3: Structure 12. Posts are shaded to indicate
posthole depth. (Marcoux 2012: Figure 5.8, Page 43)
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Figure 5.15: Posthole pattern of Household 4: Structure 41, Structure 47, and Structure 51.
Posts are shaded to indicate posthole depth. (Marcoux 2012: Figure 5.9, Page 44)

Figure 5.16: Posthole pattern of Household 6: Structure 8. Posts are shaded to indicate posthole
depth. (Marcoux 2012: Figure 5.10, Page 45)
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Belongings
The exact counts of ceramic sherds from the Townsend households are presented in
Appendix A and Table 5.5., The ceramic data are for the household complex rather than the
individual osi and adenelv that compose them. At the Townsend sites, gravel, grit, and shell
tempered ceramics were the most common, with Households 1 and 2 having mostly shell and
Households 3, 4, and 5 having more gravel tempered ceramics. Besides the tempers, several
different surface treatments occurred at the site, the most popular of which were plain, coarse plain,
and linear stamped exterior surface treatments. Most of the households, except number 4 yielded
between 100 to 400 sherds. Structure 4 had over 2,000 sherds, possibly the result of the length of
occupation of this household. Marcoux (2008:258) stated that comparison of the Townsend site to
other late seventeenth and early eighteenth-century Ani-Kitu Hwagi sites shows that “the
occupation of Household 4 may be slightly earlier than the other households at Townsend,”
(Marcoux.
Table 5.5: Townsend Site Summary Data

Tomotley (40MR5)
Location
Like the Chota-Tanasee, Mialoquo, and Toqua sites, the settlement at Tomotley was
positioned along the Little Tennessee River, specifically “situated between Rock Crusher Bluff
and Toqua Creek to the south, west of the northern tip of McGhee Island,” (Baden 1983:1). In
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terms of the overall Gawohilvdodi Town region, Tomotley sits in the center of the region. Today,
the Tomotley, along with Chota-Tanassee and other nearby settlements are now inundated due to
construction of the TVA dam on the river.
Chronology
The estimated date range for Tomotley is from the early to late eighteenth century, dates
supported by ethnohistoric documents (Baden 1983; Rodning 2011). Mooney (1900) and Swanton
(1922) both mention the town but give little information about it beyond an approximate place of
origin and its partially membership in both Gawohilvdodi and Ugedaligv. Gatschet (1884:145)
discussed how the name is Ani-Kitu Hwagi and occurs in both Gawohilvdodi and Ugedaligv
settlements (Baden 1983:18). Rodning (2011) provides a time span of 1751 to 1776 for the
townhouse, so I consider the townhouse to belong to this time range and domestic structures more
generally within the early to late eighteenth century.
The village of Tomotley stands out as an example of several different groups of Ani-Kitu
Hwagi people coming together during a time of changing cultural landscapes. Baden (1983)
observed that this town was likely occupied by people from the Eladige, Ayeli, and Ugedaligv
Ani-Kitu Hwagi towns-- peoples displaced by European expansion into the American Southeast.
From this perspective, the “English Contact period” (Ethridge 2001; Marcoux 2008) settlement of
the town of Tomotley is another example of a coalescent community like the Townsend sites. This
settlement persisted after the English Contact period; its existence as a town made up of people
from several different locales to survive and resist cultural changes forced upon them by non-Ani
Kitu Hwagi offers an interesting parallel.
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Structures
Unlike the Townsend sites, Tomotley had an eighteenth- century Ani-Kitu Hwagi
townhouse, the starting point for our dive into the architecture at Tomotley. Excavations of
Tomotley during the 1970s investigated six areas (Baden 1983: Figure 5.17). Within Area 6, only
two structures stood, one the octagonal townhouse Structure 28. It had eight main roof support
posts much like the architectural details seen at Chota (measurements are in Appendix A and Table
5.5). This townhouse is similar in size to the first stage townhouse at Chota and to the minimum
size for the Mialoquo townhouse. Located just south of the townhouse and east of the townhouse
house entrance sat the associated summer pavilion, Structure 29. This summer pavilion was
rectangular (measurements in Appendix A and Table 5.6). Just south of these two structures,
between Areas 3 and 6 was “a relatively clear area existed suggesting the possible location of the
ceremonial grounds (sometimes referred to as the chunky yard)” (Baden 1983:129).
The rest of the structures identified at Tomotley are domestic and are scattered throughout
Areas 1 through 5 of the excavated portions of the site. Baden (1983) recognized that summer
structures (adenelv) are often rectangular in shape and provided an average length and width for
these dwellings. The surprise at Tomotley is that although it had a townhouse and paired summer
pavilion, public structures that functioned as a center place for the community, no circular winter
structures (osi) were unearthed during excavation. Instead, the most two common structures shapes
were rectangular and square.
Eight rectangular dwellings were mostly built-in clusters of two to three structures much
like the organizational pattern of Creek villages and in some Ani-Kitu Hwagi Eladige town
excavations at Toxaway and Ft. Moore (Baden 1983:128). Three of these clusters are Structures
16 and 17 in Area 1; Structures 24, 25, and 26 in Area 4; and Structures 30 and 31 in Area 5,
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leaving Structure 18 by itself. This clustering into what looks to be household compounds is
remarkably similar to the patterning of the Townsend sites, perhaps indicating that people clustered
into household groups with family members or people from the same Town region, i.e., the
Eladige, Ayeli, or Ugedaligv Towns. This would allow those living here to maintain cultural
practices and patterns from their original villages while also being close enough to others in the
village to maintain new village ties at Tomotley and ensure safety in numbers, discussed further
in Chapter 6.
Starting with Area 1, Structures 16 and 17 are paired with Structure 17 over double the size
of Structure 16. The cluster in Area 4 was made up of Structures 24, 25, and 26. Notably, Structure
25 has the same measurements and size as Structure 17. Area 5 contained a cluster of Structures
30 and 31. Once again, one of the structures in this clusters has the same measurements as
Structures 17 and 25.
The last rectangular structure at Tomotley is Structure 18, which was built in Area 2. This
structure may have been part of a clustered household as a partial small rectangular anomaly
marked in Baden’s figure 5.2 with a question mark “?” was identified in Area 2, similar in spatial
placement to Structure 26 relative to Structure 25 in Area 4. Though measurements of this possible
structure are not provided, it would be of interest to identify this structure in future non-destructive
work at the site.
The other domestic architectural type at Tomotley are square shaped structures., Seven
square structures, all in in areas 3 and 6, were associated with Ayeli Town villages and most fall
into the historic Mississippian IV component of architectural patterning (Baden 1983:129). None
of these appear to have been part of household clusters in the same manner as the rectangular.
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Some of the smaller square structures match to the size of square structures at the Mialoquo
Gawohilvdodi site and the Ayeli Town site of Coweeta Creek.
The medium and large domestic dwellings have clear patterns. The measurement of 8.53
m occurs in width of Structures 21, 22, 27 and length of structure 32. Baden (1983:129) pointed
out that “structure 21 in Area 3 appears to be a classic Hiwassee Island (Mississippian II) house
(Lewis and Kneberg 1946:48-79) based on the post mold pattern and associated materials
recovered from Feature 325.”). The idea that Structure 21 seems to follow a much older
architectural style could have been a form of cultural resilience. Structure 34 within area 3 and 6
was a “partially excavated, large, square structure like the round cornered townhouse at Toqua
(Schroedl 1978a) and Coweeta Creek in North Carolina (Dickens 1970:225) it may not be a
domestic structure as reported. It also shares similarities to the ceremonial structures found in
Mouse Creek sites (ca. 1500-1600 CE)” (Baden 1983:129). Although it was discussed primarily
as a domestic structure, Structure 34 could have been a non-domestic area perhaps for ceremonial
use like at similar structure from Mouse Creek sites or maybe a public building besides a
townhouse as one is already seen at Tomotley’s Structure 28 and its associated summer pavilion
(Structure 29) (Figure 5.17).
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Figure 5.17: Tomotley Overall Site Map (Baden 1983: Figure 5.3, Page 133)
Hearths
The only structure with a measured hearth (Feature 393) was the townhouse, Structure 28.
The hearth had an area similar in size to that of the Chota-Tanasee stage 2 townhouse structure
(Appendix A and Table 5.6). Domestic structures at the site had hearths, as they kept the home
warm and were used to cook food. The lack of information about domestic hearths may indicate
that they were disturbed by farming, during archaeological excavation, or other destructive
practices.
Belongings
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Many Ani-Kitu Hwagi and Euro-American items were recovered from the Tomotley site.
Many of the 11,893 Euro-American manufactured objects were beads. Other items included
metals, glass, bone, and fabric objects (Baden 1983:174).
The ceramic assemblage had four kinds of temper: shell, limestone, quartz, and grit. Of
14,051 sherds, “shell tempered sherds totaled 12,481 or 88.8 percent, limestone 884 or 6.3 percent,
grit 3611 or 2.6 percent, and the rest were below 1 percent of the entire assemblage” (Baden
1983:51). Of all surface treatments, a vast majority were plain (n=9,072, 64 percent). Other notable
surface treatments include check stamped and rectilinear complicated stamped.
The grit and shell temper also occurred at the Townsend sites, which could indicate the
practice of Gawohilvdodi traditions. Because Tomotley is categorized as a community made up of
people from the Ayeli, Ugedaligv, and Eladige Towns, a comparison of ceramic assemblages is
warranted, provided in Chapter 6.
Table 5.6: Tomotley Site Summary Data
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Mialoquo (40MR3)
Location
The Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlement of Mialoquo sat like other Gawohilvdodi towns along the
Little Tennessee River, however like Tomotley, this site is now inundated in the Tellico Reservoir
(Allen 2019). It had five settlement areas, and areas 3, 4, and 5 had architectural features. Within
the Gawohilvdodi Town region, this site is in the northwestern portion of the central Little
Tennessee River towns.
Chronology
The Mialoquo settlement was occupied between 1760 and approximately 1776 (Allen
2019:2 and Rodning 2011) and was formed “after communities from the Lower Cherokee towns,
those located close to South Carolinian British colonies, were partially destroyed by Colonel James
Grant in 1761. The Ani-Kitu Hwagi likely abandoned Mialoquo by 1776-1777 following the
campaign by British Colonel Christian (Williams 1930:61),”.
Structures
Eight structures have been excavated in the settlement Structure 7 within Area five was
labeled as the townhouse, while the other seven were domestic structures in Areas three and four
(Allen 2019:6). Area 3 had four domestic dwellings: Structures 1, 2, 3, and 8, while Area 4 had
three dwellings: Structures 4, 5, and 6. This division into different household areas that were
separated by 30 to 60 m is reminiscent of the King and Tomotley sites, and perhaps the Townsend
site.
Mialoquo was divided into different household areas, and this discussion follows suit, with
discussion of Areas 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Notable site-level patterns Include the existence of
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only one example of a winter house (osi), as all but Structure 1 are small and rectangular much
those at Tomotley.
Area 3 had Structures 1, 2, 3 and 8. Structure 1 is a possible example of a circular osi,
although unlikely when comparing the Mialoquo and Tomotley sites. In overall size, Structure 1
is the largest found at Mialoquo, like the average structure sizes at sites like Tomotley, ChotaTanasee, and Toqua. Structures 2, 3, and 8 were rectangular with Structures 2 and 3 comparable
in size to the average structure area at Mialoquo and Townsend sites. Structure 8 is much smaller,
an outlier based on its size (Appendix A and Table 5.7).
Area 4 contains rectangular Structures 4, 5, and 6. Structures 4 and 5 fit into the average
Mialoquo and Townsend site structure size, with Structure 4 the same size as Structure 2 from
Area 3. Structure 6 is the smallest structure in this area, yet still larger than Structure 8 (Steere
2011:414).
Within Area 5 is the Mialoquo townhouse, Structure 7, which has both a minimum and
maximum size provided by Rodning (2011: 142). At its minimum, the octagonal structure was 182
m2 and at its maximum it was almost double, 262 m2. This variability of minimum and maximum
dimension of the Mialoquo townhouse results from multiple possible stages of eight roof support
posts. Having eight roof support posts was common for the large circular or octagonal public
structures of the time, however the arrangement of the posts in figure 3 of Rodning (2011) shows
these roof supports in several rows at each of the eight points of support, with some of the posts
of each row placed almost within one another. Comparing the townhouses at Mialoquo to other
Gawohilvdodi settlements, both the minimum and maximum sizes coincide with that of stage 1
and stage 2 of the Chota-Tanasee townhouse. The minimum size is also like seventeenth- to
eighteenth-century Toqua and fourteenth- to sixteenth-century Ledford Island.
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Hearths
Although this settlement most definitely contained hearth features for heating homes and
cooking, data was not published about hearths identified during excavation within any of the
structures, even within the townhouse, Structure 7. This lack of hearth evidence could be due to
damage from plowing and other farming practices which routinely dredge up dirt and other ground
debris and can at times destroy the fragile remains of hearths and other features that may have only
occurred as dark stains in the settlement’s subsoil.
Belongings
Allen’s (2019) work focused primarily on coalescence indicated by ceramics that occurred
at Mialoquo and other Qualla ceramics from other Ani-Kitu Hwagi sites. Information about these
ceramics is presented both at the area and individual household level, so I evaluate each of these
data. At the overall area level, “Area 3 contained the most at 2,212 sherds, Area 4 then had 1,120
sherds, and Area 5 contained the least at 108 sherds,” (Allen 2019:141). Allen attributes the lack
of ceramic sherds in Area 5 to its proximity to the townhouse. This area is the location of the
townhouse but no domestic households. Only one feature from Area 5 had ceramics for analysis;
more may exist beyond this feature, in an unexcavated feature or surface. Within individual
structures, Allen (2019:150) reports in table 13 that “there were 53 total sherds within structure 1,
200 with structure 4, 289 within structure 8, 614 in structure 2, 326 sherds in structure 5, and lastly
108 sherds in structure 7”. The two most common ceramic tempers at Mialoquo were shell and
grit, much like Tomotley, and the most common exterior surface treatments included plain,
complicated stamped, check stamped, and corn cob marked, with plain being the most common,
another point of similarity with the Tomotley site.
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Table 5.7: Mialoquo Site Summary Data

Ayeli (Middle) Towns
The Ayeli Towns are situated along the Little Tennessee River valley in western North
Carolina and residents speak the middle or Kituhwa dialect (Schroedl 2000:204). I consider two
sites from this region in this study, the Coweeta Creek and Cowee settlements.
Coweeta Creek (31MA34)
Location
Situated within the middle of the Ayeli Town region, the Coweeta Creek site sits at the
confluence of Coweeta Creek and the Little Tennessee River in southwestern North Carolina. To
the north of the site is modern day Franklin, North Carolina and the site geographically falls within
a valley river bottomland area just north the Tessentee Bottomland Preserve.
Chronology
The Coweeta Creek site was occupied for several centuries spanning the fourteenth to
eighteenth centuries. Radiocarbon dating conducted on site materials identify the chronology for
structures and areas. Three domestic structures were the earliest, spanning the fourteenth to
sixteenth centuries. Following these, five domestic structures and the first five townhouse stages
were built during the early sixteenth to mid-seventeenth centuries. Lastly, one domestic structure
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and the final stage of the Coweeta Creek townhouse were constructed during the mid-seventeenth
to late eighteenth centuries (Rodning 2004:193, 203).
The later townhouse floors also contained a great deal of European trade glass beads dating
from the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century. Discussed more in the Belongings section,
numerous glass beads and Qualla series ceramics were recovered from structure floors at Coweeta
Creek, evidence that also offered understanding of the site’s use periods.
Structures
Rodning (2004:118-126) noted six different stages of the Coweeta Creek townhouse, with
the first four stages following a similar design and pattern: a hearth (Feature 19) sat in the same
place as previous stages; the doorway entrance faced to the southeast; a square with rounded corner
shape; and a similar overall area (Appendix A and Table 5.8). The final two stages, which pertain
to the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, had noticeable changes. The fifth and sixth
stages of the townhouse continued to be square with rounded corners, however these structures
grew in overall size (Appendix A and Table 5.8). The two structure area measurements of the six
townhouse stages are most like early and late stages of townhouse structures found in the
Gawohilvdodi towns of Chota-Tanasee, Mialoquo, and Toqua. At each of these settlements, more
than one building stage occurred and each of these stages (while staying the same shape) grow
drastically in size from one stage to the next. The overall stability, mixed with the slight variation
in the townhouse getting larger over time lends itself to interpretation within a narrative of
survivance. The growth in size of the townhouses indicates that Ani-Kitu Hwagi culture
strengthened over time, not disintegrated as the Shatter Zone model implies.
Domestic architecture published by Rodning (2004, 2015) and Steere (2011) for Coweeta
Creek are depicted as arrangements of postholes, pits, hearths, and paired entrance trenches in
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areas south, southeast, southwest, and north of the main Coweeta Creek Plaza (Rodning 2004:147)
(Figure 5.18 and 5.19). Rodning (2004, Figure 5.1, Table 5.1) identified specific domestic
structures by reviewing architectural characteristics of both precontact and post contact Ani-Kitu
Hwagi dwellings (Appendix A and Table 5.8). Twenty-three structures occurred in nine household
clusters. Like the townhouses, domestic structures were also built and rebuilt; however, Rodning
(2004:152) noted that “slight shifts in one direction or another, or slight changes in the placement
of the hearth and entryway, make it difficult to attribute postholes to one specific stage of a
structure and even, in some cases, to identify the edges of a structure with precision”. Although
the domestic structures underwent multiple episodes of building and rebuilding, it was a gradual
rather than chaotic, disruptive process; they were built in stages with minor differences (Figure
5.20). This is a direct example of survivance at work, as generations of families built and rebuilt
homes on the exact same spot as those before them. They are respecting those who came before
them and highlight continuity through situated architectural practices. The overall length, width,
diameter, and area of these structures stayed relatively the same, however their orientation changed
slightly when families rebuilt their dwelling.
In the earliest occupation of the site by Ani-Kitu Hwagi peoples, spanning from the
fourteenth to sixteenth century (referred to as the Early Qualla period by Rodning 2004), witnessed
the construction of domestic households 7, 9, and 12. Household 7 underwent four rebuilding
phases (labeled A, B, C, and D, with A the oldest and D the newest). All four building phases were
square with rounded corners and had the same structure area. This household was not the largest
from this period at this site, but it is quite large. Even the largest domestic structures at the Gadushi
Town of Warren Wilson were still smaller than these early houses at Coweeta Creek.
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Household nine had two rebuilding phases (labeled A and B, with A oldest and B
youngest). Like Structure 7, both building phases were square with rounded corners and were of
the same size (Appendix A and Table 5.8). Unlike Structure 7 however, the two building phases
of Structure 9 were even larger in size, comparable to the contemporaneous public structure of the
Gadushi Town Garden Creek.
Household 12 is an oddity, as no rebuilding phase occurred in this cluster. This individual
home was square with rounded corners and once again had a structure area larger than households
7 and 9, at 82.8 m2. I include the specific size because it is the largest domestic structure identified
at Coweeta Creek. These three structures are much larger than those from the sixteenth to
eighteenth centuries, which may be due to the amount of unconstrained space available at the time.
During the subsequent sixteenth to seventeenth centuries, new public townhouses were constrained
by the presence of domestic structures surrounding the public plaza. The lack of a plaza and public
townhouse in the earlier period meant that plenty of room was available so it was possible to
construct large homes.
During the early sixteenth to mid-seventeenth century, the settlement expanded and
investing erecting the first public structure (Structure 1) as well as household areas 3, 4, 5, 6, and
8. Household 3 underwent three rebuilding phases (A, B, and C, with A oldest and C youngest).
By this time in the settlement’s history, a plaza was established, and most houses were built
surrounding the plaza. These new cultural norms of placement constrained the amount of available
space for structures; to fit they had to be reduced in size. The older structures maintained their size:
each building phase of Household 3 was square with rounded corners and had the same area
(Rodning 2004: 149, 436-441).
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The same spatial arrangement and structure size practices appeared in Households 4, 5, 6,
and 8--each of these rebuilt structures were square with rounded corners and had the same structure
area, which also maintained the amount of space between the individual structures during
rebuilding phases. Household 4 is the smallest in this occupational phase, at approximately 30 m2,
while Household 5 is the largest, at 49 m2 (other exact measurements provided in Appendix A).
Domestic structures drastically fell in size even prior to the largescale European invasion into the
lives of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi.
The sixteenth to seventeenth centuries, was the time of the creation of the first public
structure in the community. The townhouse located at Coweeta Creek served as the center place
of the community and contained the central sacred fire kept alight and used to light the hearth fires
of domestic structures (including after rebuilding) in the region. The date of occupations shows
that within a less than 200-year span of the Middle Qualla period the Coweeta Creek townhouse
underwent five rebuilding phases, the first four of which being the same structure area and the fifth
being the same structure area as its seventeenth to eighteenth century partner (Rodning 2004,2011;
Steere 2011).
By the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, only one domestic structure and one public
structure rebuilding phase occurred. Townhouse floor F is noted by Rodning (2011) as lasting from
1700-1776 and thus would have been built on the same spot as the previous townhouse phases
after almost all of the occupants abandoned the place. This is further evidence of survivance within
Ani-Kitu Hwagi culture as even when few to no occupants lived at the Coweeta Creek, people still
built a large 251 m2 area structure on the mound, meaning this townhouse did truly serve as a
center place for those living in the area (Rodning 2004:127). The only domestic structure noted in
this Late Qualla period is Household 14, which was circular and similar in size to the average size
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of domestic structures of the sixteenth to seventeenth centuries at Coweeta Creek. The circular
shape makes this household stand out as an outlier. This could possibly have been a circular osi
(winter house) as circular domestic structures were common during this period at Gawohilvdodi
Town sites, and the size is close to those seen at Chota-Tanasee and Toqua from the Gawohilvdodi
Towns.

Figure 5.18: Settlement plan at the Coweeta Creek site (Rodning 2004: Figure 4.9, Page 129)
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Figure 5.19: Posthole clusters at the Coweeta Creek Site (Rodning 2004: Figure 5.1, Page 148)
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Figure 5.20: Schematic drawings of domestic architectural stages at Coweeta Creek (Rodning
2004: Figure 5.2, Page 153)
Hearths
The hearths at Coweeta Creek were rebuilt just as often as the structures were and thus
would often be rebuilt in the same or nearly the same place over time. However, the overall size
of these hearths did seem to follow a trend of increasing in size after being rebuilt. In the fourteenth
to sixteenth century houses, hearths increased in overall area at times by almost 1 to 2 m2. For
domestic structures from the sixteenth to seventeenth century, all but Households 3 and 4 follow
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this pattern of hearths increasing in size as they were rebuilt (Rodning 2004:127). At Household
3, the three hearths went from being rather large in comparison to first phase hearths, to small, and
then lastly increased in size but only slightly in its last building phase. At Household 4 the first
hearth stage was nearly 1 m2 larger than its rebuilt version (Appendix A and Table 5.8).
In the public townhouse, the hearth increased in size; the hearths of townhouse stages 1
through 4 stayed the same in size, unlike in the trend for the site’s domestic structures. The final
two, much larger, building stages of the Coweeta Creek townhouse had hearths that increased in
size from their previous iterations. This correlation of hearth size with structure size could allow
an estimation for other public structures that increased in size over time for which hearth data is
not currently available. They may have followed the same public structure/hearth size practice.
Belongings
Structures floors from domestic and public structures at Coweeta Creek contained ceramic
belongings which were identified and collected (Appendix A; Table 5.8). The type of rim and
surface treatments during different occupational periods at Coweeta Creek are from the fourteenth
to eighteenth centuries, a fine grit temper and complicated stamped exterior surface treatments
were most common. Other exterior surface treatments included incised, smoothed plain, burnished,
and red filmed, but all of these occurred at levels less than 5%. A main change between the
occupational phases at Coweeta Creek was the rim type. During the fourteenth to sixteenth century,
the most common rim type was a plain rim, followed by sawtooth/zigzag-notched, red-filmed
incised bowls, and collared or incised rims. In the subsequent sixteenth to seventeenth century,
most rims were pinched, followed in frequency by notched fillets, incised, and rolled rims. During
the later seventeenth to eighteenth centuries, distributions flip from pinched rims to notched fillets
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as the main style. Other styles at this time included incised, thickened, and rounded, unnotched
fillets, and straight rims (Rodning 2004:326).
As discussed earlier, European goods occurred most heavily within the public townhouse
floors and most often in the later stages of the townhouse: Floor A = 5 glass beads, Floor B = 324
glass beads, Floor C = 210 glass beads, Floor D = 716, Floor E = 269, and Floor F = 2,691 glass
beads. During the first three stages of the Coweeta Creek townhouse, these beads were much less
common than in Floors D and F, which may indicate that trade with Europeans or exchange of
European materials occurred much less often at this time or that these beads were available in
much lower frequencies (for Europeans and Indigenous people alike). In Floors D and F, many
more glass beads occurred along with Kaolin pipe fragments and brass or copper artifacts, which
could indicate that people using the townhouses at this point were more directly or intensively
involved with Europeans maybe through trade or via European missionaries.
Table 5.8: Coweeta Creek Summary Data
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Cowee (31MA5)
Location
Known as a Cherokee Mother Town, Cowee was an economic and political center for AniKitu Hwagi Ayeli Town society and was located near the Little Tennessee River north of presentday Franklin, North Carolina. Within the overall Ayeli Town region, Cowee sits within the
northernmost section of the region, west of the most southern point of the Gadushi Town region.
As discussed by Seibert and Sampeck (2016), “Cowee contains one of the few remaining earthen
mounds in North Carolina that remains relatively untouched. The council house of the Cherokee
town of Cowee, capable of seating hundreds, was located on this mound in the 18th century.
Extending from the mound, houses lined both banks of the Little Tennessee River and plantations
of corn, beans, squash, and peaches extended out for two miles in all directions,” (2016:2). Having
visited in the site in the summer of 2021, I was able to observe the area in which this Ani-Kitu
Hwagi town was centered, approximately 53 acres, which allowed for fertile farming practices, an
extensive population, and the space necessary for a massive townhouse and public space (Figure
5.21).

Figure 5.21: Hilltop View of Cowee by Michael Seibert (Sampeck 2016:22)
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Chronology
Noted by Sampeck and Seibert (2016), Cowee appears in historical documents dating back
to 1684; archaeological evidence indicates that the Cowee mound could have been built as early
as 600 CE (Sampeck and Seibert 2016:2). The data from this site I used in my research are two
public architectural examples believed to correspond with William Bartram’s descriptions from
the late eighteenth century, I designate Cowee to the seventeenth to eighteenth centuries. As the
site has been relatively untouched in terms of destructive archaeological practices, quantitative
data has been gathered using Ground Penetrating Radar, Magnetometry, and Advanced Resistivity
as non-destructive avenues of archaeological testing (Sampeck and Seibert 2016:2-5).
Structures
During the field surveys from 2012 to 2015 the area of Cowee studied using GPR,
magnetometry, and resistivity testing gathered a great deal of new information regarding the shape
and size of the overall settlement as well as possible areas that may have contained different types
of public architecture atop the platform mound. Using imagery from this research, I determined
measurements for two of the most distinct structures atop the mound visible from the nondestructive testing. Two features, one labeled Cowee: Townhouse and one Cowee: Plaza were
identified, with the townhouse identified as a large square with rounded corner structure on the
southwest side of the mound top, (measurements in Appendix A).
Seibert and Sampeck (2016) describe that “after overlaying the resistivity with the GPR
from the same location atop the mound suggests a large, rectilinear structure of approximately 20
x 40 m in size. Could this be the location of the large Rotunda reported by Bartram? In addition, a
key shaped anomaly is located at the eastern base of the mound between the mound and the
structure, a potential sweat lodge?” (Seibert and Sampeck 2016:5). Being 20 by 40 m in size, which
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would give the structure an area of 800 m2 (Appendix A), rather massive when compared to public
architecture at Coweeta Creek and even public architecture within Gawohilvdodi, Eladige, and
Gadushi Towns. During further examination, the large 800 m2 feature was identified to possibly
represents a mound top plaza. The actual townhouse structure was just to the east of this possible
plaza feature on the mound top, which measured 484 m2, a size comparable to the townhouse of
the Ani-Kitu Hwagi Mother Town of Kituhwa.
Hearths
Despite “English-led conflict from 1759-1761; in which an English army destroyed much
of Cowee and Usinah,” GPR testing showed a distinct anomaly that correlates with the burned
base of a hearth (Sampeck and Seibert 2016:2) (Figure 5.22-24). Within the 10 by 10 m central
support posts (Figure 5.22-5.23) an anomaly roughly 9 by 9 m around was identified being an area
of disturbance which contains the Cowee hearth and the center of the townhouse. Figure 5.24
shows a cross-section of the Cowee hearth, and the two lines in the middle show an estimation of
the actual Cowee hearth center. Following size estimation, the Cowee hearth would have been 3 x
2 m in diameter, giving it a hearth area of 18.84 m2; much larger than the hearth in the Ani-Kitu
Hwagi Mother Town of Kituhwa.
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Figure 5.22: Remote Sensing of Cowee Settlement by Michael Seibert (Sampeck 2016:23)
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Figure 5.23: Remote Sensing of Cowee Mound showing Public Structures by Michael Seibert
(Sampeck 2016:23)
Belongings
The historic archaeology lab at Illinois State University contains belongings gathered
during summer field school archaeological investigations at the Cowee site. These belongings have
undergone and continue to undergo processes of categorization, counting, and ceramic frequency
testing. No imported ceramics have been identified, lots of white and red beads, and plenty of
complicated stamped ceramics. Once more of these belongings have been fully processed it would
be helpful for future research to compare belongings from Cowee to other Ayeli settlements and
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to belonging assemblages found at Ani-Kitu Hwagi Mother Towns throughout the five town
regions.

Figure 5.24: Ground Penetrating Radar of Cowee Mound showing Hearth (in yellow lines) by
Wes Tuttle (Sampeck 2016:25)
Ugedaligv (Valley) Towns
The Ugedaligv Towns are predominantly found along the upper Hiwassee, Valley, and
Cheoah rivers in southwestern North Carolina and northern Georgia. Schroedl (2000) claimed that
Ugedaligv town residents spoke western or Otali dialect of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi (2000:204). Only
one site has data to represent this region, the Brasstown Valley site.
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Brasstown Valley (9TO45, 9TO48, 9TO49)
Location
An area of the Blue Ridge Mountains of Georgia, the Brasstown Valley site is located
within the aptly named Brasstown Valley Resort and Spa in Towns County, Georgia. This site is
situated near the Brasstown Creek and Keys Branch waterways and just southwest of the Chatuge
Lake located in Georgia and North Carolina.
Chronology
Information regarding the chronologically diagnostic objects found at the Brasstown
Valley site were not accessible for this research., Benjamin Steere (2011) primarily focused on
architectural information. Steere (2011) indicated in Appendix C: Structure Data Table that the
Brasstown Valley site was occupied during the Qualla and Lamar Phases, which places this
occupation between the fifteenth and early seventeenth centuries.
Structure
This site contains 20 structures, 10 of which are domestic structures and another 10 of
which are storage structures (Appendix A and Table 5.9). The 10 domestic structures were evenly
split into five osi (Structures 1, 4, 5, 7, and 30) and five adenelv (Structures 31, 32, 40, 41, and
42). Beginning with the adenelv, all five were rectangular and similar in size (Table 5.9). As this
is the only Ugedaligv Town within this study, I compare structures at this site with other town
regions. The adenelv at Brasstown were similar in size to those of the Gawohilvdodi Towns of
Townsend and Toqua.
Brasstown Valley osi were square like domestic structures of the thirteenth to sixteenth
century and varied in size. Structures 1, 7 and 30, (measurements in Appendix A and Table 5.8)
are much larger than other structures in the site, nearly double the size of all other osi and adenelv
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located in the site. The other two osi, Structures 4 and 5, are much closer in size to their associated
adenelv (Steere 2011).
Hearths
The exact measurements of the hearths at Brasstown Valley were not recorded in Steere
(2011), however interior hearths are depicted in Structures 1, 4, 5, 7, and 30. All these hearths were
of prepared clay in a style like those found at the Ayeli Town of Coweeta Creek.
Belongings
Accessible sources discussing the Brasstown Valley site did not contain information
regarding belongings from the settlement. It can be assumed ceramic belongings were identified
along with architectural features. Future research should be done to locate this information.
Table 5.9: Brasstown Valley Summary Data

Eladige (Lower) Towns
Eladige Towns were commonly built along the “Savannah River drainages on the Tugaloo,
Chattooga, Keowee, and Toxaway rivers in northwestern South Carolina and northeastern
Georgia,” (Schroedl 2000:204), while inhabitants of the Eladige region spoke the lower or Elati
dialect (Mooney 1900). One site is presented for this region, the Chattooga settlement. Data from
this settlement is provided for a large public townhouse, so most of the information about the site
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and in turn for this region in this study is based on public architectural practices and whether
similar patterns occurred in other Town regions.
Chattooga (38OC18)
Location
Located within the north central Eladige Town region, the Chattooga site sits within a
partially wooded area along the Chattooga River on the South Carolina border with Georgia. As
of today, the site is near Highway 28 South and the Chattooga River/Bartram trailhead.
Chronology
Chattooga was active from roughly 1540 to at the latest 1776, according to Rodning’s
(2011) four temporal intervals. The Chattooga site fits directly into the discussion of the survivance
narratives involving places with European elements, as the time span for Chattooga corresponds
with periods of “Spanish entradas in the southern Appalachians and the beginning of the deerskin
trade with Charles Town and English traders from 1500-1700 and then from 1700-1776 spans a
period with the introduction of the slave trade and deerskin trade have dramatically altered the
cultural landscape and lifeways of native peoples in the Southeast,” (Rodning 2011:147), a direct
inclusion of Shatter Zone model ideas. However, although this site existed during these two
periods of European invasion, engagement and economic expansion, the townhouse of Chattooga
continued to expand in size.
Structures
Like the Coweeta Creek, Ledford Island, and Toqua sites, Chattooga underwent several
rebuilding episodes of its townhouse over time, “superimposed public structures experience life
cycles in which they were built, used, burned down, buried, and rebuilt,” most often in the exact
same place with similar or larger overall size (Rodning 2011:150). Episodes of this building,
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destruction, rebuilding practice would more than likely correspond with the span of generations of
people living at the site, and thus is believed to be between every 15 to 25 years (Rodning
2011:151). Excavation documented that for each of the rebuilding episodes, a basin was present
along with a lack of burials within or near the townhouse. These basins were built as much as 30
centimeters below the ground level of the townhouse.
Starting with the earliest interval, the townhouse at Chattooga had three phases of
rebuilding roughly spanning from the years 1540 to 1700. Each rebuilding phase in this period
were square but increasing structure area. Townhouse floor 1 has an unknown size, most likely
due to its age as the first townhouse floor; each rebuilding phase was built over it and possibly
destroyed portions from new construction activities. Townhouse floor 2 was larger than the earlier
Ledford Island and Toqua townhouses, but smaller than the contemporaneous King and Coweeta
Creek townhouses (Appendix A). Floor 3 measured 256 m2, making it directly comparable to
Coweeta Creek’s townhouse floor E and F (Rodning 2011:142).
In the following third interval, roughly spanning from 1700-1776 (Rodning 2011),
Chattooga underwent its two final townhouse floor rebuilding phases. Both, floors 4 and 5, are
square and have the same overall area, larger than any of its previous building stages and larger
than most other eighteenth century townhouses (Rodning 2011:142) (Appendix A).
The Chattooga townhouses share several features with other Ani-Kitu Hwagi sites,
especially in the Ayeli and Gawohilvdodi areas. For example, the Chattooga townhouse as it
increased in size also grew in the number of roof supports needed for the structure, from four to
eight. It may be that structures with four roof supports are chronologically earlier than those with
eight: “a similar pattern is observed at Chota-Tanasee and earlier Toqua, Coweeta Creek, and
Mouse Creek sites each had 4 central roof supports surround the hearth,” (Schroedl 2001:288).
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Based on its changing sizes, the Chattooga townhouse is also comparable to Gawohilvdodi village
townhouses, which Schroedl 2001 claimed demonstrates that although these sites are located and
built within different Town regions and separated from one another, a certain level of cultural
practices were shared across the Ani-Kitu Hwagi landscape.
Between 10 and 15 domestic structures were excavated at the site, however exact
measurements for these structures were not accessible for this research. Schroedl (2001) did state
that two excavation areas of Chattooga site had paired osi and adenelv structures, as seen most
often in Gawohilvdodi villages.
Hearths
No exact measurements were published for hearths at the site, although each of the five
townhouse stages contained a central hearth.
Belongings
Schroedl (2001) stated that ceramics at Chattooga were comparable to those seen in the
Estatoe and Tugalo ceramic phases. Glass beads were identified within the last stage of the
Chattooga townhouse floor as well as chipped-stone tools made from “local quartz and quartzite,
along with significant use of Knox black and grey cherts from eastern Tennessee,” (Schroedl
2001:289).
Outside the Town Regions
King (9FL5)
Location
The King site is located along the Coosa River in its Foster Bend, within Floyd County,
Georgia. Geographically the King site was situated along an active floodplain with most of the site
area atop a short ridge near the river. Looking more broadly, “the King site lies within the Great
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Valley District of the Valley and Ridge Province, which in this area is drained by the Coosa River,
the Etowah River, and the Conasauga-Coosawattee-Oostanaula rivers,” (Hally 2008:26)
Chronology
Residents of the King site in northwestern Georgia “formed a town part of the chiefdom of
Coosa (along the Coosa River). During the eighteenth century, towns in the Coosa River Valley
were part of the historic Creek confederacy, although King was not utilized at this time. There are
many similarities, on the other hand, between the public structures at the King site, which dates
from the mid fifteenth to early seventeenth century, and examples of townhouses at Toqua,
Chattooga, and Coweeta Creek,” (Rodning 2011:146). The King site, according to data presented
by Hally (2008), Rodning (2011), and Steere (2011), was used approximately from 1450 to 1625
CE.
These specific dates are supported by radiocarbon testing done on materials from
Structures 2, 4, 5, and 8 along with the presence of Spanish artifacts found within burials at the
site, (Hally 2008:33).
Structures
Based on the availability of data, I include 43 structures from the King site within this
study, with 42 being domestic and one the public townhouse. These domestic structures formed
six household areas within the palisades of the King site. These households included usually one
or two large domestic structures as well as associated smaller domestic structures and storage
areas. The larger domestic structures may be the earlier original structures, as Steere (2011:27)
stated,
“Rather than postulating a simple relationship between house size and status, Hally
demonstrates that house size and the spatial arrangement of houses changed as households
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moved through the domestic cycle (Hally and Kelly 1998, Hally 2008:271-279). He also
finds that houses with more rebuilding episodes and interior burials are larger than houses
with single buildings stages, and that some of the single-stage houses seemed to have been
squeezed into small spaces between existing houses and the palisade walls (Hally
2008:278)”.
The larger, rebuilt houses may represent the founding households at King, with their size being a
function of a lack of spatial constraints on building size when the houses were constructed. Then,
by the time the settlement began to grow, these houses underwent stages of rebuilding that
preserved their place and size. Rather than violate these boundaries, subsequent builders respected
the spaces of previous generations and built-in surrounding areas as to not disrespect the
established structures’ spaces.
Data from the King site comes from Hally (2008), Rodning (2011), and Steere (2011), and
is presented first by household area and domestic structures located within them, and then by
domestic structures not located in separate household areas. All the primary domestic structures
and secondary domestic structures are square (Figure 5.25).
Household 1 contains domestic Structures 1 and 5. Structure 1 had three rebuilt stages and
Structure 5 had four rebuilt stages (Figure 5.26). The first stage of Structure 1 is much larger than
the average Ani-Kitu Hwagi domestic structure size for sites of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and
seventeenth centuries; however, this may be explained by Hally’s earlier input on the households
containing large primary houses.
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Figure 5.25: Major architectural features recorded at the King Site (Hally 2008: Figure 1.1,
Page 2)
These primary domestic structures would have been built larger than other houses within
their household as they were the original structures built at the site and therefore were respected
through their repeated rebuilding over time at the site. The second and third stage of Structure 1
shrank by nearly 50 m2 from the first stage, which may indicate that stage one was misinterpreted
and was instead a combination of two 50 m2 occupational stages or that structure 1.1 was the
original structure in this area and with settlement growth, this domestic structure shrank enough to
be just as large as other primary households but manageable enough to accommodate its residents
and other secondary houses within its household area. All of House 5’s occupational stages were
similar in size to House 1’s second and third stages, which most likely means this structure was
built at least after stage 2 of House 1.
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Household area 2 contains house 2 and three other domestic structures including 4, 9, and
24 (Figure 5.26). House 2 had three rebuilt stages and grew sharply from stage 1 to 2, but only
slightly from 2 to 3. The average primary houses were most often around the size of House 2’s
second and third stages, meaning House 2 is an example of the average primary house within the
site. In all, structure size, parallel’s domestic structure metrics of the Gawohilvdodi Towns,
specifically Tomotley and Ledford Island. That would make sense because they are not far away
Structures 4, 9, and 24 each had one occupational stage. These domestic dwellings ranged
in size (Appendix A and Table 5.10). Structure 9 is rather large for a single stage domestic
dwelling, which may mean it was built around the same time as House 2’s second stage (possibly
copying the style in which it was built). House 4 and 24, however are much smaller and fit within
the average range for most single stage houses found in the King Site. These single stage structures
are similar in size to square domestic dwellings of the Coweeta Creek, Kituhwa, and early Toqua
sites.
Household area 6 contains primary House 6 and Structure 3 (Figure 5.26). The primary
house 6 had two rebuilt stages, meaning it more than likely was an early large structure at the King
site, but it more than likely was built after Houses 1, 2, and possibly 5. Like House 2, Structure 6
began at the small end of the secondary domestic dwellings, then grew to the average primary
house size in its second and final phase. Structure 3 was similar in size to other single stage
domestic dwellings found at the site.
Household area 8 contained the primary domestic structure House 8, a rectangular building,
and some storage structures. Two rebuilt occupational stages of House 8, fit within the average 50
to 70 m2 area for primary houses in their respective household areas. Because it maintained this
size during each of its stages and was most likely built early in the history of the King site.
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Household area 15 contained the primary House 15 along with secondary domestic
structures 11 and 13 (Figure 5.26). House 15 underwent three rebuilt occupational stages and its
two associated structures had just one occupational stage. An outlier is what you might designate
house 15, as its overall area was much larger than the average primary houses found in most other
household areas (Steere 2011:409, Hally 2008: 58-64). Structure 11 was large for a single stage
domestic dwelling, which could mean that this house was beginning to become a primary house
in the settlement before it was abandoned. House 13 measured much smaller than these first two
structures, fitting much more into the average size for single stage domestic structures at this site
and those seen in Coweeta Creek or early Toqua (Appendix A and Table 5.10).
Household 23 contained the primary domestic House 23 along with the secondary domestic
structure 7 (Figure 5.26). House 23 underwent four building stages with rather variable overall
areas, much different than other main houses seen in the site. The varying sizes here could be
misinterpretations possibly, as that many building stages created posthole patterns than can
become difficult to properly associate. It may also be that those living in this house had a varying
family size over several generations. The associated structure 7 contained just the one occupational
stage and was on par with the average secondary domestic structures found throughout the King
site (Steere 2011:409, Hally 2008: 58-64).
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Figure 5.26: Household architectural complexes (enclosed by heavy lines) (Hally 2008: Figure
8.3, Page 279)
The rest of the domestic structures not associated with household areas by Hally 2008 are
presented in Appendix A and Table 5.10 and in most cases had between one and two building
stages, with many not containing an identified interior hearth feature.
Two public structures of the King site were townhouse 17 and its associated Structure 16.
Townhouse 17 was square in shape and measured 211.8 m2. Only one building stage is presented
for Townhouse 17, however based on how many main houses had somewhere between two and
four building stages, I am inclined to think that Townhouse 17 had multiple building stages that
may not have been observable, like the townhouse at Ledford Island and Kituhwa. Evidence shows
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several building stages existed at townhouses in these two examples but only one overall structure
size is available as most similarly sized townhouse floors only have measurable data from the most
recent floor surface.
Although Structure 16 was much smaller than the townhouse and was not
contemporaneous with it, this public structure is still interesting. Hally (2008:144) proposed “that
Structure 16 functioned as a temple where objects sacred to the town were stored and where some
rituals of an esoteric or secret nature were performed,”. This idea is not that unbelievable, and what
Hally brought in about Ledford Island is of much interest. Hally (2008:141-145) directly compared
Structure 16 at the King site to non-domestic structures of Ledford Island and Toqua that were like
Structure 16 in their overall size and proximity to their townhouses. He (Hally 2008:143-145)
asserted that just as Structure 16 is believed to be a temple for the preservation of sacred objects,
these structures at Ledford Island and in turn Toqua most likely were used for the same purpose.
Although the King site is often identified as a Coosa chiefdom and later Creek site (Hally 2008),
these comparisons show that the settlement was most definitely influenced by Ani-Kitu Hwagi
architectural patterns.
Hearths
One piece of information of great interest comes from the overall areas measured for the
King site structure hearths. Looking at domestic dwellings first, hearths at the King site range in
overall area from 1 to 2 m2, no matter if they are main or secondary domestic dwellings. The hearth
within the King townhouse was larger, a bit bigger than 3 m2, which is to be expected at a large
public structure such as townhouse 17. This hearth is relatively small in comparison to townhouse
hearths seen in Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements like Coweeta Creek and Tomotley, although
townhouses at these Ani-Kitu Hwagi sites were used later than the King sites. The smaller size of
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the townhouse 17 hearth gives credence to correlation plotting that shows that as public structures
grow so do their hearths, but as domestic structures vary in size but stay within a certain average
size of 30 to 60 m2 at most Ani-Kitu Hwagi sites, the domestic hearths also stay relatively similar
in size.
Belongings
Much of the artifact-based discussion is focused on the overall site or within burials.,
Burial-based object analysis is not something I truly wish to include in this research as belongings
taken from these burials were put there for a reason and should not be taken or even excavated in
the first place. To take artifacts from these burials is colonizing as one is actively highlighting a
complete disregard for the traditions of those who lived here before European invasion.
Excluding these burial artifacts, this research is left with discussion of artifact assemblages
within primary domestic structures. Although artifact distribution was studied and shown for each
of the structures, only Structure 4 was presented in depth. Chipped stone tools show up primarily
within “the south-central sector and two smaller concentrations north-central and northwest
sections of structure 4,” (Hally 2008:101). Pottery was found to be scattered within the southcentral sector of the house and includes examples of Dallas Plain jar and Lamar Plain bottle.
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Table 5.10: King Site Summary Data
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New Echota/Ustanali
Location
The early nineteenth-century capital of the Cherokee Republic, New Echota sat near the
Coosawattee and Conasauga Rivers, headwaters of the Oostanaula River, now within the city of
Calhoun in Gordon County, Georgia. The settlement is now a Georgia State Historic Site and is
credited as the place where the Trail of Tears officially began. Information regarding how the site
can be visited can be obtained from the Georgia Department of Natural Resources: State Parks and
Historic Sites website (New Echota State Historic Site | Department of Natural Resources Division
(gastateparks.org)).
Chronology
The most recently utilized settlement within this study, New Echota/Ustanali has two
names as originally the settlement was founded during the abandonment of settlements within the
Lower town area as “some residents of Lower Cherokee towns moved west, to the junction of the
Conosauga and Coosawattee rivers, where they built a settlement and founded a town known as
Ustanali (Mooney 1900:60, 71, 80-81), which was placed on or near the location of the earlier
town of Gansagi,” (Rodning 2011:133). Eventually during the nineteenth century, the area became
the capital of the Cherokee Republic and was named New Echota. Originally--during the
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries--the town of Echota was a principal or central Cherokee
town, however following the American Revolution, Ustanali grew to become the principal town
(Mooney 1900:81; Rodning 2011:133). From this site, my study utilizes data just for the public
structure, which was unearthed during excavations during the mid-twentieth century (Rodning
2011, noted in de Baillou 1955). In Rodning’s (2011) occupational date ranges, which I used in
my study for Mialoquo, Toqua, Chota-Tanasee, and Chattooga among others, the New
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Echota/Ustanali public structure a massive townhouse, is the only example for the final
occupational stage from 1776-1838.
Structures
This public structure is giant, with a diameter of 36.58 m and an area of 1,050.41 m2
(Rodning 2011:142; Appendix A). This structure was at least three to four times larger than the
townhouse structures from Mialoquo, Chota-Tanasee, Chattooga, and Coweeta Creek, all of which
had rather large public structures between 250 and 290 m2 in area. Even the 800 m2 rotunda at
Cowee was at least 250 m2 smaller than the New Echota townhouse.
Because this area served as the capital of the Cherokee Republic, a large structure was
needed to accommodate large gatherings of people from many regions of the Republic.
Hearth
Hearth area is unknown for New Echota from available sources, but it could be assumed
to have had a rather large hearth or possibly multiple hearths due to its massive size.
Town Creek (31MG2)
Town Creek has not been identified as an Ani-Kitu Hwagi site, as it was originally used by
the Pee Dee people (Boudreaux 2005:11-14), however I include it in this discussion because the
settlement structure is surprisingly like other Ani-Kitu Hwagi sites in North Carolina. Along with
this similarity, the site also exhibits a great deal of continuity in cultural practices over time. The
plaza for example, throughout every occupational phase was utilized for nondomestic purposes
while its periphery was lined by structures from all stages of the community’s history. These
structures around the plaza however, changed drastically in their orientation, size, and shape
throughout the many occupational phases, yet they always were located surrounding the plaza at
precise distances, an example of continuity through change. Boudreaux (2005: 262) even noted a
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quote from Coe 1995 (265) that “even the post-Pee Dee people respected this (plaza) tradition and
placed their dead around the outer limits of the plaza”.
Location
The Town Creek site is located along the Little River, just north of the river’s confluence
with the Big Town Creek. As the site is known to not be an Ani-Kitu Hwagi specific site and is
rather far away from any Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlement, the site did not fit within any of the Town
regions. As of today, the mound site is a North Carolina State Historic Site named “The Town
Creek Indian Mound State Historic Site” and is accessible by Town Creek Mound Road in Mt.
Gilead, North Carolina. More information about respectively visiting the site can be found on the
North Carolina Historic Sites webpage (historicsites.nc.gov/all-sites/town-creek-indian-mound).
Chronology
The Town Creek site was in use from at least the tenth century to the mid-fifteenth century,
however architectural features studied in this research date to the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries.
These date ranges are based on ceramic sequences collected during excavations. To date the
ceramics, several factors were taken into consideration, including stratigraphic relationship,
radiocarbon dating, regional comparison, and stratified deposits. These phases roughly translate to
the mid-thirteenth to mid-fourteenth and fifteenth to early sixteenth centuries.
Structures
No excavated domestic structures pertained to the Late Town Creek Phase occupation from
1250-1350, which followed the Early Town Creek Phase occupations from 1100-1250. This could
mean that by this later time those living at the town moved their domestic dwellings outside of the
village area and palisades, during this same period 16 non-domestic structures were built at Town
Creek. Only 11 had recorded structure or hearth areas (Boudreaux 2005) and thus only these eleven
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are included in this study. Shown in Figure 5.27, these non-domestic structures (Structures 1, 7,
10, 15b, 27, 30b, 32a, 44, 45a, 46a, and 51) had varying shapes and sizes and surrounded the
central plaza of the town. Those noted as Public instead of Non-domestic in Appendix A and Table
5.11 are structures directly linked to the mound of Town Creek., As in most cases, the mound and
structures associated with them hold particular importance whether as areas where the townhouse
is built, the center places of a village or community, or as the location where the sacred fire is held
in a central hearth.

Figure 5.27: Schematic map of the Mid-Thirteenth to Mid-Fourteenth Century Occupation at
Town Creek (Boudreaux 2005: Figure 4.9, Page 246)
Structures 7 and 15b (Figure 5.28) fall into a class of enclosed circular structures that
provide an interesting example of continued tradition over time at Town Creek, as “these structures
seem to have started as houses but evolved at some point into enclosed cemeteries. Thus, there
was continuity in the occupation of a space, which may have been associated with a particular kin
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group, while the way in which the space was used seems to have changed significantly”
(Boudreaux 2005: 262).
One of the many large circular structures at Town Creek, like structures 7 and 15b was
noted as a mortuary structure containing a cemetery, however the dead within the cemetery are
those from the early tenth to twelfth century occupations of the area. Even though these people
lived much earlier, the space containing the mortuary area was incorporated into the later thirteenth
to fifteenth century-built environment and was covered by a non-domestic structure meant to
protect the space (Boudreaux 2005: 262) (Figure 5.28).
Just four Leak Phase domestic structures were excavated: Structures 9a, 16, 21a, and 28
(Boudreaux 2005: 257). Shown in Figure 5.29, all these structures were rectangular and similar in
size (Appendix A and Table 5.11), while also corresponding in orientation and pattern to the
central plaza from the Town Creek Phase occupation of the site. The mound is noticeable at this
point of the site’s domestic occupation. This may mean although there are no non-domestic
structures shown and a lack of palisades, there were still levels of respect for the previously utilized
space and more than likely the mound still held importance to those living there and those who
used to live in the area.
On top of the mound located at Town Creek, structures of different sizes and shapes were
constructed, torn down, and constructed once again in a different fashion (Figure 5.30).
Hearths
Only three hearths have been excavated sufficiently enough to provide measurements, and
all of them were located within public and non-domestic structures. Two public structures, 7 and
46a, contained large central hearths. To be more specific, the hearths of these two public structures
are comparable to hearths of public structures at Chota-Tanasee, Coweeta Creek, King, and
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Kituhwa. The third hearth found at a non-domestic structure adjacent to the central plaza was much
more like hearths found in domestic structures at contemporaneous Warren Wilson and early
Coweeta Creek.

Figure 5.28: Enclosed circular structures at Town Creek (Boudreaux 2005: Figure 3.69, Page
208)
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Figure 5.29: Schematic map of the late Leak-phase occupation at Town Creek (Boudreaux 2005:
Figure 4.12, Page 257)
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Figure 5.30: Earth-embanked structures at Town Creek (Boudreaux 2005: Figure 3.74, Page
216)
Belongings
Most analysis of belongings from the site are ceramics presented at the overall site level.
Sherd counts are provided in Appendix A and Table 5.11 for some specific structures; common
temper was a medium grit and was most often gray, black, or dark brown in color (Boudreaux
2005:35). In terms of exterior surface treatments, several different styles were utilized, some of
the most common included: curvilinear or rectilinear complicated stamped, plain, burnished, and
textile impressed.
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Table 5.11: Town Creek Summary Data

Regional Patterns
These previous discussions of individual sites were organized by regional association,
larger groups of Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements containing both geographic and social networks. The
five regions are: the Ayeli (Middle) Towns, Eladige (Lower) Towns, Gadushi (Out) Towns,
Gawohilvdodi (Overhill) Towns, and Ugedaligv (Valley) Towns. The architectural patterns and
practices of each of these town regions is presented below to highlight how these patterns or
practices may be different or like other towns. This discussion considers sites used in this research
that are not situated within these Town regions or have not been identified as Ani-Kitu Hwagi
(Figure 5.31).
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Figure 5.31: Ani-Kitu Hwagi Town Region Map (Sampeck 2016:9)
Eladige (Lower) Town
Of the 21 sites considered in this research, two sites are either located within this town’s
region or have ties to this region. These include Chattooga (38OC18) and Tomotley (40MR5),
with Chattooga being within the region and Tomotley serving as a settlement occupied by refugees
from the Ayeli, Eladige, and Ugedaligv Town regions during the late seventeenth to early
eighteenth centuries. At the Chattooga site the townhouse underwent five building stages during
two occupational periods (1540-1700 and 1700-1776) and had three different overall sizes (196,
256, and 289 m2) (Appendix A). These overall sizes are increasingly like townhouse stages seen
at sites like Chota-Tanasee, Coweeta Creek, Mialoquo, and Tomotley which are examples of
Gawohilvdodi and Ayeli Towns.
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As these sites are from three different town regions, this pattern may indicate shared
architectural practices for public structures. These size similarities may also relate to the
widespread population displacement emphasized by the Shatter Zone model., As displacement
occurred, one avenue to resist the changing landscape could have been to live in or near larger
settlements with large public architecture. This does not mean population was increasing at this
time of course, as with population displacement and widespread disease there was significant
population decline; instead, displacement work to coalesce Ani-Kitu Hwagi people towards the
larger, more stable settlements which would increase these settlements populations but lower those
at smaller communities. These more stable settlements would have also grown in influence at this
time with an increase in center place ties to its’ townhouse.
However, the Chattooga townhouse structure shape differs considerably from other
townhouses of the same period. During 1540-1700, the Chattooga, Coweeta Creek, and King
settlement all had square shapes and measurements between 14 and 16 m on each side. During the
1700-1776 period, townhouses changed to either circular or octagonal in shape and had eight roof
supports instead of the standard four seen in square townhouses and domestic structures. However,
as these public structures changed to circular or octagonal in shape, the Chattooga townhouses
continued to be square for two rebuilding stages. This may be a regional stylistic development that
continued even as townhouses in the other regions were changing their shape as sizes increased.
Tomotley stands out as for giving insight into how Eladige Town settlements were arranged
and the degree of variation or consistency. Tomotley included eight rectangular dwellings, all but
one of which were built within clusters of two to three structures like Creek villages and some
Ani-Kitu Hwagi Eladige Town excavations at Toxaway and Ft. Moore (Baden 1983:128). These
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clusters were associated with a central townhouse but were located at distances from the
townhouse that did not seem to follow a pattern.
Ayeli (Middle) Town
The Ayeli Town region included the Cowee and Coweeta Creek sites, along with portions
of the Gawohilvdodi Tomotley settlement. At the Cowee site I considered only public architecture,
which makes for an interesting comparison to the Coweeta Creek site to determine any parallels
and stylistic patterns for Ayeli Town settlements. The addition of Tomotley here (even though the
site itself is an Gawohilvdodi settlement) is the same as the Eladige Town section above, as
Tomotley seems to show aspects of Eladige and Ayeli Town settlements in its architecture and the
area is believed to have been utilized by Eladige, Ayeli, and Ugedaligv town members following
the English Contact period.
Public structures identified within the Coweeta Creek and Cowee sites are similar in their
shape and location within their overall settlement. At Coweeta Creek six building stages of the
townhouse ranged in size from 214 to 251 m2 and were square with rounded corners. At Cowee,
the “Rotunda” (townhouse) is rectangular and massive in size., The other Cowee public structure,
P1 on top of the Cowee hilltop was square with rounded corner in shape which matches public
structures at Coweeta Creek and domestic structures at Tomotley and Coweeta Creek. The size of
this structure was also rather large, like the Rotunda, which may indicate that Cowee settlement
had a higher population than Coweeta Creek and therefore needed larger public spaces, yet still
followed architectural styles found at Ayeli Town sites.
Domestic structures at the Coweeta Creek site dating from the fourteenth to seventeenth
centuries, were all square or square with rounded corners. During the fourteenth to sixteenth
century, these structures ranged from 60-75 m2 in size and the sixteenth to seventeenth centuries
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had sizes ranging from 30-50 m2. In comparison, Tomotley rectangular domestic structures invoke
Eladige Town design, but the community also had square domestic structures like the Ayeli Town
settlements.
These square structures associated with Ayeli Town villages largely fall into the historic
Mississippian IV component of architectural patterning (Baden 1983:129). None of these existed
in household clusters as was the case for the rectangular structures, and all of the square structures
were located within area 3 and 6. Based on this location difference, it may be that those from
Eladige and Ugedaligv towns lived in Areas 1, 2, 4, and 5 while Area 3 was predominantly those
of Ayeli Town origin, with Area 6’s townhouse and summer pavilion serving as the middle ground
meeting area.
Medium and larger sized domestic dwellings at Tomotley had measurements of roughly
8.53 m that consistently show up in structures 21, 22, 27 and 32, which may mean these structures
all followed a general baseline for how a structure should be laid out and individual changes were
made in size based on how many people would be utilizing the space within each of these
structures. The square structures at Tomotley have sizes that fit in to the typical ranges for
thirteenth to early seventeenth century occupations of Coweeta Creek and are evidence of some
Ayeli Town architectural characteristics and styles existing and surviving over time and through
disruptive landscapes. In Tomotley, the square structures are in an area much closer to the
settlement’s townhouse, whereas the rectangular structures were built in household style clusters
away from the townhouse. When compared to an Ayeli Town like Coweeta Creek, definite
similarities in the proximity of the square domestic structures to the public townhouse and the
placement of these square structures along the edge of a public plaza occurred at both Tomotley
and Coweeta Creek.
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Gadushi (Out) Town
The Gadushi Town region includes the Kituhwa and Nvnvnyi sites, while several other
sites in this study fall within or nearby the Gadushi region (Rodning 2011). These include the
Alarka, Garden Creek, Ela, Tuckasegee, and Warren Wilson households and villages. Looking
first at Kituhwa and Nvnvnyi an overwhelming number of domestic structures were square or
square with rounded corners, which also occurred at the Alarka, Garden Creek, and Warren Wilson
sites. This domestic structure shape is also noted in Ayeli and Gawohilvdodi Town settlements. In
terms of the structure sizes, some considerable similarities exist between domestic structures at
Coweeta Creek, Garden Creek, and Kituhwa sites. Structure 6 from Coweeta Creek provided a
model to estimate structure size for all the Kituhwa domestic houses in both Area 3 and 4. In
Garden Creek, evidence of three structures within the mound 1 village also share the same size of
6.1 x 6.1 m or an area of 37.2 m2 (Dickens 1976:88).
In the Gadushi Town region, the only available large-scale public structure data comes
from Kituhwa, which is rectangular in shape and rather large at roughly 480 m2 (Moore 2009:75).
This is unlike most public structures within the 21 sites sample, as in most circumstances
rectangular townhouses were a summer townhouse and had a connected circular winter townhouse,
as in the Gawohilvdodi Town of Chota-Tanasee. This may therefore be an example of a standard
Gadushi Town public structure that was a regional cultural practice. Along that same line of
thought, this could be an example of a standard townhouse built at influential settlements for the
Ani-Kitu Hwagi people. Looking at the Ayeli Town of Cowee for example, t a rectangular Rotunda
(townhouse) was located atop a mound at another incredibly important town for Ani-Kitu Hwagi
people (Sampeck and Carroll 2015). Cowee and Kituhwa are sites not just important to their
respective town regions but to the entire Ani-Kitu Hwagi people living in this area of the American
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Southeast; that both influential settlements had a similarly shaped and unusually large townhouse
could indicate an architectural pattern that may be present at other sites that hold a similar level of
importance and influence.
Gawohilvdodi (Overhill) Town
Several settlements belong to the Gawohilvdodi Town region included this research are:
Chota-Tanasee, Mialoquo, Tomotley, and Toqua sites (Rodning 2011). The Townsend site is also
included in this area as it is located near the Gawohilvdodi Town region and may shed some light
on how European contact impacted architectural patterns within this region specifically.
All four of the main Gawohilvdodi sites for this research and the Townsend site fall into
seventeenth to late eighteenth century use, as Toqua and Chota-Tanasee have data from their 16251800 occupations, Townsend from 1650-1720, and Mialoquo and Tomotley from 1751-1776.
Toqua data utilized for this research ranged in dates from 1300-1620 and perhaps shows changes
from earlier to later Gawohilvdodi sites. In seventeenth to eighteenth century Chota-Tanasee,
Toqua, and Townsend, examples of osi-adenelv house pairings have circular or octagonal osi and
rectangular adenelv. In terms of size, the circular or octagonal osi fit within a range from roughly
30 to 50 m2 while the rectangular adenelv range from roughly 20 to 60 m2 (Appendix A). At
Mialoquo rectangular and circular structures also occurred, however only one of the seven
domestic structures was circular with the rest rectangular. The one available circular structure does
seem to fit into the average range of circular structures elsewhere in the Gawohilvdodi region, and
the rectangular homes fit into the smaller 15-35 m2 size range.
Public structures from the four Gawohilvdodi sites show definite patterns in term of shape
and structure size. They are all either circular or octagonal and had similar numbers of roof
supports and had a similar size (Appendix A). At seventeenth to late eighteenth century Chota-
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Tanasee and Toqua, townhouses had two stages while at Mialoquo and Tomotley they had one
(although Mialoquo has both a minimum and maximum size estimate so there is possibility that
the minimum is just a first stage, and the maximum is a second stage to a townhouse structure).
Each first stage was built between 180 and 200 m2 in size while the second stages were much
larger, between 230 and 260 m2 (Appendix A).
Besides the size and shape comparison, circular or octagonal townhouses did not occur at
early Toqua, which could indicate a stylistic change found prominently within the Overhill
tradition during the early seventeenth century.
Ugedaligv (Valley) Town
One troubling portion of this research was finding any archaeological data for a Ugedaligv
Town settlement. Within Rodning 2011 the Peachtree (Little Hiwassee) and Spike Buck
(Quanassee) sites are noted within the Ugedaligv Town region but neither of them has detailed
architectural data published. The only site included in this research that fits into or near the region
is the Brasstown Valley site.
The Brasstown Valley occupation from 1450 to1600 CE had 10 domestic structures, five
of which were square osi and five were rectangular adenelv. These paired structures are similar in
pattern to the Gawohilvdodi Town settlements of Chota-Tanasee and Toqua, however
Gawohilvdodi settlements often had circular winter structures, whereas Brasstown Valley had
square winter structures. This could be a regional stylistic pattern, showing that the idea of osi and
adenelv was present within several regions, however how these paired homes were shaped, sized,
and located varied between Town regions.
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Occupational Phase Patterns
In addition to understanding how these individual sites related to one another regionally, it
is also important to identify possible patterns over time. Several occupational phases have
overlapping start and end dates, so they do not fit into a single sequence of phases.
Thirteenth to Early Fifteenth Centuries (Leak, Pisgah, and Town Creek)
These occupational phases existed at the Garden Creek, Town Creek, and Warren Wilson
sites. During this period, domestic architecture was most often square with rounded corners or
rectangular, although there are some structures listed as rectangular were much closer to a square
shape. Most domestic structures within this phase fit into a structure area range from 30-60 m2,
with most of the houses between 35 and 45 m2 in area.
Public structures at Garden Creek and Town Creek contrasted; although as one of these
was Ani-Kitu Hwagi and the other not this makes sense. The Garden Creek Ani-Kitu Hwagi public
structures were square with rounded corners and the large public structure measured 72.8 m2 in
area. The Town Creek site had many more non-domestic and public structures and they ranged in
size from 70 to 280 m2.
The examples of hearths within this phase, ranged from 1.5 to 2.6 m2 for domestic contexts
while the non-domestic hearths were much larger, from 4.67 to 7.29 m2 in area. One outlier for
this range occurred in the village Structure 3 at Garden Creek, which had a large 6.72 m2 area.
This outlier could be a measurement of the entire fired clay surrounding the hearth rather than the
interior diameter. Otherwise, this hearth at Garden Creek was an exceptional outlier to the standard
hearth size during this period (Appendix A).
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Fourteenth to Early Sixteenth Centuries (Early Qualla and Mouse Creek)
The fourteenth to early sixteenth century settlements include parts of Coweeta Creek,
Kituhwa, and Toqua, along with the Loy site. Ledford Island accounts for the Mouse Creek phase
portion. These phases were distinguished by an overwhelming amount of square or square with
rounded corner structures for both domestic and non-domestic/public structures. Only three total
structures of the research sample from this phase had a different structure shape, circular domestic
houses. With most domestic structures being square with rounded corners, it is possible that these
circular structures were misconstrued to be circular in shape instead of square with rounded
corners.
The architectural sizes for this period have two ranges for domestic structures, one roughly
30 to 50 m2 and one from 55 to 88 m2 in area. Structures of this larger range are primarily found
at the early Coweeta Creek settlement and the Ledford Island site, whereas structures from the 30
to 50 m2 area range occurred at all sites of this time.
This pattern suggests that the larger structures could be the first phase of construction at
each of these settlements, built prior to the settlement’s major growth and possible need for
defensive palisades. Then, as these sites grew, smaller structures within the 30 to 50 m2 range
infilled the gaps between the initial, large structures. Non-domestic buildings varied in size, as
some at the Toqua site were between 50 and 60 m2 and others between 100 and 130 m2. The
Ledford Island site presents the most information for public structures during this time, as the
settlement’s townhouse underwent five building stages that ranged from 180 m2 at its smallest and
188 m2 at its largest. This townhouse was much larger than the main public building of the Pisgah
phase site of Garden Creek which was at its largest 72 m2. Each of these public structures shared
the shape of square with rounded corners, showing continuity between these two occupational
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phases. The only hearth sizes for this occupational phase come from Coweeta Creek (Appendix
A). The hearths rebuilt in Coweeta Creek Structure 7 and 9 highlight that as these houses were
rebuilt, the hearth got larger over time.
Sixteenth to Early Seventeenth Centuries (Middle Qualla and Barnett)
During the sixteenth to early seventeenth centuries some of the first paired structures and
household areas occurred within Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements. The Brasstown Valley, Coweeta
Creek, King, Kituhwa, and Nvnvnyi have this temporal component. Once again, most domestic
structures were square or square with rounded corners, with the only non-square structures the
Kituhwa area 1 townhouse, Nvnvnyi structure 2, and the rectangular osi from Brasstown Valley.
The first paired structures occurred during phase at the Brasstown Valley site and at the King site.
These paired winter and summer homes continued to be found at settlements in subsequent
occupation phases. Overall, most of the square domestic houses fall between 20 and 50 m2 in area,
a bit smaller than domestic structures found in the fourteenth to sixteenth but still similar in size.
Some large domestic structures occurred in the King and Nvnvnyi sites, and at the King site the
largest domestic structures appear to have been the first constructions in the settlement and were
rebuilt over time. Even as the population of the settlement increased, and the needs for space grew,
the location of later structures respected the presence of older structures. This respect for space
constrained building in the Late Barnett phase at King to a smaller area.
Like the paired structures at Brasstown Valley, the King site had household groupings
within the settlement that each contained one of these larger initial homes along with some more
standard sized square houses that were much closer to the standard sizes found at Coweeta Creek
and Brasstown Valley at this time. No paired structures occurred at Coweeta Creek during this
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phase, which may indicate that those living in the Ayeli Town region-maintained settlement
patterning typical of the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries.
Public structures exhibit a sharp increase in size with the King townhouse 211 m2 in area
and the Kituhwa townhouse nearly 480 m2 (Appendix A). The hearths identified in structures from
this phase start out smaller than what is seen in the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries but once grew
in area as their corresponding structures were built and rebuilt over time (Appendix A).
Seventeenth to Early Eighteenth Centuries (Late Qualla)
Included within this phase are the Alarka, Chattooga, Cowee, late Coweeta Creek, and Ela
sites. Most domestic structures in this period were rectangular and the only paired structures were
at the Alarka farmstead. The domestic structure sizes were like those of the sixteenth to seventeenth
centuries, with sizes ranging from 35 to 70 m2, but they were differently shaped than in earlier
periods, indicating some adaptation along with some level of continuity in the amount of space
needed in domestic life.
Public structures in this phase continued to increase in size. The Chattooga and Coweeta
Creek townhouses in this phase were square but ranged from 200 to 256 m2. The public structures
at Cowee, including the rotunda (townhouse) and P1 are even larger, with areas at 500 and 800 m2
(Appendix A). The townhouse at Cowee was comparable to public structures at Kituhwa and New
Echota. These settlements were much larger in population and overall area than Coweeta Creek
and Chattooga. These sites were also more important and influential to the entire Ani-Kitu Hwagi
people than some of the smaller settlements that had townhouses. Cowee, Kituhwa, and New
Echota were center places not just for those living there but for entire communities, the town
regions, and to the entire Ani-Kitu Hwagi people; thus, public structures of these three should be
discussed separately.
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While the overall area of these public structures increased in size, the hearth areas also
increase, shown in Coweeta Creek’s hearths with areas of 9 and 16.5 m2 (Rodning 2004:127). The
hearth area at Cowee is estimated to be 3 x 2 m in diameter, giving it a hearth area of 18.84 m2 and
is shown via anomalies from GPR testing of the site (Figure 5.22-24).
Eighteenth to Nineteenth Centuries (Contact Period)
This phase includes sites with occupation from 1700 to 1838 CE. These include Chattooga,
Chota-Tanasee, Kituhwa, Mialoquo, New Echota/Ustanali, Tomotley, Toqua, Townsend, and
Tuckasegee. Domestic structures during this time are quite variable in shape and structure area,
yet they fit within the range of roughly 20-60 m2 in size. Excluding the few outliers that are larger
than this range, domestic structures compare in size to earlier structures of the thirteenth to
seventeenth centuries.
The shapes of these domestic structures and their construction pattern by which they were
built is quite variable. Chota-Tanasee, Mialoquo, Tomotley, Toqua, and Townsend had examples
of paired osi and adenelv. Most commonly in the osi-adenelv pairs had square, circular, or
octagonal osi with hearths paired with rectangular adenelv that often did not have a hearth. At
Mialoquo, only one circular structure occurred while the rest were rectangular; further work may
uncover more circular osi.
The Tomotley domestic structural layout was a bit different from other sites of this period
but was like Mialoquo’s layout. At Tomotley, settlement evidence at this supports this idea that
this site was a haven for refugees from the Eladige, Ayeli, and Ugedaligv town regions fleeing
English-provoked population displacement, economic disruption, widespread disease, and slave
trade. The settlement had varying settlement patterns that resembled the homelands of the refugees.
Household groupings had two to three rectangular homes located at varying distances from the
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Tomotley townhouse. At the Townsend sites was evidence of osi-adenelv pairings, houses located
within semi-large household spaces separate from each another.
The discussion of public structures is in two portions: standard public structures and the
townhouse at New Echota/Ustanali. Typical settlement public structures, increased in size and
slightly changed in shape. As the eighteenth to nineteenth century progressed, people left small to
medium sized settlements for larger, established settlements. Partially due to the increase in the
number of individuals using public structures, structure size increased to roughly 200 to 300 m2 in
size (Appendix A). As these public structures increased in size, they also changed in shape to more
circular or octagonal structures. Not all the public structures were circular or octagonal (see
Kituhwa or Chattooga), but many are.
At the larger non-standard sites, New Echota/Ustanali has a massive circular townhouse,
measuring 1050 m2 (Appendix A). As the capital of the Cherokee Republic, this capital city needed
a massive area to accommodate people. Hearth data of this period indicates large hearths ranging
from 5 to 16 m2 (Rodning 2004:127; Appendix A), hearth information at Chattooga and New
Echota/Ustanali (two of the largest in this research from this period) is not known; their hearths
may have been even larger. Hearths in domestic structures at the time were similar in sizes to
previous periods roughly from 0.7 to 2 m2.
Scatterplot Graphing and Architectural Variables
Some patterns can be detected in large tables such as Appendix A, however these patterns
can be better understood by comparing data graphically. There are so many variables at play within
Appendix A and tables in Chapter 5 that a pattern recognizable for one variable may be completely
nonexistent in another. Data are presented in three scatter plot graphs, a tactic of to reveal
correlations. Figures 5.32-34 compare two or three variables to search for correlation patterning.
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Scatter plots compare the variables of Structure Area to Hearth Area, Structure Area to Date of
Occupation, and Structure Area to Structure Shape.
These comparisons reveal obvious patterns that speak to the issues of continuity, refusal,
and resiliency Cultural architectural practices have patterns at the settlement, regional, and
occupational period levels.
Structure Area to Hearth Area
Figure 5.32 presents a comparison of structure area to hearth area and how they changed
over time. This plot compares only structures with measured hearth sizes, so several contexts had
to be excluded. Each data point represents a single structure and its associated hearth area, and
these data points are color coded according to the size range of the structures, presented in each
correlation plots key.
Figure 5.32 shows a few general patterns. As structures increased in area, the hearths
located within them did also; a cluster is present that includes the smaller domestic structures that
all had hearths between 1 and 2.5 square meters in area. A few outliers have hearth areas between
4 and 6.5 square meters in area. The black data point that has a hearth area just above six square
meters is adenelv 41 in household 4 of the Townsend site --this structure had two hearths so its
large size is an overexaggerated combination of these two hearths.
The non-domestic or public architectural examples display a general trend of increasing
hearth size as structure areas enlarge, beginning first with very slight change over time prior to the
sixteenth century followed by a dramatic increase from then through to the eighteenth century. At
Chota-Tanasee and Coweeta Creek that had rebuilding stages of the townhouses, a rebuilding stage
was built relatively close to or exactly like its predecessor in overall size, then the hearth was also
rebuilt in the same place to the same parameters. Once a rebuilding phase occurred however,
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structure growth and hearth growth corresponded. Figure 5.32’s red data point (with a hearth area
of 9 m2 and structure area around 215 m2) is in fact four superimposed points of the rebuilt stages
of the Coweeta Creek townhouse that matched exactly. Likewise, the purple data point at 16 m2 in
hearth area and 250 m2 in structure area represents two building stages of the later Coweeta Creek
townhouse. A similar pattern occurs also in Chota-Tanasee but at a smaller scale of just two
building stages for its townhouse. The red point (Cowee townhouse) and orange point (Kituhwa
townhouse) are examples of Ani-Kitu Hwagi Mother towns were built much larger than the
townhouses at community level settlements. One thing to note would be the hearth sizes of these
townhouses, as Cowee is the largest hearth recorded at over 18 m2 while Kituhwa sits around 7
m2. Each of these hearth areas are based on my own estimates derived from ground penetrating
radar imagery from each settlement, meaning there is some room for error.
Structure Area to Date of Occupation
Figure 5.33 represents the correlation between structure area and date of occupation
(Appendix A). I see a recognizable trend of continuity and refusal within domestic architectural
examples; although structure shapes varied, structure pairings, and settlement patterns from twelfth
to nineteenth centuries Ani-Kitu Hwagi associated sites seem to show a general trend in the size
of domestic structures. Starting from the thirteenth century there is an increase in the minimum
size of domestic structure up until the sixteenth century in which the minimum domestic dwelling
size dips considerably. This period would have included the introduction of Spanish colonialism,
the movement to the Overhill region, and new political change; meaning this dip would have been
a strategic procedure to regulate this period.
Following this first initial dip the minimum domestic structure size again seems to climb
during the seventeenth century and then once again dramatically dips from the eighteenth to
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nineteenth centuries. Like the sixteenth century, this eighteenth to nineteenth century dip takes
place during the shockwaves of the Shatter Zone model including increased in English colonialism,
new political change, widespread disease, population displacement, and the Indigenous slave trade.
Once again, this dip can be thought of as a strategic tactic to regulate the changing cultural
landscape.
The dip in structure size during the sixteenth century is also shown in public structure
examples from the time, however following this first dip public structures dramatically increase
over time, as was indicated in the previous correlation plot (Figure 5.33). Townhouse standard size
for Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements grew, often through several rebuilding stages, from an average
around 180 m2 during the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries to reaching over 280 m2 by the
eighteenth century. Townhouses of large-scale influential settlements like the Mother Towns of
Cowee, Kituhwa, and capital of the Cherokee Republic of New Echota seem to not be impacted
by these economic, political, or social changes as they continue to be built massive in size between
480 and 1050 m2.
Structure Area to Structure Shape
Six different structure shapes all occurred in domestic structures within this study, though
only five of these shapes occur in public structures (Figure 5.34).
Most domestic structures were either square, square with rounded corner, or rectangular
with fewer circular structures. Only two domestic structures were octagonal or octagonal with
vestibule and both occurred at the Townsend site. From the thirteenth to late sixteenth centuries, a
general trend was for houses to be square or square with rounded corners with the occasional
rectangular or circular domestic structure mixed in (shown at Coweeta Creek, Garden Creek,
Kituhwa, King, Toqua, and Warren Wilson). Sometime between the late sixteenth and late
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seventeenth centuries, a distinctive change to homes of osi and adenelv pairs occurred. At first, as
in Alarka, the osi was square and the adenelv rectangular, but then as this practice grew many osi
changed to be circular or octagonal shape, yet the rectangular shaped adenelv persisted. From 1700
to 1838 a considerable variability occurred from site to site in terms of structure shape. ChotaTanasee and Toqua had all circular and rectangular domestic structures, Tomotley a mix of square
and rectangular, Mialoquo rectangular and circular, Townsend a mix of rectangular, circular, and
octagonal.
In public structures one noticeable pattern comes from the size of townhouses, as no matter
if a structure is built circular, octagonal, or square in shape the trend following the sixteenth century
of increasing structure area continues.
To this point, I have presented quantitative and qualitative data in the form of figures,
tables, and correlation plots for the architectural features present at each of the 21 case studies.
The following Chapter 6 answers research questions laid out in Chapter 1 involving survivance,
rebuilding practices, settlement patterning, and how architectural features may have been changed
or persisted through the late seventeenth to early eighteenth centuries (characterized as the English
Contact period.
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Figure 5.32: Scatter Plot for Structure Area and Hearth Area (m2)
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Figure 5.33: Scatter Plot for Structure Area (m2) and Occupational Period
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Figure 5.34: Scatter Plot for Structure Area (m2) to Structure Shape

CHAPTER VI: DISCUSSION
In this chapter, I integrate the data and results of Chapter 5 to evaluate how patterning of
settlement spatial organization, architectural orientation, and household groupings in village sites
indicate survivance practices of Ani-Kitu Hwagi house groups and settlements. . Quantitative data
alone is not sufficient for a balanced and comprehensive argument, so I give equal footing to
qualitative data. I present in sections below how study of survivance narratives have been and
should be used as part of a dialogue with the Ani-Kitu Hwagi concepts of Gadugi, Gadahu, and
Tohi. Along with these terms, I analyze survivance evidence for each architectural feature included
in this study, including structure areas, hearths, structure shapes, and artifact analyses. Survivance
practices occur not just at the scale of a region wide or settlement, but also as part of daily life in
individual households. Survivance tactics and narrative influences the daily lives of all those living
within each Ani-Kitu Hwagi Town region and networks of related settlements.
Survivance in Architectural Features
There is no such thing as complete, perfect cultural continuity because people may change
how they live their lives, how they govern themselves and others, and how they construct the
environment around them. However, despite the potential for change and variability, people also
maintain and recognize general patterns and practices over time, a comprehensibility that
overarches even large as well as small shifts in how people think about and carry out these patterns
and practices. Survivance is similarly fluid; a perspective of survivance foregrounds the ways
Ani-Kitu Hwagi people adapt to changing landscapes of the world around them, yet also actively
refuse and resist certain kinds of change in favor of continuing cultural lifeways.
I think that fluidity in change offers a basis for comparing the interpretive framework of
survivance and the Ani-Kitu Hwagi term Tohi. Ani Kitu Hwagi scholars describe tohi as the normal
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state of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi, “smoothly flowing, evenly and moderately paced, fluid, and peaceful
(Altman and Belt 2018:14). Tohi recognizes that life is easily changeable, in fact it should be at its
base life is fluid, peaceful, and easy. For things to stop, pause, or stagnate creates severe problems.
This emphasis of fluidity relates to survivance as for a way to understand why architectural features
may change or adapt over time. As life is fluid, these architectural features change slightly over
time, often not abruptly. Over time, public structures such as townhouses grow in size from the
fourteenth to early nineteenth century, while domestic structures fluctuate in size and shape from
household to household, settlement to settlement, or region to region. Rather than disruption, this
variability may in fact indicate that change is fluid in its ease and speed.
Primary Architectural Features
Structure Area
I present area measurements for every structure I include in my analysis in Appendix A
and Figures 5.32-5.34. Data for hearth areas and the occurrence of belongings depend upon
different projects’ methods for excavation and record keeping. Figures 5.32-5.34, correlation plots
that compare structure size, hearth area, and occupational period, and structure shape, factors that
vary in a fluid and interrelated ways. Figures 5.32-5.34, which indicate how structure area varies,
have extremely different patterns depending on the type of structure -- domestic or nondomestic/public.
Domestic houses ranged in size throughout the thirteenth to eighteenth centuries, often
even varying within each settlement; some domestic dwellings in specific settlements have nearly
30 to 50 m2 difference in area (Chota-Tanasee, Coweeta Creek, King, Ledford Island, Nvnvnyi,
Tomotley, Toqua). Hally (2008) discussed this pattern as he interprets data for large primary
domestic structures at King to be evidence for head households that were built as the first structure
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in the area and subsequently kept the same size over time despite stages of rebuilding. Structures
built after these first domestic structures fit into the remaining space, resulting in an average size
range roughly between 30 and 50 m2. I believe the same practice of large first structures and later
smaller structures to fit remaining space occurred in several Ani-Kitu Hwagi contexts. At Coweeta
Creek, the earliest domestic structures (used between the fourteenth and early sixteenth centuries)
are between 60 and 80 m2 and most undergo stages of rebuilding, never really decreasing or
increasing in size. Once the site had large scale public structures in the mid-sixteenth century
however, the domestic structures drop to a range from 30 to 50 m2 and this average size continues
even into the early eighteenth century no matter the shape of the domestic structure (i.e. both square
and circular domestic structures in this time are of this average size) (Figure 5.32).
At Ledford Island, Sullivan (1986) identified domestic dwellings that were massive-between 60 to over 80 m2 --while most domestic structures (like those at Coweeta Creek) average
between roughly 30 and around 50 m2 (Figure 5.32). Once again, no matter the size of the
structures, a majority undergo stages of building and rebuilding with little shift in overall size. I
interpret this patterning of structure size to indicate that these much larger structures in most cases
were the earliest ones in the settlement. For example, at Ledford Island, the largest domestic
structures date to the earliest occupation of the site and were over 80 m2, while the largest structures
built in the middle and later occupations barely reach 70 m2 and most are roughly 30 to 50 m2.
This change shows that (1) this shift in structure size seems to correlate with the introduction of a
large public structure in the site; and (2) the size average is noticeable no matter the structure
shape--structures in the middle and late occupations (some square and some circular) share an
average size range. These two settlements exhibiting these patterns are not from the same Town
regions: Coweeta Creek is in the Ayeli Town region while Ledford Island is in Gawohilvdodi.
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When the transition from single primary domestic structures to paired osi and adenelv
occurred (roughly around the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries) the osi continued to maintain
this general size average seen in the smaller non-founding households from the thirteenth to early
sixteenth century. The adenelv or summer houses were often rectangular and were the same size
or smaller than their paired osi (often between 20 and 40m2); only a small minority of these adenelv
were larger than their paired structure.
Trends in structure area over time shows a continuation of this domestic structure average
size throughout the fourteenth to late eighteenth centuries, with the roughly 30 to 50 or 60 m2
structure area range occurring at sites including Coweeta Creek, Kituhwa, Ledford Island,
Mialoquo, Tomotley, Toqua, and Townsend. Of the 21 case studies, at least 15 of them fall within
this Ani-Kitu Hwagi architectural average; several of these sites also include larger (60 to 80+ m2)
houses that may be the first domestic structures at the site. The average structure sizes during the
late seventeenth to early eighteenth century do not seem to change much at all, beyond some minor
decline in size by the late Mialoquo site occupation. Sites like the Townsend settlements,
Tomotley, and Chota-Tanasee, which all have major occupational settings within this English
Contact period have average domestic structure sizes between 30 and 50 m2.
Shown in Figure 5.32, there is a tight cluster of domestic structures throughout all periods,
with a few evenly spaced outliers. Green data points with relatively small structure sizes and large
hearths are early structures at sites used from 1250-1450, which shows hearths were quite large at
this point even in structures which matched the average Ani-Kitu Hwagi domestic structure in later
centuries. During the sixteenth century there are once again larger hearths in the early 1500’s and
smaller hearths (like hearths found from the seventeenth to eighteenth centuries) in the later
1500’s. This change can be considered an active adaptation to the changing cultural landscape as
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the sixteenth century involves political change, Ani-Kitu Hwagi movement to the Gawohilvdodi
(Overhill) region, and Spanish Colonialism.
Just as domestic structures have a clear trend in architectural average size throughout the
fourteenth to late eighteenth century, public architecture likewise has a clear pattern: these
structures continuously grow over time , indicating people placing priority on more space, perhaps
due to political and social organization that depended upon larger gathering so people that could
be due to several factors such as greater integration of larger territories or changing ideas about
personal space (Figure 5.32-5.34). Although the population increase in major settlements might be
attributed to European entanglement in some way, the pattern of public structures or townhouses
increasing in size during this time is surprising. If European contact created a social, political, and
economic turbulence that disrupted the very fabric of Indigenous society, then one might expect
most aspects of these groups would decline. Instead, the average size of both domestic structures
and townhouse increased, indicating more time and labor—gadugi—invested at home and for the
public. During the fourteenth and early sixteenth centuries, townhouses and other public structures
grew from around or below 100 m2 to over 180 m2 by the early sixteenth-century Ledford Island
occupation. From the early seventeenth to early eighteenth century, another increase in size
occurred, with townhouses ranging from 210 to over 250 m2, and then again in the early to late
eighteenth century, with even further growth of townhouses to between 250 and 300 m2, triple the
size of townhouses from 400 years earlier. Along with this continuous growth, most townhouses
(including those seen at Chattooga, Chota-Tanasee, Coweeta Creek, Ledford Island, Toqua and
possibly Mialoquo) underwent between two and six rebuilding phases over time in which the
structure size would stayed relatively the same or drastically increased in size, but never decreased
(Rodning 2011:142). Creating ever larger structures during disruptive periods of turbulent physical
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and social landscapes is one way Ani-Kitu Hwagi people actively resisted and refused the effects
of European entanglement.
There is an interesting trend of increasing and decreasing in size visible within Figure 5.33
as well that should be noted. There are two drops in minimum domestic structure size (the first
drop also presenting a decrease in public structure size) each of which can be associated with
change on the cultural landscape. The first drop occurs during the sixteenth century which involves
Spanish Colonialism, movement to the Gawohilvdodi region, and political changes, while the
second drop involves the “Shatter Zone” model with the late seventeenth to eighteenth centuries
involving population displacement, widespread disease, increased Indigenous slave trade, and
political disruption with the efforts of settler colonialism. It can be shown though that during this
second drop, community townhouses continue to extensively grow. The townhouses in Ani-Kitu
Hwagi Mother Towns (Cowee and Kituhwa) and the Cherokee Republic capital at New Echota
seem to not notice this change as they are massive in size and only grow from one settlement to
the next over time with the New Echota townhouse built over 1,000 m2 in structure area. What is
shown by this dropping and growing is that even as there are considerable changes occurring to
the world around them, many Ani-Kitu Hwagi families and communities are strategically adapting
or resisting. Adapting in their domestic dwellings and resisting or persevering in their public
structures. This work is not meant to discount the hardships anyone went through during these
times of European invasion, instead it is meant to highlight if a period is going to be described as
disruptive or destructive, then ample study must be given to what survivance narrative and tactics
are identifiable.
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Hearths
Like the dynamics I present regarding domestic structure average sizes, central hearths in
domestic structures stayed relatively similar in size over the fourteenth to eighteenth centuries. No
matter whether a settlement had a long or short occupation, large or small domestic structures, or
differing structure shapes, hearths in domestic dwellings generally stayed around 1 to 2 m2 in area.
Hearths at the Alarka, Coweeta Creek, King, and Townsend sites--settlements differing greatly in
their date of occupation, primary structure shape, and settlement pattern--all fit within this average
hearth area. The Alarka, Coweeta Creek, and Townsend sites are on the low end of this average,
while the King site hearths are similar in size but are on average at the larger end of the scale, from
1.5 to 2 m2 (Figure 5.32).
As the public structures grew, so did the hearths (in most instances) with hearths at ChotaTanasee, Coweeta Creek, Kituhwa, and Tomotley much larger than domestic structure hearths at
the same site or sites in their region. Additionally, hearths at Chota-Tanasee and Coweeta Creek
townhouses increased in size as the structures underwent rebuilding stages and as these public
structures increased in size during the rebuilding process.
Beyond the size of these hearths, each hearth functioned as a center place or social anchor
to those living in the community’s domestic structures or near and associated with a public
structure. Furthermore, each public structure and domestic household functioned as a center place
as well. Swimmer’s description of the New Fire Ceremony tells how a domestic or public structure
was rebuilt in place or nearly in place, and when the new year came, the hearth fires were reignited
in the same or rebuilt hearths (Mooney 1900). These areas, however, always have an eternal fire,
meaning that even if a hearth was physically buried and covered over during the rebuilding process
and people constructed a new hearth, both the new and old hearth continued to be recognized as
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one and the same, both living and active. Each hearth included a sacred fire rekindled over time,
the ash of which was cleaned out and placed within a Skeona or places of the spirit (Rodning
2015:167), noted by Alexander Longe (Corkran 1969:36-37) to be where the ashes were placed
after being cleaned out and were physically presented in the form of pits in the vicinity of the
Coweeta Creek townhouse.
Hearth measurements were not available for all the structures included in this study, but
each domestic structure and main public structure surely had a hearth. Just as the hearths had
cultural importance (as the New Fire Ceremony and Mound and the Constant Fire stories have
told), they also were implements for cooking food and heating structures. As a fire to cook with
and gain warmth from was a necessity for the Ani-Kitu Hwagi people living in domestic domains
it should be assumed that structures for which hearth measurement data is not presentable and
structures which have not had hearths identified in them during excavation did in fact contain
hearths which were simply not identified during earlier archaeological research.
Structure Shape
The shape of structures in Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlements varied over time, with two main
shape preferences. From the fourteenth to late sixteenth centuries, structures are most often square.
Around the early seventeenth century, the change from single square structures to paired in the
form of circular or octagonal osi with rectangular adenelv. The Brasstown Valley and Townsend
site are early areas for this change; Brasstown Valley has an early version of the osi and adenelv
paired houses, with the osi square. By the early seventeenth century osi were circular while adenelv
were rectangular.
This change in household-built environment was temporal and regional-- square shaped
structures continued to be built in Ayeli Town settlements and at the Gawohilvdodi town of
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Tomotley (a coalescent community which contained people from the Ayeli Town among other
Town regions) into the eighteenth century. The osi and adenelv pairing is most often seen in
Gadushi and Gawohilvdodi settlements.
In some cases, this change in structure shape may have been due in part to the difficulties
of the seventeenth to eighteenth centuries, but it also may have something to do with the increased
size of some of these settlements’ public structures (Figure 5.34). Around the time that the paired
osi and adenelv began to become more common, the number of interior support posts in public
structures increased from four to eight, and these structures also change in shape and size.
Examples of townhouses with four posts include Coweeta Creek, Ledford Island, and Toqua.
Those with eight support includes Chattooga as an early example and then Chota-Tanasee:
“the Chattooga townhouse excavations confirm that council houses with four major
roof supports are chronologically earlier than those with eight major roof supports.
Only at Chota-Tanasee is this sequence duplicated, although Cherokee townhouses
with four major roof supports posts are recorded at Toqua and earlier council houses
at Coweeta Creek and the Mouse Creek Phase sites also exhibit this pattern,”
(Schroedl 2001:288).
A shift in the number of roof supports could have been due to engineering requirements to
compensate for the increase in size of these structures. However, evidence from Chota-Tanasee
shows that an increase in the number of roof supports may have made it easier for a structure to be
circular or octagonal rather than square. Schroedl (2001) noted that at excavations in Chattooga
the domestic structures were mostly built in osi and adenelv patterns as seen in the Gawohilvdodi
Town region. This similarity in structures from different regions pushed Schroedl (2001:288)
towards the idea that “with the Chattooga townhouse being closely comparable to townhouses
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recorded for Overhill villages, it demonstrates that the Cherokee cultural blueprint regulating the
overall dimensions, plan, and internal features of townhouse probably were remarkably similar
throughout the Cherokee settlements,”. My evaluation of different Town regions of the Ani-Kitu
Hwagi shows strong similarity in structure shapes over time throughout different regions.
The change to circular or octagonal structures could have also been due to the increased
structure size at settlements with townhouses. As a settlement grew, a larger townhouse was
needed to accommodate more people for meetings and ceremonies. To add to the square shape of
the fifteenth to seventeenth century townhouses required more roof supports, making a larger
circular or octagonal shape possible. Later forms change in shape and size, partially due to the
increase in population size/density within large settlements as well as changing village
demography and the importance of clans in village life. Schroedl (2000:220) argues that the new
townhouse at Chota-Tanasee had seven partitioned benches, perhaps reflecting the seven
matrilineal clans of Ani Kitu Hwagi villages. The same trend of seven benches occurred in the
townhouse rebuilding at Chattooga, although the addition of more internal roof supports took place
before 1740 CE. (Marcoux 2008:105). The increase in population may have been due to
displacement as much as demographic growth. The larger townhouse trend prioritizes more people
coming together at one time, perhaps indicating a greater territory or size of networks.
Belonging Analysis
From the thirteenth to early nineteenth century, ceramic assemblages at settlements
changed and were marked by several regional differences. I evaluated ceramic data from the Ayeli,
Gadushi, and Gawohilvdodi Towns; the Gadushi and Gawohilvdodi Town settlements share
several similarities with each another.
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Gadushi settlement ceramic data from Ela, Garden Creek, Kituhwa, Nvnvnyi, Tuckasegee,
and Warren Wilson have several clear trends. During the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries, Garden
Creek and Warren Wilson ceramics ha primarily rectilinear complicated stamped exterior surfaces,
with a small number of curvilinear complicated stamped pottery. By the early sixteenth to late
seventeenth century, the Ela, Kituhwa, and Nvnvnyi sites had similar amounts of both curvilinear
and rectilinear complicated stamped exterior surfaces (Greene 1996). By the later seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, the move to mainly curvilinear complicated stamped ceramics occurred,
shown in the ceramic assemblage of Tuckasegee.
The Ayeli Town ceramic assemblage is based on evidence from Coweeta Creek and Riggs
and Rodning (2007). At Coweeta Creek, the most common temper was fine grit and the typical
exterior surface treatment was rectilinear complicated stamping. Riggs and Rodning (2007) offers
more details about Qualla series ceramics of North Carolina, giving attention to much of the Ayeli
and Ugedaligv Town regions. During the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries (called the Early Qualla
by Riggs and Rodning 2007: 11), “wares were grit-tempered, with rectilinear complicatedstamped, check-stamped, or plain/burnished surfaces, smudge, burnished interiors, and simple
rims,” the same as the ceramic assemblage from Coweeta Creek during the same period .
From the sixteenth century to the nineteenth century, grit tempering and rectilinear
complicated-stamped exterior surfaces continued with some slight changes in rim forms. This
same pattern continues into the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries: “in Qualla series
ceramics, samples from the post-1780 settlements of Cootlohee and Takwa’hi exhibit rectilinear
complicated-stamped or check-stamped jars with notched or plain applique rim strips and gently
recurvate profiles” (Riggs and Rodning 2007: 12). Curvilinear complicated stamping is rare from
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the fourteenth to nineteenth century in the Ayeli region, unlike the patterns often seen in the
Gadushi and Gawohilvdodi regions.
Gawohilvdodi settlements are highly like those in the Gadushi region, but with some extra
ceramic styles. At fifteenth to seventeenth century Loy and Ledford Island, shell is the main temper
with mostly cordmarked or plain exterior surface treatments. By the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries, the Townsend site is an oddity because it had two typical tempers:
Households 1 and 2 had shell tempered ceramics and Households 3, 4, and 5 had gravel tempered
pottery. Marcoux (year) characterized the Townsend sites as coalescent communities, which
means that those living in these households did not all originate from the same settlement.
Specifically, those living in residents in Households 1 and 2 came from the same parent settlement
or lived in the same Ani-Kitu Hwagi region, while those living in Households 3, 4, and 5 came
from another parent settlement or lived in the same region, most likely different from that of
Households 1 and 2 families. Although different tempers occurred in Townsend site households,
plain exterior surface treatments occurred in all these households., This consistent appearance may
show that residents may have come from different settlements and areas, but they were all still
able to adopt a plain surface treatment as an active way to resist the change occurring around them
by creating community-based ties with each another.
During the mid to late eighteenth century in the Gawohilvdodi region, the Tomotley and
Mialoquo sites continued the practice of shell temper, with plain and curvilinear complicated
stamping most common for ceramic exterior surface treatments. Tomotley had rectilinear stamped
ceramics as well; Tomotley is in the Gawohilvdodi region, but was occupied by those from the
Ayeli, Eladige, and Ugedaligv Towns. I believe the settlement’s location near the Mialoquo,
Toqua, and Chota-Tanasee sites on the Little Tennessee River encouraged practices of
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Gawohilvdodi ceramic traditions blended with those of other places. Both plain and rectilinear
stamped surface treatments occurred even though these styles are not often found together.
These patterns of belongings and architecture occurring at several of the 21 case studies
provide another look into Ani-Kitu Hwagi survivance. Each settlement had its own ceramic
tradition, which was partially governed by traditions enacted at the regional level. Settlements like
Tomotley or the Townsend sites stand out as communities of people from different origin villages
or town regions, who although they have physically moved from their original center places or
social anchors, they continued the traditions from these origin villages or regions, shown in the
ceramic traditions and architectural features presented above.
Rebuilding Phases: Continuity and Resiliency
The residence is a stable object that exemplifies the condition of identity unfolding in
change (Joyce 2019:198). At several sites throughout the Ani-Kitu Hwagi Town regions and even
outside of these regions, both domestic and public structures underwent a process of building,
burning, and rebuilding over time. The practice of rebuilding structures was most likely an act
undertaken as generational change in that locale; Rodning (2004:152-153) stated that “some
renovations probably entailed the replacement of specific posts and timbers. Periodically,
however, entire structures were rebuilt,”. The age of building materials did not matter in the timing
of rebuilding, as routine renovations could have taken care of typical maintenance, however the
act of fully burning and rebuilding a structure in place seems to be an act of continuity and
resiliency. Seen at the Chattooga, Coweeta Creek, King, Kituhwa, Ledford Island, Loy, and
Warren Wilson sites, which are associated with the Ayeli, Eladige, Gadushi, and Gawohilvdodi
Towns, the act of rebuilding structures occurred from the fourteenth to eighteenth centuries. As
routinely stable cultural objects, structures are good candidates for studying patterns before and
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during European contact phases. Joyce (2019:198) captures this sentiment: “the rebuilding of
structures as representative material manifestations of the rebuilding of culture: consistently
present but never forced to remain “the same”,”. Rebuilding as an act of a family over generations
can be thought of as the continuation of family/clan ties over time, meaning the act of rebuilding
domestic structures (and public structures at times) was an activity done primarily by the women
living within the household. Women existed as the only permanent members of a household, as
when men would marry, they would move to their wife’s household, “husbands were outsiders;
that is, they were not kinsmen,” (Perdue 1998:42). Along with women being the permanent
household members, they conducted the cooking and farming of land both near the household and
for the entire community while the men conducted work including hunting and regional politics
(although women had considerable political influence as well).
Because rebuilding took place in many sites from different Town regions, the act of
renewal and recreation appears to be regionally based yet more common during a particular period.
Settlements and structures accommodated the needs of the people of each area, and more broadly,
a general practice of Ani-Kitu Hwagi Town regions. By this, I mean both a sense of continuity in
cultural practices and an adaptation to uniqueness and resilience in change.
Rebuilding occurred in both domestic and public architecture. Each structure was built and
rebuilt by families of different generations, Mooney’s (1900) oral traditions of Swimmer and John
Ax relating the ceremony of New Fire is a sequence of building and rebuilding. Just as a new fire
was created at the start of a new year, when a new home was rebuilt, embers from the townhouse
hearth relit the new constant flame for the dwelling’s new hearth. In these dwellings, the hearth
was always placed in the exact same area as previous ones, showing that this new fire was a
continuation of past hearths and thus a constant ever-burning fire.
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Looking first at evidence from domestic structures, houses at the Coweeta Creek, King,
Ledford Island, Loy, and Warren Wilson sites were rebuilt; in some cases, these structures were
taken apart before being rebuilt. For example, at Coweeta Creek, Loy, and Warren Wilson,
evidence in the form of burnt floor areas and burnt or charred wall posts or other building debris
indicate that the structure was partially or fully burned down and then rebuilt in place. At Loy and
Warren Wilson, the floors were built lower than the surrounding ground level, and when a new
stage was started “the floor was cleared or lowered each time, thus providing a clean floor for each
new structure” (Polhemus 1998:50). At Coweeta Creek, a different way of rebuilding in place
involved successive stages of each structure superimposed over one another; people living here
did make each floor lower than the previous one, but instead superimposed a new floor over the
old floor and left-over debris to create a new floor slightly higher than the older one. The Ledford
Island site had domestic structures with rebuilding stages, and several houses had hearths. Based
on the presence of these hearths, which would have been partially destroyed or impacted if the Loy
or Warren Wilson practice were followed here, the Ledford Island domestic structures were rebuilt
similarly to Coweeta Creek’s.
At King, rebuilding involved burning structures to the ground prior to rebuilding (Hally
2008: 56); the King site drew upon both rebuilding styles in some ways. When Primary domestic
structures rebuilding was done by cleaning, the old floor surface and features such as hearths that
protruded above it were leveled so that only the last stage of construction was preserved. Because
the floors were cleaned and aboveground portions of hearths removed, the King site looks more
like Loy or Warren Wilson, but at the same time individual measurements for the hearths of several
different rebuilding stages at structures at the King site indicate that portions of these hearths were
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left at least partially untouched. The King site people did not quite make a floor below its previous
one as much as they cleaned the previous floor and installed new hearths and support posts.
These labor divisions were not completely rigid however, as Theda Perdue (1998:18) notes,
“men and women often willingly helped one another. Men assisted in several agricultural chores
including the arduous task of clearing fields and harvesting crops. The men chopped down saplings
with stone hatchets and burned the underbrush. From large trees they stripped away bark, which
would be used in constructing houses,”. With this partially rigid-partially open labor division in
mind, it can be assumed that households were rebuilt in accordance with generational change
(perhaps when a daughter was married or children were born) based on the women and then both
men and women from the household in question would have assisted in the deconstruction and
rebuilding of a new domestic dwelling. Besides this possible involvement in the construction of
houses, men knew the home and the hearth were part of the woman’s domain so most aspects of
taking care of the home and the hearth were done by women.
When looking at rebuilt public structures, the townhouses at Chattooga, Coweeta Creek,
Kituhwa, and Ledford Island provide several examples of townhouses dating from roughly the
fourteenth to eighteenth centuries. In the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries, Ledford Island’s
townhouse had five over-building stages. Each of these stages had the same width, length, and
overall area, which may be due the steps of the process similar to the one Hally (2008) described.
As the rebuilding method might leave behind only remnants of the final house floor (including its
features and posts), Ledford Island may have undergone a similar rebuilding style and thus
although evidence exists of at least five building stages (from the five known hearths of the
townhouse) the size of the townhouse is certain for only one stage. The first few stages of the
townhouse at Ledford Island may have been smaller and eventually grew as it went through phases
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of building, burning, and rebuilding. Chattooga, Coweeta Creek, and Kituhwa, are three rather
similar townhouses in terms of how they were built and the patterns of construction. Each of the
townhouse structures at these sites were compared (Moore 2009; Rodning 2004:145-146). Both
Chattooga and Coweeta Creek had townhouses during the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries and the
mid-eighteenth to nineteenth centuries. Each stage of these townhouses was square or square with
rounded corners, which was a common preference of the fourteenth to early eighteenth centuries.
However, Rodning (2011) noted that the other Contact period (by the mid-eighteenth to nineteenth
century) townhouses were all circular or octagonal in shape. This also corresponds with when a
shift occurred in which domestic structures transitioned from square structures with several
rebuilding stages to more osi and adenelv pairings with circular or octagonal osi and paired
rectangular adenelv. These shifts may have been part of an overall pattern of the time, as several
avenues of change occurred to adapt to the new landscape of the time while also continue cultural
practices.
At Kituhwa, Moore (2009) compared Coweeta Creek domestic structures to the remains of
households of two village areas near the Kituhwa mound as well as the Coweeta Creek
townhouse’s shape, size, and orientation to what was found during GPR testing at Kituhwa.
Excavations at the Coweeta Creek (31MA34) revealed a series of six townhouse stages stacked
one on top of the other, “while individual townhouse stages have not yet been identified in GPR
results for Kituhwa, the top-to-bottom depth of the GPR signal there is approximately equal to the
1-meter band within which the first three Coweeta Creek townhouse stages were found. Therefore,
it is likely that more than one townhouse stage lies beneath the Kituhwa mound,” (Moore 2009:75).
As structures were rebuilt, they changed in orientation and size, or they moved in a cardinal
direction, so they were not always built right over the previous structures but at times off towards
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one direction or another. However, they usually stayed the same shape over time and continued
cultural patterns of how both domestic and public structures were built and perceived: “the practice
of replicating the townhouse in rebuilding it ensured, whether intentionally or not, that people
moved through public space within their community along the same pathways as their predecessors
had, and as their descendants would in years to come,” (Rodning 2004:146). This quote presents
by far the most important reason for rebuilding over time--it made a connection between all the
people who would call a space home. This connection relates to survivance, as the rebuilding of a
structure was not just a family needing a newer home or the community needing a new public
space; rebuilt structures acted as physical, material manifestations of culture (Joyce 2019:198),
and as the structures were built and rebuilt, so would the cultural practices and the people’s ties to
their community, settlement, region, and culture overall.
Evidence of rebuilding both domestic and public structures indicate a strong practice of
maintaining respect for space. I think that for houses to be rebuilt, those living there must have felt
tied to the space in some way whether due to what occurred there in their lifetimes or perhaps their
ancestors’ lifetimes. I recognize in the archaeological evidence practices of respect for space
depending on each Ani-Kitu Hwagi or related context. At Warren Wilson, rebuilding of structures
over time combined with a lack of construction of new houses over previously used spaces. In the
Warren Wilson site, twelve palisade stages successively expanded the area encompassed by the
palisade. Along with this growth, houses at Warren Wilson were not all used at the same time; for
example, D and E were much older than B, C, N, M, L, H, and I. However, even when people
partially cleared the space where houses D and E once stood, no new houses were built over them.
When houses A, F, and G were built, rebuilt, and eventually burned for the last time, no new houses
were built over them. Instead of using the available “unoccupied” space for building new homes
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so that the site would not have to expand, residents made an active choice not to build over these
spaces. Just as the household and its associated internal hearth had been a center place, an anchor
for a family, the space on which the house once stood was also still a center place that was
respected and not destroyed or disturbed to a large degree.
This space respectful practice can be seen at Town Creek as well. Public structures at Town
Creek were built over earlier public structures, updating the use of the space and keeping the
center place active. Enclosed circular structures surrounded spaces that started as houses but later
evolved into cemetery areas. The use of the space may have changed, but this allowed a kin group
to remain attached to their ancestors, “overall continuity in the use of space implies residents of
the community were not only aware of preceding activities and constructions, but that they also
acknowledged these earlier events. Large scale examples of this are in the maintenance of the
integrity of the plaza by the placement of buildings on its periphery,” (Boudreaux year:260).
Although Town Creek is Pee Dee, it shares practices for the maintenance and continuation of
spaces within a settlement like that of Ani-Kitu Hwagi sites throughout the thirteenth to
seventeenth centuries and even into the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
The act of rebuilding within Ani-Kitu Hwagi communities also relates to the values and
practices gadugi and gadahu. Gadahu focuses on the relationships between people and the material
world, much in the same way as the concept of center places (Rodning 2004, 2015) and from the
priorities and knowledge shared by Swimmer and John Ax (Mooney 1900). Just as center places
exist at ever growing levels, gadahu is associated with “people, the physical place, buildings, and
other elements of settlement, and is the observable, tangible qualities of communities,” (Townsend
et. al. 2020:250). Gadugi works as “acts of daily life to create, re-create, and sustain gadahu, social
action. Gadahu is created and sustained by gadugi, and gadahu is the necessary place in which to
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carry out the duties of gadugi,” (Townsend et. al. 2020:255). Comparing these terms and their
meanings to what is seen in architecture in this study, the act of rebuilding directly correlates to
gadugi, as rebuilding creates, re-creates, and sustains the people’s ties to the physical place. These
terms aid in this study’s interest in Ani-Kitu Hwagi resiliency, continuity, and survival because
they focus on how the materiality of the architecture and its residents actively engage with the
world around them, create, and re-create their ties to place by rebuilding both central interior
hearths, domestic structures, and public townhouses over decades and centuries of a settlement’s
existence and use.
Rebuilding is seen in domestic structures at least until the early seventeenth century and in
public structures into the eighteenth century, however, why did this practice seemingly come to a
halt. No clear answer is providable, but my best guesses would involve the changing landscape of
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries with how men’s and women’s roles were at that time
perceived. Theda Perdue (1998:106) states that, “more than likely, Cherokees perceived towns to
be too vulnerable to invading armies as towns were a viable defense strategy only if warfare
consisted of periodic raids. Cherokees abandoned some towns altogether,”. The townhouses and
other public/ceremonial sites in these settlements would remain intact, however as the towns began
to dissolve domestically and depopulation set in it became much harder on clan relations. Theda
Perdue (1998:107) mentions that “when people no longer lived together, the traditional role of the
clan became far more difficult to maintain. Families increasingly became nuclear, with women
less often sharing work with other women. Towns had formed political, religious, and social unites
which still mattered, but the complex function of towns faltered,”. From this, it can be assumed
that rebuilding in domestic dwellings was no longer something advantageous to the Ani-Kitu
Hwagi families living within them. In terms of survivance at this time, although the practice of
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rebuilding exits the domestic world, domestic dwellings are adapted to the changing landscape of
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The overall size of structures continued to follow patterns
prior to this period, and the act of rebuilding remained in effect for larger townhouses and other
public structures as these center places continued to be recognizable on the Ani-Kitu Hwagi
cultural landscape.
Settlement Patterning, Household Areas, and Resiliency
How people build and expand a settlement is not done randomly or without purpose;
defined practices often followed were adjusted depending on location (Steere 2011; Rodning
2004). The spatial layouts of towns varied according to the “contours of local landscapes and the
numbers of households and houses present within them. A town, nevertheless, was always
manifested as a place that was marked by a townhouse and an adjacent plaza,” (Rodning
2004:414). The townhouse and its associated hearth was a center place attaching the community
to a spot on the landscape. When settlements were created and expanded, stylistic decisions made
each settlement archaeologists now excavate their own independent entity. Even though each
settlement was unique, residents were still a part of the larger Ani-Kitu Hwagi culture and
therefore shared widespread ideals about how a settlement should be arranged. Each of the 21 case
studies in my research are unique, but still share several patterns at the settlement and household
scales of analysis. At times these patterns appear to be a strategy or tactic of survivance; even when
European contact increased and the world around these settlements became more unstable, overall
patterns persisted through the late seventeenth to early eighteenth century and after.
From roughly 1200 to 1550 CE the switch to relatively widely spaces of domestic
structures may indicate a social shift in the importance of the nuclear family and clan kinship in
settlement (Steere 2011). Just as the townhouse and its hearth act as center places on the landscape
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for those connected to them, the household and its hearth were center places for the families who
lived there. When domestic buildings began were farther apart from each another, the structures
of these households were still close to one another and these household clusters of several different
settlements still followed a general trend for how they were situated within the town. At Coweeta
Creek, King, and Warren Wilson a definite trend was for households to surround or be near the
town’s public plaza area. These plazas often had little to nothing built within them besides the
townhouses or other public structures. The details for each site’s spatial arrangement and
alignment may have been different, but they did uphold general patterns. At King, for example,
Hally (2008) identified at least six, if not more, household clusters that had a large domestic
structure that the rest of the household cluster was built around. These households included the
large domestic structure it was centered upon along with smaller domestic structures and
rectangular storage structures. At its peak population, “the King site appears to have been
composed of several multi-family households arranged around a central plaza and townhouse.
These households would have been autonomous in terms of day-to-day subsistence, and had
granaries for household-level food stores, but could have worked as a larger productive unit for
community-level projects” (Steere 2011:194).
At Coweeta Creek, domestic structures were located around the town plaza along with the
townhouse. Like the King site, these domestic structures were square and rebuilt over time. This
rebuilding of structures of both the domestic and public life furthers the connection individuals
had within their nuclear families while the rebuilding of townhouses or other public structures
increased the individual’s connection to their community and culture.
Ledford Island and Kituhwa share similarities to this settlement plan and spatial patterning
of domestic structures. In addition, they share patterns of square main domestic structures as well
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as townhouses that were rebuilt several times. It is not known to what extent the Kituhwa
townhouse was rebuilt, but considerable similarities exist between the Coweeta Creek and
Kituhwa townhouses in their shape, orientation (including an entrance facing the southeast), and
the location, shape, and size of domestic structures in Coweeta Creek and those of village Area 4
near the Kituhwa mound.
After 1550 CE and continuing through the eighteenth century, domestic structures changed
in overall style and shape, however multi-family households with associated storage structures
continued. Unlike the earlier Coweeta Creek, King, Ledford Island, and Warren Wilson sites, a
noticeable change occurred in households to paired structures: “the material remains of households
are consistent from site to site. The osi and adenelv pattern described in several eighteenth-century
accounts of Cherokee communities can be clearly identified at Alarka Farmstead, Brasstown
Valley, Chota-Tanasee, Toqua, and Townsend, household clusters consisting of a round winter
house, rectangular summer house, an open work area, and burials with storage buildings or large
storage pits at times” (Steere 2011:196). Of these , Brasstown Valley dates to earlier than the
eighteenth century (during the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries) and thus has both pre-European
and post-European contact domestic structure patterns. While Brasstown Valley had paired winter
and summer structures, winter structures were still square like primary houses at the Coweeta
Creek or King sites, paired with rectangular summer structures in the eighteenth-century style seen
at Alarka, Chota-Tanasee, Toqua, and Townsend.
These paired houses continued to be built in household clusters more widely spaced than
occurred in fifteenth to seventeenth century sites, which is an example of continuity and resiliency,
as this practice of building households farther and farther away from each another occurred prior
to the inception of European conflict. Public architecture surrounded by open plazas remained a
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foundational spatial relationship until the nineteenth century; however, the density of settlement
amidst this combination changed drastically. Whereas sixteenth-century towns like the King site
in Georgia and Ledford Island in eastern Tennessee were compact and densely settled, evidence
from Chattooga, Chota-Tanasee, and Coweeta Creek suggest that domestic structures were widely
spaced within late seventeenth to early eighteenth-century towns (Marcoux 2008:105; Rodning
2004:418-419; Schroedl 1986:539).
The late seventeenth century to eighteenth century dynamics affected the Ani-Kitu Hwagi
people in terms of population displacement, economic disruption, widespread disease, and slavery,
yet more prominent was the vivid survivance of how people planned settlements and individual
households within their cultural landscape. At Chota-Tanasee and Toqua, larger towns that
included townhouses, pavilions, and plazas, “house pairs are more closely spaced, but are still
separated by at least ten meters, and most are spaced farther than the household clusters in most
Late Mississippian settlements. The redundancy of domestic architecture and the wide spacing of
household clusters suggest that households were economically independent on a daily basis,”
(Steere 2011:197). Even with English invasion into their cultural landscape, people followed
patterns in creating domestic structures around the region. So, large towns were resilient.
At much smaller settlements, the Townsend site for example, these patterns were upheld,
as well. Marcoux (2008) characterized the Townsend site, as a coalescent community . Based on
my comparative research, I think that a coalescent community was an active strategy or tactic of
survivance, as it asserts that the community of the Townsend site built this settlement “as a strategy
to negotiate the population loss and violence associated with the shatter zone between 1650-1715
CE,” (Marcoux 2008:259). Those living in this settlement had pottery styles that varied by
household, indicating that part of being a coalescent community meant that residents likely came
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from several different settlements to form a group of households. Resilience through maintaining
traditions and practices in small communities.
After this period, during the middle to late eighteenth to early nineteenth century, necessary
adaptations to the changing landscape happened along with continued use of established settlement
plans and practices. Tomotley and Mialoquo stand out as examples. Tomotley had a townhouse
similar in size to those of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries but was octagonal and associated
with an attached summer townhouse like late seventeenth to early eighteenth-century settlements.
At Tomotley, the settlement is divided into several household-like areas that were spaced apart
from each another but were still close to the Tomotley townhouse (Baden 1983). In Areas 1, 2, 4,
and 5 only rectangular structures forming household areas using osi and adenelv pairing. However,
this site also had square structures in Area 3 that were built near the Tomotley townhouse and
plaza, reminiscent of the Coweeta Creek, King, and Ledford Island sites. Why would two
completely different settlement patterns be seen in a site at this point? Baden (1983) noted that the
site was a community made of people from the Lower, Valley, and Middle towns who searched
for a new area to live in an active form of resistance to the European invasion. This means that at
Tomotley the continuation of several different regional practices as well as widespread cultural
practices were strategies to continue living according to their preferences. Tomotley could thus be
considered a coalescent community like the Townsend, as it seems to conform to the same
parameters as the Townsend site: dispersed household areas of people who follow distinctive
traditions from disparate regions. The only difference from the Townsend site is that at Tomotley
these different families came from completely different Town regions and yet they were able to
consolidate into a new community through the creation of the Tomotley townhouse as a new center
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place. Townsend never had that public center place. The Tomotley townhouse was a way to anchor
this new community together despite the many differences in architectural practices.
Mialoquo, contemporaneous with Tomotley (Rodning 2011), is another example of a site
divided into several areas at a distance from the public structure. Mialoquo had five household
areas, but only areas 3, 4, and 5 had architectural remains. Areas 3 and 4 had domestic architecture
and area 5 had the townhouse. Like earlier sites, Mialoquo followed a pattern of domestic
structures increasingly separated from each another yet still anchored via the household and
townhouse center places. Mialoquo had mostly all rectangular houses, and one circular domestic
structure, and an octagonal townhouse. This townhouse was similar in shape to townhouses of
Chota-Tanasee, Tomotley, and Toqua as well as the later New Echota townhouse. Although only
one circular structure was identified, based on its size and shape to previous osi, I argue that the
circular structure is likewise an osi and the rectangular structures are adenelv. More osi may not
have been identified due to previous disruptive practices like destructive farming. Even in this site,
occupied following the “shatter zone” dynamics of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
century, earlier Ani-Kitu Hwagi settlement patterns and spatial practices persisted. Residents
resiliently survived a time characterized by some scholars as disruptive and turbulent.
Kinship ties should also be mentioned regarding settlement patterns identified throughout
the Ani-Kitu Hwagi landscape, as “the Cherokees of the historic era had seven clans: Aniwahiya
or Wolf; Anikawi or Deer; Anidjiskwa or Bird; Aniwodi or Paint; Anisahoni, perhaps meaning
Blue; Anigotigewi, perhaps Wild Potato; and Anigilohi, perhaps Twister,” (Perdue 1998:42).
Kinship was thought of first by what clan one would belong too from their mother, and second by
who their direct relatives were including their: mother, siblings, maternal grandmother, maternal
uncle, and maternal aunts. Mother’s brothers and the children’s fathers were not related to a
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mother’s child in this way as they were from differing clans originally or had married and moved
out of the household. The importance of stating all this comes from the idea that for a town to be
a town, (aka for a town to have a townhouse or other public structures built in it) the town would
need representatives from each of the seven clans. This could in part why the settlement of the
Townsend sites did not have a townhouse and Tomotley did, even though each of these settlements
could be categorized as a coalescent community. Under this idea, there were enough families in
Tomotley from different clans that a townhouse could be equitable, whereas in Townsend there
were only six households mentioned which may mean that not all the seven clans were represented
in the area and thus a townhouse would not have been constructed.
Colonialism and Survivance
Marcoux (2008: 91) discussed the English Contact period of the late seventeenth to early
eighteenth centuries at the community level when he urges that, “archaeology can contribute a
great deal to understanding the period at the community-level in ways that history simply cannot
given the latter’s reliance on documentary evidence”. This focus on the community level to
evaluate the strategic action of groups negotiating this changing landscape is something I have
done in my research as well. Although I considered 21 sites spanning a range of occupational
periods and geographic regions, I present each site in a way to elucidate patterns and practices of
residents at the community, regional, and cultural scales. Of the sites I analyzed, Chattooga, ChotaTanasee, Coweeta Creek, Kituhwa, Townsend, and Toqua communities are least relevant to the
English Contact period, while the Townsend site directly draws upon Marcoux’s (2008) research.
I argue that to understand the impact of this period for the Ani-Kitu Hwagi people depends upon
identifying and discussing the social, political, and economic changes that happened. Then, the
sites dating to this period must be assessed for similarities or differences with settlements dating
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to pre- or post-English contact. Lastly, survivance must be taken into consideration, especially
how furthering its use can influence future archaeological work.
My research focuses on the question to what extent did this period impact or influence the
architectural practices and settlement patterns of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi. Roughly around this period,
a shift occurred from square structures that were rebuilt over time to paired osi and adenelv at sites
like Chota-Tanasee, Toqua, and Townsend. The general size of the osi conformed to the size range
of the small square primary structures seen during the sixteenth century, so, the shape changed but
the amount of space in primary domestic structures did not despite the efforts of settler colonialism.
People continued to build hearths in the middle of their homes and continued the practice of center
places as family and community anchors to their landscape.
Regional adaptation occurred as well: just as those in the Gadushi and Gawohilvdodi
Towns changed to circular winter and rectangular summer structures with circular or octagonal
townhouses, rebuilt townhouse stages at Chattooga and Coweeta Creek in the Ayeli and Eladige
Towns continued to be built large and in the shapes of square or square with rounded corners,
reminiscent of earlier townhouses at Coweeta Creek, King, Ledford Island, and the fourteenth to
sixteenth century occupations at Toqua. At Kituhwa, even with village areas with eighteenth
century occupation, square with rounded corner domestic houses were built reminiscent of the
Middle Qualla Structure 6 at Coweeta Creek.
The change in the Gadushi and Gawohilvdodi settlements could have been stylistic starting
prior to the late seventeenth to early eighteenth-century English Contact period, but may have
instead been a style introduced via the new trade routes, as osi and adenelv pairings occurred at
the earlier, largely pre-English colonial Brasstown Valley and Alarka Farmstead sites (Rodning
2010; Steere 2011). At Townsend and the later Tomotley sites, appear to have been “coalescent
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communities” made up of diverse groups of people taking refuge from the social, economic, and
political impacts of English entanglement in the “Shatter Zone.” Those living there followed
architectural and settlement patterns from the regions from whence they came while creating a
new community to serve as a social anchor (center place).
A continuation occurred in the spatial pattern of household areas separate from the overall
community, areas that had domestic structures and storage buildings for the use of the residents
but at the same time, at sites like Chota-Tanasee and Toqua, these household areas were situated
close to the community townhouse and other public spaces. Not until later, from 1750-1800, after
the end of the English Contact period, did a shift happen from this pattern to that of Tomotley and
Mialoquo, where the household clusters were separated by over 100 m at times but still situated
near the townhouse other household clusters.
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CONCLUSION
Prior investigations of how disruptive or destructive the landscape became in the southeast
focus on individual settlements, both large and small, and attempt to categorize individual practices
at an overall, culture-wide basis. Research like this continuously nudges forward the idea that what
happens at one site must also be happening at all other sites, or at least all other sites within the
same region for the Ani-Kitu Hwagi. This body of research does not question how resilient the
people living in these villages or towns were, how these people refused certain changes and
adapted to others. My research has worked to make meaningful change, acknowledging that the
Ani-Kitu Hwagi people belong to their own clans and hold ties to the regions in which they live.
The Ani-Kitu Hwagi people had and continue to have an active role in decolonizing the history of
their towns, continuing cultural practices and their own indigenous sovereignty.
This research aims to acknowledge and advocate for further utilization of survivance
grammar and narrative within future archaeological work, whether a study involves the Ani-Kitu
Hwagi or other Indigenous groups. Through presenting data involving architectural styles and
practices, this study has displayed levels of refusal and resistance to oppressive European control
and influence via building a better understanding of Ani-Kitu Hwagi architectural practices not
just at the individual settlement level, but also throughout entire cultural regions and occupational
periods. By using 21 different settlements that vary in size from single home households to largescale Ani-Kitu Hwagi Mother towns (Cowee), I presented archaeological data in Appendix A table
and through correlation graphs (Figures 5.32-5.34) and emphasized general trends in architectural
features seen over time and within cultural regions. Information like a structure’s area (size), shape,
as well as quantity and size of central hearths within structures throughout all the Ani-Kitu Hwagi
regions over time aided in building an understanding of Ani-Kitu Hwagi cultural survivance.
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I identified several notable trends with this research, including a level of continuity and
adaptation over time for domestic architectural size and trends in growth of public structures.
Domestic architecture differed from one settlement to another, such that each settlement was not
completely identical to others. Taken together, an average domestic architectural size was between
30 and 60 m2, with a few outliers anywhere between half and double these sizes. Strong changes
in the standard shape of domestic dwellings, a house’s position within an overall settlement, and
whether houses were commonly rebuilt over time (illustrated in Figure 5.32) occurred in
settlements ranging from the fourteenth to the eighteenth century right through the late seventeenth
and early eighteenth century’s English Contact period and Shatter Zone. The landscape in which
the Ani-Kitu Hwagi lived and continue to live in during this period may have been destructive,
and turbulent when looking at the population displacement, economic disruption, increases in slave
trade, and widespread disease, however cultural practices governing architecture are continued and
adapted.
Public structures (especially townhouses), unlike domestic structures, which seem to exist
in a general size range from the thirteenth to eighteenth centuries, consistently grow over time
following the initial dip in size during the sixteenth century. Early examples from Garden Creek
(thirteenth to fifteenth century) have public structures between just above and below 100 m2. From
the fifteenth to seventeenth century, public structures took a slight dip in size during the sixteenth
century, but then immediately grew once more ranging from 180 m2 on the earlier end to 215 m2
by the mid-seventeenth century. By the late seventeenth to early eighteenth-century, further growth
is indicated-- reaching from 250 to 290 m2-- as townhouses transitioned in shape from square or
square with rounded corner to circular or octagonal. Looking further at the much larger Ani-Kitu
Hwagi towns like Cowee, Kituhwa, and New Echota, townhouses also increase in size, with
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Kituhwa’s around 480 m2, Cowee around 484 m2, and New Echota’s over 1,000 m2. These public
structures were much larger than those found in the more standard/average settlements, which
makes sense if center places in these large-scale towns served more people. Cowee and Kituhwa
functioned as a Mother Town and New Echota was the capital of the Cherokee Republic in the
eighteenth to nineteenth century, which made them center places at the regional or
population/cultural level. They also would have had a drastically higher population size than
smaller settlements, so for a public structure to be a center place to regions around it, building
larger townhouses would be necessary to accommodate a large population. These large-scale,
influential townhouses were also influenced far less by colonial pressures involving economic,
social, and political change as even during times of both domestic and community townhouses
dipping in overall size during the sixteenth century these structures at no point seem to decline
only enlarging over time from Kituhwa, to Cowee, to New Echota.
The hearths within these structures follow a similar trend as well, getting larger as the
townhouses grew or staying proportionally sized in most domestic structures, with most domestic
hearths sized between 1 and 3 m2 with outliers both below and above this number depending on
how large or small domestic structures were. Rebuilt usually as often as the structure, hearths were
built, destroyed, and rebuilt yet still contained the same sacred fire, meaning that the hearths
identified in more recent archaeological studies are thus also still burning.
This work is important to archaeology, cultural landscapes, and households because it
builds directly on the ideas of Gadugi, Gadahu, Osi, and Tohi. Hearths, domestic structures, public
structures, even entire communities, or settlements can be center places, points of navigation on
the landscape that hold together household ties, community relationships, and social dynamics at
the community and individual level (Rodning 2015:169). These points stand as examples of
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physical spaces (Gadahu) that hold within them understanding of a spatial network of relationships
(Gadugi) as well as bring balance (Tohi) and a neutral state of mind (Osi) to those who interact
with them. An Osi is also the name of the usually circular or octagonal (winter) structure in
seventeenth to nineteenth century settlements, and according to Thomas Belt (2009) these
structures always contained a central eternally burning fire and can be regarded as a place to go to
regain one’s neutral state of being.
Now, what does all this have to do with future archaeological work or how cultural
landscapes and households are understood? First, future archaeological work in the known Town
regions and other associated areas should be conducted with the involvement and, if possible,
direction of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi people (especially the Tribal Historic Preservation Office
“THPO” of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians “EBCI”). Doing so builds relationships that may
hinder the continuation of destructive and disruptive archaeological research, moving further
towards fully understanding and respecting the places archaeological work is being conducted and
preserving these physical places for future work and for the Ani-Kitu Hwagi people today. Looking
at archaeological features like architectural remains and hearths in this way enhances
understanding of the materiality of the objects we excavate. Social and cultural meanings are
prescribed to things like architectural features, hearths, ceramic belongings, and trade goods, so
by respecting this idea, archaeologists can begin studying materials as “not passive or meaningless
entities awaiting an infusion of socially constituted meanings, but rather unique beings with
intrinsic powers capable of influencing the world,” (Watts 2018:94).
Another area of importance of this research comes from the number of settlements
presented as well as discussion of each of the Ani-Kitu Hwagi Town regions (Ayeli, Eladige,
Gadushi, Gawohilvdodi, and Ugedaligv). By discussing a wide range of sites from different
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occupational periods and cultural town regions, I aim to cultivate growth in knowledge about how
these settlements had their own properties and how they correlated with those in the same Town
region and those within the same occupational period. When discussing just one or two sites in a
study, more focus is put on the individual aspects of the community i.e., how is one house different
than another, did distance between structures change over time, did the construction of hearths
follow a general settlement pattern or was it different from one house to another? Whereas utilizing
a broader sample of data can make correlation testing both easier to depict but also more
dependable, as a wider pool of cases makes it easier to discern strong trends or patterns.
Indigenous Sovereignty and the Issue of Turbulence
Cultural landscapes like Cowee and Kituhwa, Ani-Kitu Hwagi Mother towns, are two
examples of places that have been reacquired by the EBCI after these areas were appropriated by
Europeans or American farmers, who often destroyed the material remains of cultural features in
these areas by the plowing for farmland. However, as the Ani-Kitu Hwagi regain control of these
places, they stand out as vivid examples of Indigenous sovereignty. This term can be defined as “a
rejection of Hobbesian models under the sign of either secession from or self-government within
the states. It requires a local control over areas of interest key to maintaining cultural and political
identity, including traditional territory,” (Robertson 2017:181). Indigenous sovereignty works
towards decolonization of physical spaces and cultural understanding, halting the subjugation of
Indigenous knowledge early work in archaeology and history have often fostered. Indigenous
sovereignty relates to my research directly with the use of both archaeological and Ani-Kitu Hwagi
terminology when attempting to understand cultural architecture and associated features. This
study weaves understanding of ideas like center places and survivance for Ani-Kitu Hwagi
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architecture with terms like Gadugi, Gadahu, Tohi, and Osi to portray a decolonizing worldview
that is both archaeologically sound and Ani-Kitu Hwagi informed.
An example of how this terminology decolonizes is shown in assertions about including
survivance into discussions of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, typically considered under
the Shatter Zone model as a turbulent landscape of disruption. This study of architectural features
from the thirteenth to nineteenth century, even during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
century when English entanglement truly exploded, cultural features and patterns of domestic
dwellings, public townhouses, and the hearths built within them continued to remain recognizable.
Ani-Kitu Hwagi people chose when to adapt to the landscape of change occurring around them
and when to actively resist or refuse European invasion. A settlement like Townsend stands out,
as this settlement may not contain rebuilding practices seen in earlier thirteenth to early
seventeenth century settlements or public structures, but at the same time the cultural practice of
paired osi and adenelv structures persists along with the typology of ceramic assemblages and the
location/size of hearths. Calling a landscape turbulent and destructive may be historically accurate
when looking at the larger picture on a political or economic level, however within these turbulent
and destructive changing landscapes there is active refusal, resistance, and survivance.
Takeaways from this study should be an active example of vivid survivance within the
cultural architectural features often identified by excavations and settlement survey. Discussion
using survivance narrative and terminology of data on the structure area, structure shape, hearth
area, paired households, and rebuilding phases found in thirteenth to nineteenth century Ani-Kitu
Hwagi communities builds a more inclusive archaeological discussion and decolonizes data
gathered from earlier studies. The basic idea of this research should thus be taken and utilized for
discussion of other cultural features of Ani-Kitu Hwagi communities or for different Indigenous
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groups. Future research should also use the survivance narrative and terminology alongside AniKitu Hwagi terminology like Gadugi, Gadahu, Tohi, and Osi to generate more Indigenous
inclusive research focusing further on the individual Town regions presented throughout or by
adding even more settlements to this discussion to evaluate whether the same trends continue to
be identifiable.
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